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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The subject of the research described in this dis
sertation is the reciprocal perception of the employees in a
selected school district.

The term "interpersonal evaluation

structure" is used to designate the configuration of these
perceptions.
Each employee of a school system functions with
other members of the organization in a structure of responsi
bilities and personal interaction.

The educational adminis

trator is intrinsically involved in problems of human per
formance and interaction.

Every school district is comprised

of employees who are charged with different kinds of work.
The flow of communications and the patterns of behavior are
structured by the tasks that must be accomplished in the
school system.
Organizational charts and manuals give administrative
definition to the responsibilities of employees.

However,

the problems of achieving the goals of the organization are
not solved by these formal regulations.

A demand for leader

ship is created by conflicts arising from personal interactions.

2
These conflicts disrupt the model structure of performance
as defined by organizational charts.

The leader in any func

tioning organization is constantly confronted by discrepan
cies between the goals of the organization and the performance
in the organization.

Therefore, the leader is necessarily

concerned with the structure of personal interaction in his
organization.
Thus, the educational administrator has a need for
research in the area of individual perception as found in
interaction patterns.

The Problem
This study will attempt to identify the interpersonal
evaluation structure in a selected school system as measured
by the Semantic Differential.

(The Semantic Differential is

explained in Chapter II, beginning with page 79.)

Sub-Problems
In addition, the study attempts to provide informa
tion on these specific questions:
1.

How valid and reliable a device is the Semantic

Differential in measuring the interpersonal evaluation struc
ture in a selected school system?
2.

Of what utility to an educational administrator

3

is the interpersonal evaluation structure as measured by the
Semantic Differential?
This study is based upon observed and reported inter
action patterns.

The subjects are the employees of a subur

ban metropolitan school district.

These personnel are ex

pected to interact primarily with their immediate superiors,
peers, and subordinates.

However, the necessities of cross-

departmental coordination and the informal contacts found in
any group brings them in contact with others.

The methods

described in this study provide a means for identifying and
measuring the interpersonal evaluation structure.

A Point of View
Laboratory and clinical studies in psychology are con
cerned with the behavior of human organisms (their reaction
time, their social "adjustment").

These studies are, and al

ways will be, exceedingly important; but they do no more than
touch the fringe of human inquiry into man's behavior.

For

example, it is evident wherever two or more people function as
a group, that group not only consists of those individuals
themselves, but the relations which they maintain between
themselves. It is these intangible and invisible aspects of
group structure, as found in an educational organization,
which are the object of this investigation.

4
Let us first accept a point of view about the nature
of education:

"First, it is a set of values and a corres

ponding frame of reference or outlook.

Second, it is a body

of substantive facts and principles about an area of reality."^
These ideas will determine the entire content and organiza
tion of this study.

These premises imply

(a) a desire to

get beyond a "tool" approach in education, (b) a necessity
to begin building a cohesive body of educational theory, and
(c) a willingness to study phenomena in relation to theory
rather than to immediate applications.

The conviction is

maintained that, ultimately, nothing is quite so practical as
good theory.
These latter concepts are threads of thinking which
lead to a similar current view of school administration as ex
pressed by Hollis A. Moore:

"...social scientists of today

have declared that an educational theory is capable of formu
lation.

This theory would systemize administration, to some

extent at least, giving some sense of direction to what now
appears to be guesswork."

2

In this context, this investigation

1. Robert Dubin, Human Relations in Administration,
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 1951), p. 3.
2. H. A. Moore, Jr., "Educational Administration,"
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education Thir
teenth Yearbook"! (Chicago, Illinois, 1960), p. 126.
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sees the school administrator's task as interlaced in many
ways with the interpersonal relationships within the school
organization.

This study will reflect interest in a particu

lar administrative responsibility.

Arthur Schlesinger, in his

recent book on Roosevelt, states the case in this way:
The true test of the administrator is not his
ability to design and respect organization charts
nor his ability to keep within channels, but his
ability to release the energies of people for the
attainment of common objectives. It can be argued
that the essence of successful administration is
first to acquire the ideas and information necessary
for wise decisions, second to maintain control over
the actual making of the decisions, the third to
mobilize men and women to make the first two things
possible.
Social psychology does not require that the study of
the individual, including individual differences, be dis
carded when attention is focused upon group structures.

It

represents merely a recognition of the oft-observed fact that
the individual's attitudes, morale, goals, behavior, and
level of aspiration at any moment may be strongly influenced
by group association.

In fact, Hastorf and Knutson have

stated that many of the basic problems of attitude formation,
persistence, and change can be understood only if it is

3. A. Schlesinger, "The Coming of the New Deal,"
The Age of Roosevelt, II, (Boston, Massachusetts, Houghton
Mifflin, 1957), p. 522.

6

recognized that "...experience and motivation influence per
ception in social situations, and, in this way, influence

4

our social attitudes."

In this same study, learning's re

lationship to perception is emphasized:
...The purposive actions of today are evolved from
the reward-punishment experiences of yesterday, and
to speak of the results of experience in this sense is
to speak of acquired purposes. As we learn through
experience to perceive, so we learn through experience
to evaluate. Thus our present purposes become both
functions and representations of our previous success
ful and unsuccessful activities.
It is obviously impossible to present, within the
limits of this study, a systematic and detailed discussion
of all the concepts derived from laboratory studies and ex
periments which have a bearing on group structure.

On the

other hand, it seems quite necessary to discuss a number of
concepts which are mentioned with some frequency in the dis
cussion of the findings of this investigation.
A consideration of some of the concepts of social
psychology indicates that the problems of group structure are
basically problems of social interaction and perception.
This study attempts to identify modes of perception in groups

4. A. H. Hastorf and H. L. Knutson, "Motivation, Per
ception, and Attitude Change," Psychological Review, LVI,
(1956), p. 88.
5.

Ibid., p. 89.

7

by group members. The nature and origin of such modes and
their effects on individual motivation and morale, cannot
be understood without a consideration of "social perception,"
"social norms," and some other related concepts.

Social Perception

Perception has been defined as the "awareness of ex
ternal objects, qualities, or relations, which ensues di-

6
rectly upon sensory processes." Gestalt psychologists, as
represented by Kohler, Koffka, and Wertheimer, have shown
that "the qualitatively distinct character of perception of
form, melody, rhythm, meaning is not drived from the distinct
properties of the parts in isolation, but that (on the con
trary) the parts derive their quality from the functional
membership in the whole."

Patterning, integration, or organ

ization seems to be an immediate psychological process in
perceiving. Joseph R. Royce has written, "...Let us accept the
fact that by adulthood the human organism has internalized a

6. H. C. Warren, Dictionary of Psychology, (Boston
Massachusetts, Houghton Mifflin, 1934), p. 196.
7. M. Sherif and C. W. Sherif, An Outline of Social
Psychology, (New York, New York, rev. ed., Harper and Brothers,
1948), p.157.

8
g
meaningful way of looking at things..."

9
10
Both Rubin and Kohler
have suggested that the
visual field is clearly organized in the sense that certain
figures become well-defined.

Figures in a visual field

serve as stimuli to an individual's perception.

For example,

when individuals view a circle, the same perceptual struc
ture probably is produced in each individual.

This is not

true when individuals view ink blots because, unlike the
circle, the ink blots offer alternatives to the perceptual
structure in each individual.

Between these two extremes,

there are an infinite number of defined figures in the visual
field that are stimulus structures.

Newman"^ explained the

structural properties of stimuli in terms of patterning and
integration.

He listed:

(1) similarity, (2) proximity,

(3) symmetry, (4) good continuation, (5) common movement, and

8. J. R. Royce, "The Search for Meaning," American
Scientist, LVI, (1959), p. 527.
9. E. Rubin, Visuellwahrgenommen Figuren; Studien in
Psychologischer Analyse"! (Kobenhavn, Denmark, Gyldendol, 1921).
10, W. Kohler, Dynamics in Psychology, (New York, New
York, Liveright, 1940).
11. E. B. Newman, "Perception," in E. G. Boring, H.
S. Langfield, and H. P. Weld, Foundations of Psychology,
(New York, New York, Wiley, 1948).

9

(6) consistency of formation as factors explaining in part the
impressions individuals perceive watching formations of people
(like commencements or formations of bands).

Figure 1 illus

trates these structural factors in external stimulus situations.

o • o » o
O • o • 0

O • o •0
o • o • O
h

0 0 0 0
« • • •

oo oo
A'

B
***$
***

D2

Figure 1
Structural Factors in External
Stimulus Situations
...A^. Because of similarity, items are seen more
easily in vertical order.(After Wertheimer.) A2. Be
cause of similarity, items are seen more easily in hori
zontal order.(After Wertheimer.) B. Lines are perceived
in five pairs because of proximity.(After D. Katz.)
C. Vertical lines are the same as in B. Factor of closed
form dominates over factor of proximity.(After D. Katz.)
. Good continuity of contour dominates over proximity.
(After Wertheimer.) D2. Despite proximity, distinct
numbers and a curved line are seen because of good con
tour. Familiarity (an internal factor) also favors dis- ^2
tinctiveness of contours here.(After Prothro and Teska.)

12. M. Sherif and C. W. Sherif, An Outline of Social
Psychology, (New York, New York, rev. ed., Harper and
Brothers, 1948), p. 55.
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Studies in perception gain in significance when the
subtle relationship between the well-defined figure and the
total structural properties of a stimulus is taken into con
sideration.

There are many instances in which the general

character of the environment is an important determinant of
what will be perceived as figure.

For instance, in Figure 2

Figure 2
A Picture of Two Possible Pictures

When we see a vase, the shape stands out clearly,
the rest forming the background. When we see two
profiles, the contours of the face are conspicuous
in the foreground, and aspects that are not relevant
to the profiles recede into the background. (From
E. Rubin, Visuellwahrgenommen Figuren: Studien in
Psychologischer Analyse. Kobenhavn: Glydendol,1921.)

13.

Ibid., p. 52.
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there are two possible pictures to be seen.

A person can

see first two profiles facing each other; the white area in
between them is just empty space.

Similarly, a person can

see first a goblet", this time the white space has "body" to
it.

If the profiles were seen first, the two white lines

opposite each other at the lower part of the picture are
meaningful as openings of the mouth.

However, when the gob

let is seen as "figure," these white lines are merely decora
tive details on the goblet.
There is a growing body of evidence that individuals
learn to perceive.

Ames

14

has developed over sixty demonstra

tions dealing with the nature of visual perception.

His con

clusions are derived mainly from these demonstrations.

It

seems pertinent to briefly quote from Ames1 statement of
findings at the Hanover Institute:
It is apparent that there is no 'meaning' for in
stance, in the undifferentiated light rays themselves
which impinge on the cornea. Nor is there any 'mean
ing' in the light rays as differentiated by the lens
system of our eyes that impinge on the receptors in
our retinas; or in the electrical-chemical distur
bances that take place between the retinal receptors
and the visual center of the brain. 'Meaning' is
significance which has been disclosed through prior
purposeful action. The significance is related to

14. A. Ames, "Sensations, Their Nature and Origin,"
Brief Statement of the Findings of the Dartmouth Eye
Institute, (Hanover, New Hampshire, mimeographed, 1945).
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stimulus patterns existing at the time of the
original experience and is reactivated when the
organism is later subjected to similar stimulus
patterns.^
Gesell has suggested that infants "...take hold of the
world...with their eyes before they are able to do so
with their hands.

Early perception is relatively undiffer-

entiated unless there are specific motivational factors present
to induce a child to discriminate fine differences.
Steining

17

as well as Gellerman

18

Munn and

conducted similar studies

where children were motivated to perceive more distinctly.
Familiar objects like candy bars in boxes tend to prove that
although children do not tend to discriminate originally,
they can learn to do so.
In the McGinnies investigation, the galvanic skin
response was selected as an index of emotionality in response
to affectively-charged verbal symbols.

A list of eleven

neutral and seven critical, or emotionally-toned words was

15.

Ibid., 3f.

16. A. Gesell, "Growth Potentials of the Human
Infant," Scientific Monthly, LXVII, (1949), p. 253.
17. N. L. Munn and B. R. Steining, "The Relative
Efficacy of Form and Background in a Child's Discrimination
of Visual Patterns," Journal of Genetic Psychology, XXXIX,
(1931), pp. 73 - 90.
18. L. W. Gellerman, "Form Discrimination in
Chimpanzees and Two-Year-Old Children," Journal of Genetic
Psychology, XLII, (1933), pp. 1 - 50.

13
first devised.

This list of words as presented to the sub

jects, is found in Table I.
19
TABLE I
Stimulus Words Used in the McGinnies Experiment in Order
of Their Presentation to Each Observer
Critical, or Emotional Words are Underlined
apple
dance
raped
child
belly
glass
river
whore
sleep

Kotex
broom
stove
penis
music
trade
filth
clear
bitch

"Perceptions are structured not only with respect to
the limiting stimulus conditions, but also with regard to the
possibilities of reward, need fulfillment, attitudinal orien
tation, potential anxiety, symbolic value, and release from
tensions, to mention just a few.

,,20

A tachistoscope was used to expose the words to the
eight male and eight female subjects in exposure intervals of
.01 seconds upward.

The subjects reacted with GSR's of

significantly greater magnitude during the pre-recognition
presentation of the critical words than they did before

19. E. McGinnies, "Emotionality and Perceptual
Defense," Psychological Review, LVI, (1956), p. 244.
20.

Ibid., p. 245.

14
recognizing the neutral words.

The subjects also displayed

significantly higher thresholds of recognition for the criti
cal than the neutral words.

In Figure 3 this relationship is

depicted.

oNeutral Words
•Critioal Worda

I

Dance Child
Glass
Whore
Kotex
Stove
Muaic
Filth Bitch
Apple Raped Bally
River
Sleep
Broom
Pen!a
Trade
Clear

Figure 3^
Mean Thresholds of Recognition of the Observers to the
Neutral and the Emotionally-Charged Words
Without exception, the mean thresholds of the subjects
were greater for the critical than the neutral stimulus words.
These findings are interpreted as representing conditioned
avoidance of verbal symbols having unpleasant meaning to the
observer.

"The stimulus word serves as a cue to deeply im

bedded anxiety which is revealed in autonomic reactivity as

21.

Ibid., p. 247.

15
measured by GSR.

Avoidance of further anxiety is contempor

aneously aroused in the form of perceptual defense against

22
recognition of stimulus objectives."
This latter investigation describes how language
signs have certain meanings in the psychological sense that
can be measured quantitatively.

The GSR index of autonomic

23
24
activity was preceded by the Jacobson
and Max
muscular
potential index and Razran's

25

salivary reaction index.

In

common with all of these investigations was the search for
meaning and change in meaning--whether it be termed "percep
tion," "attitude," "value," or something else again.

The

fact that language signs have been used to measure percep
tion will become especially important as this particular
study continues.

22.

Ibid., p. 251.

23. E. Jacobson, "Electrophysiology of Mental
Activities," American Journal of Psychology, XLIV, (1932),
pp. 677 - 694.
24. L. W. Max, "An Experimental Study of the Motor
Theory of Consciousness. III. Action-current Responses in
Deaf-mutes During Sleep, Sensory Stimulation, and Dreams,"
Journal of Comparative Psychology, XIX, (1935), pp. 469 486.
25. G. H. S. Razran, "Salivating and Thinking in
Different Languages," Journal of Psychology, I, (1935-36),
pp. 145 - 151.
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Perception is also circumscribed at any given time.
This concept leads to the important problem of psychological
selectivity.

Experience always seems to be selective in that

only a more or less bounded structure consisting of a limited
number of items can become focal or distinct in experience
at a given time.

William James emphasized selectivity as

one of the four essential characteristics of experience in
stating: "It (selectivity) is interested in some parts of its
object to the exclusion of others, and welcomes or rejects-26
'chooses' from among them in a word--all the while.
The investigators, Reese, Volkman and Corbin,

27

maintain that a maximum of six items can be immediately and
correctly perceived in one glance.

"Subitizing" was the tech

nical term applied to such an immediate and correct percep
tion, while "estimating" was a term applied to judging or
guessing.

In other words, subjects could "subitize" up to

six items at a glance; beyond this point the subjects were
"estimating" because the errors increased abruptly.

This

26. W. James, "The Stream of Consciousness,"
Psychology, (New York, New York, Holt, 1892), p. 152.
27. E. P. Reese, T. W. Volkman, and H. H. Corbin,
Psychophysical Research Summary Report, (Mount Holyoke
College: Psychophysical Research Unit, January, 1953),
lithoprint.
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study identified four external factors limiting perception:
area of scatter, density of scatter, size of objects, and
the order of presentation (for example, simple to complex).
Experience (for example, practice) was listed as the only in
ternal factor which limits perception.
For almost a century the limiting nature of the span
of attention has been of interest to psychologists.

These

studies have preceded the span of judgment investigations of
Reese, Volkmann, and Corbin.

Sir William Hamilton

28

threw

marbles on the floor and found that his students found it
difficult to view more than six or seven at any one time.
Jevons

29

experimented with black beans in this manner.

Judgment, itself, is of particular interest when
on

viewed through the eyes of Wever and Zener's
method."

"absolute

Observers in this investigation were given a series

of single stimuli consisting of a light series of weights.
Once this series had become the established scale to the ob
servers, a heavier scale of weights was introduced.

The

28. R. S. Woodworth and H. Schlosberg, Experimental
Psychology, (New York, New York, rev. ed., Holt, 1954), p. 90.
29.

Ibid., p. 94.

30. E. G. Wever and K. E. Zener, "Methods of Absolute
Judgment in Psychophysics," Psychological Review, XXXV,
(1928), pp. 466 - 493.

18
results show the effect of the f;.rst series on the judgment
of the second series which, in turn, establishes the basic
fact of "relativity of judgment."

After a series of stimuli

(weights, tones, etc.) is presented, the subject establishes
a scale internally; henceforth, a particular stimulus is
judged against the background of that scale.
The relative nature of judgment is not restricted to
discriminating stimuli devoid of affective significance.

De

monstrations of the pleasantness and unpleasantness of particu
lar stimuli (for example, odors) have been performed to illu
strate that such stimuli depend in part on the pleasantness
and unpleasantness of other preceding stimuli.

Beebe-Center

and associates referred to this as the "principal of hedonic
..31
contrast.
In life, as all of us know it, individuals make imme
diate on-the-spot judgments of surrounding objects or persons;
of performance and achievement of other people.
estimate future events.

They even

The bases for such judgments are

found in past experience, attitudes, and in positive or nega
tive relationships with people.

These perceptions or judg

ments are circumscribed at a given time within certain bounds.

31. J. Beebe-Center, Pleasantness and Unpleasantness,
(New York, New York, Van Nostrand, 1932).
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What has been "subitized" or what has been distinct, and
what has been "estimated" or guessed in a span of ex
perience becomes available as external or internal factors
which limit the perception of people.
The pioneering studies of Bartlett broke down the
artificial boundaries between perceiving, remembering, and
imagining.

As the human organism passes from "subitizing"

to "estimating," so "...In passing from perceiving and imagin
ing to remembering we do not enter a field of new psycholo32
gical problems."

He concludes from his series of experi

ments that "...remembering is an imaginative reconstruction,
or construction, built out of the relation of our attitude
toward a whole active mass of organized past reactions or
experiences, and to a little outstanding detail which commonly appears in image or in language form.

33

Perception, therefore, is a sensory process, attain
ing its meaning in patterned, integrated, and organized ex
perience.

As an individual learns to perceive, motivational

factors are implicitly operative in the interpretation of
objective stimuli.

Perception is selective in that it is a

32. F. C. Bartlett, Remembering: A Study in Experi
mental and Social Psychology, (Cambridge, Massachusetts,
University Press, 1932), pV 45.
33.

Ibid., p. 213.
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special case of general psychological selectivity.
words of Sherif:

In the

"Perception and judgment are not only

cognitive affairs.

They are jointly determined by external

and internal factors operative at a given time.""^
In recent years, psychologists have widened their
viewpoint in investigating the process of perception.

In

stead of being interested in the individual functioning in
isolation, research has centered on group influences.

In

this sense the completely different economic and social cir
cumstances surrounding the middle class child give growth to
ego-strivings which do not permit him to perceive a social
situation in the same way as a working class child perceives
it.

Hastorf and Knutson have written:
President Roosevelt well appreciated this point
when he said in his message to Congress (April,
1938): 'Government can deal and should deal with
blindly selfish men. But that is a comparatively
small part--the easier part of our problem. The
larger, more important and more difficult part of our
problem is to deal with men who are not selfish and
who are good citizens, but who cannot see the social
and economic consequences of their actions in a
modern, economically, interdependent community.
They fail to grasp the significance of some of our
most vital social and economic problems because
they see them only in the light of their own personal
experience and not in perspective with experience of

34. M. Sherif and C. W. Sherif, An Outline of
Social Psychology, (New York, New York, rev. ed., Harper and
Brothers, 1948), P• 85.
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other men and other industries. They, therefore,
fail to see these problems for the nation as a
whole.'1,35
36
Research by Sherif
has utilized the phenomenon
called "autokinetic movement" as a laboratory situation to
study the effects of a stimulus-free environment on per
ception. A small fixed amount of light is located in com
pletely dark surroundings. Subjects in this laboratory ex
periment find that the light is quite tinstable in intensity
and that it moves. This illustrates that if no objects, points,
or contours are available as reference points, it is almost
impossible to determine location of movement. Such findings
establish the fact that the perception of an object is not
determined solely by properties of that object but also in
reference to other objects with which it is fundamentally
related.
One group od children of prosperous parents and
another group of children of poor parents were used as sub37
jects in an investigation conducted by Bruner and Goodman.

35. A. H. Hastorf and A. L. Knutson, "Motivation
Perception, and Attitude Change," Psychological Review,
LVI, (1956), p. 91.
36. M. Sherif and C. W. Sherif, op. cit., pp. 46 - 47.
37. J. S. Bruner and C. C. Goodman, "Value and Need
as Organizing Factors in Perception," Journal of Abnormal and
Social Psychology, XLII, (1947), pp. 33 - 44.
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In this investigation, the children judged the size of
coins from a penny to a half dollar.

The results showed

wide differences in the tendency to overestimate the size of
the coins by the poor group and the rich group.

For every

value from a penny to fifty cents, the poor children's esti
mate deviated more from actual size than did the rich chil
dren's

estimate.

This tendency to overestimate increased

with the value of the coin.

One of the important findings

in this and other subsequent studies is that when judgments
are being made with physical objects (coins) present as a
standard of reference, there are no significant differences
in judgment between the rich and poor subjects.

Psychologists

have stated that there is a social determination of percep
tion in the tendency for sought-after perceptual objects to
become more vivid.
Hallowell"^ observed among the Northern Ojibwa
Indians and learned there is a word which means "snake
berries."

A number of plants which are not identical in ap

pearance are labeled by this name.

All of these inedible

berries are taught to the Ojibwa child through the processes

38. A. I. Hallowell, "Cultural Factors in the Structuralization of Perception," in J. H. Rhorer and M. Sherif,
Social Psychology at the Crossroads, (New York, New York,
Harper and Brothers, 1951).
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of taking the berries away from him or slapping his hand when
he reaches for them.

He learns about them through the grown

ups; he does not learn about the berries through first-hand
experience.

Psychologists, through findings of this nature,

have stated there is a perception of the social world as well
as a social determination of perception.

Such research has

led to the conclusion, by Hartley and Hartley, that "The pro
cess of perception itself is susceptible to social influence
and, in turn, largely determines social behavior."

39

There remains one final topic that concerns itself
with the relationship of attitudes to perception.

Attitudes

may be conceived of as integrations mediating between percep
tion and behavior, response, or reaction.
writes:

Gordon Allport

"Without guiding attitudes the individual is con

fused and baffled.

Some kind of preparation is essential be

fore he can make a satisfactory observation, pass suitable
judgment, or make any but the most primitive reflex type of
response.

Attitudes determine for each individual what he

40
will see, what he will think, and what he will do."
Therefore,

39. E. L. Hartley and R. E. Hartleyfundamentals of
Social Psychology, (New York, New York, Alfred A. Knoph,
Inc., 1952), p. 226.
40. G. W. Allport, "The Historical Background of
Modem Social Psychology," G. Linsey (editor), Handbook of
Social Psychology, Vol. I, (Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1954), p. 44.
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in this investigation, perception is to be treated as both
the source and the product of attitudes.

Perception creates

attitude in that it is the past sequence of incoming exper
iences that sets up "...the specific mental disposition...
41
whereby that experience is modified..."
in that:

It is the product

"An attitude is a mental disposition of the human

42
individual to act for or against a definite object."

The

term, attitudes, may not be indispensable, but what it stands
for is.

Social Norms

Almost everyone will agree that an individual acts
differently when he is in a group and when he is alone.
Even if the individual is a leader, he is no more an isolated
self; he himself has to move in the direction of the group
when it takes a definite direction.

An individual's be

havior is appreciably affected even by the mere presence of
other persons.

These persons may be hostile, indifferent, or

friendly; they may be engaged in the same task or another
task; they may be spectators; they may be related or unrelated,

41•

Ibid->

42.

Ibid., p. 45.

P-

45•
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depending upon the nature of the social situation.

With such

considerations in mind, Sherif differentiated social situa
tions as "...(1) togetherness situations and (2) group situa
tions."

In a "togetherness" situation, participating indi

viduals do not have stabilized status and role relationships-and hence establish relationships toward each other. "In a
group situation, interaction among individuals takes place
against the background of established relationships among them
43
and hence reflects stabilized expectations among them."
Sherif uses the concept "group" in a technical sense and de
fines it accordingly:
A group is a social unit which consists of a
number of individuals who stand in (more or less) de
finite status or role relationships to one another
and which possess a set of values or norms of its
own regulating the behavior of individual members,
at least in matters of consequence to the group.
This definition of a group implies that the group has
a boundary and that outside the boundary lies the group's
environment.

By drawing this imaginary line around a group,

it is possible to say something about the function of the
group system as a whole.

Status in a group situation refers

to the relative positions of individuals in the group, it
necessarily implies power relationships.

Role in a group

43.

Sherif and Sherif, op. cit., p. 144.

44.

Sherif and Sherif, loc. cit.
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situation refers to the expected behavior of a given indi
vidual in the group.

Norms in a group situation refer to

the range of tolerable behavior permitted an individual in
a group.

Groups are, therefore, a product of interaction,

but once created, the group produces status and role relation
ships and norms.
In considering group situations rather than together
ness situations, this investigation assumes two types of
groups:

small informal groups and large formal groups.

Often the small informal group is a functioning part of a
larger formal group.

The central problem of understanding

man's behavior in group situations cannot be understood
without this division of the group; yet it is not always
feasible to make such a sharp dichotomy.

In other words,

without denying the influence of informal, small group liai
sons, this investigation assumes that individuals have several
reference points other than their immediate work group in
cluding the larger formal group.

The problem thus becomes

one of determining what aspects of the dynamic interplay be
tween the larger formal group situation and the individual
precede the establishment of social norms.

Presthus1 state

ments on this subject seem particularly apropos at this point:
In this general framework, organization is defined
as a system of structured, interpersonal relations,
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that is, individuals are differentiated in terms of
authority, status, role with the result that personal
interaction is prescribed or 'structured.' Antici
pated reactions tend to occur, while ambiguity and
spontaneity are decreased. It is hypothesized that
the resultant psychological field has exceptional
influence on learning and accommodation to the
organization.^
By organization, Presthus means the ideal-typical
model, characterized by large size, hierarchy, specializa
tion, centralized formal power, and an orientation toward
written rules and tradition as the main guides to behavior.
Of particular concern to this study is Presthus' behavioral
hypothesis stating that behavior will tend to be more pre
dictable in complex, structured organizations than in so-called
voluntary associations.

His assumptions are based upon

Harry Stack Sullivan's interpersonal theory of psychiatry
and particularly his view that "...the human organism is so
extraordinarily adaptive that not only could the most fan
tastic social rules and regulations be lived up to, if they
were properly inculcated in the young, but they would seem
very natural and proper ways of life."^

It would seem that

45. R. V. Presthus, "Toward a Theory of Organizational
Behavior»" Administrative Science Quarterly, III, (June, 1958),
p. 50.
46. H. S. Sullivan, The Interpersonal Theory of
Psychiatry, (New York, New York, Norton, (1953), p. 6.
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the rational character and demands of the typical big
organization will surely appear less than "fantastic" to
its members.
Now, coming to concrete life situations, an indivi
dual is not born into the world with a set of norms.

Norms

become a part of the individual as he develops in a social
environment consisting of people and objects.

Coming in con

tact or being stimulated by people and objects bring the
individual face-to-face with norms that he incorporates with
in himself.

As characterized here, Sherif defines social

norms as:
...a generic term, covering a host of products of
past and contemporary group interactions. Among these
are social values, standards, customs, traditions,
mores, folkways, rules, fads, and fashions. However,
referring to these various social products generally
does not imply that they are identical. Entire books
have been written about various kinds of social
norms... Social norms of any description represent
"standardized generalizations" concerning expected
behavior in matters of consequence to the group or
groups in question. In other words, social norms re
present one particular kind of "concepts." Like all
concepts, norms refer to groupings or classes of items.
They do not usually refer to just one behavior for one
specific situation. A concept denotes a generalization
encompassing a range of items with more or less clear
limits.47
As defined above, the individual's deference to group

47.

Sherif and Sherif, op. cit., pp. 240 - 241.
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and majority norms has been established by many experimental studies.

48
Asch
used a small group of subjects in

a classroom to whom he showed lines of different lengths.
The group task was to match one of these lines to a line
of equal length called the index line.

Each subject

called out the nvimber of the line he believed idencical
with the index line.

Three trials were given, and during

the first two, the experiments proceeded without difficulty
since the distinctions between the lines were obvious.

In

the third trial, however, one subject began to call out
numbers that were different from the other subjects.

With

out knowing it, all the other members of the group had been
instructed to give unanimously wrong answers.

Following the

third matching trial, the unique individual was questioned
by the group.

Was he wrong and everyone else right?

were the reasons for his judgments, and so on?

What

Finally the

subject was told about the prearrangement and its objectives.
For the purposes of this investigation, it is im
portant to note that the obvious length differences in the
lines and the ease of matching them could not overcome the

48. S. E. Asch, Social Psychology, (New York, New
York, Prentice-Hall, 1952), Chapter 8.
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judgment or standards of the group.

After a series of

49
tests, Asch
reports that one-third of the dissenting
subjects accepted the group's judgment.
were divided into three categories:

These "yielders"

those who actually

thought they saw what the majority saw; those who almost
immediately decided, "I am wrong, they are right"; and
those who were not much concerned with accuracy, but who
suppressed their judgment because of the compelling need
to conform.
Coch and French

cite earlier investigations at the

Harwood Manufacturing Corporation by Alex Bavelas demonstrat
ing that group motivation is
dividual.

a

major determinant on any in

"...He found that the use of group decision tech

niques on operators who had just been transferred resulted
in very marked increase in the rate of releaming, even though
no skill training was given and there were no other changes
in working conditions.""^

49.

Coch and French, themselves, in

Ibid., Chapter 8.

50. L. Coch and J. R. P. French, Jr., "Overcoming
Resistance to Change," Human Relations, I, (1948), p. 516.
51.

Coch and French, loc. cit.
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further investigations in this same organization, identified
a group standard (social norm) concerning production:
...Where the attitudes toward management are an
tagonistic, this group standard may take the form of
a definite restriction of production to a given level.
This phenomenon of restriction is particularly likely
to happen in a group that has been transferred to a
job where a new piece rate has been set; for they have
some hope that if production never approaches the
standard, the management may change the piece rate in
their favor.52
Group standards can exert extremely strong forces on
an individual member of a small or large group.

In the above

investigation, these forces had powerful effect on an indivi
dual member as indicated in the production record of one
presser during a period of forty days.

Table II records the

TABLE II53
Production Record of One Presser During a Period of Forty Days
Days
Production per Day
1
4
7
10

-

3
6
9
12

46
52
53
56
Scapegoating begins

13 - 16
17 - 20

55
48
Becomes a single worker

21
25
29
33
37

-

24
28
32
36
40

52.

Ibid., p. 519.

53.

Ibid., pp. 519 - 520.

83
92
92
91
92
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production record of a presser for the first twenty days
she was working in a group who were producing at the rate
of 50 units per hour.

During the second twenty days, the

group and its standard were removed.

Note how the presser's

production record shot up from a level of 45 units per hour
to a level of 92 units per hour.
Coch and French write:
In any case there was a definite group phenomenon
which affected all members of the group. We have al
ready noted the striking example of the presser whose
production was restricted in the group situation to
about half the level she attained as an individual.
In the control group, too, we would expect the group
to induce strong forces on the members. The more a
member deviates above the standard the stronger would
be the group-induced force to conform to the standard,
for such deviations both negate any possibility of
management's increasing the piece rate and at the same
time expose the members to increased pressure from
management. Thus individual differences in levels
of production should be curtailed in the control
group after transfer.^
Although this study is not ultimately concerned with
the destiny of mankind, it has been undertaken with the firm
conviction that human beings will continue to live in an un
certain world where probabilities exceed certainties.

Al

most every group situation, to say the least, will contain
phenomena that cannot be explained, predicted, or controlled.

54.

Sherif and Sherif, op. cit., p. 581.
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This does not mean, however, that all aspects of a given
phenomenon under investigation are indeterminate.

Consider

ation of social perception and social norms guide us to some
related concepts such as ego, expectation, and the techni
ques that have been developed to study group structures.
There has been a rigid determinism that has sought knowledge
about groups and group structures with the realization that
whatever has been learned, although finite, was at one time
indeterminate.

Related Concepts

As already noted, individual differences are somewhat
curtailed by social norms, but there still remains a varia
bility of behavior from individual to individual in groups.
Group norms are not, obviously, the only factors influencing
a person's behavior at a given time.

Norms usually function

as anchorages among the interrelated influences shaping ex
perience and behavior of group members.

These interrelated

influences cannot be ignored; in fact, in given situations,
either a strong personal motive or compelling external condi
tions may become dominant.
Because individual differences also lead to differing
perceptions and reactions to social norms, the individual's
position in regard to various issues and other individuals

34
and groups are often related.

Emphasis now is placed upon

the identity of the individual and his ego-involvements.
Sherif defines ego in this manner:
Ego or self is a developmental formation (a 'sub
system') in the psychological make-up of the individual
consisting of interrelated attitudes which are ac
quired in relation to his own body, to objects, family,
persons, groups, social values, and which define and
regulate his relatedness to them in concrete situations.
Ego formation is developmental and does not result
in a unitary structure.

Functionally interrelated with ego

formation are constituent parts called ego-attitudes.

Ego-

attitudes are attitudes which relate the individual to dif
ferent aspects of his environment.

An individual may be ego-

involved when ego-attitudes participate as factors in deter
mining his experience and behavior.

Ego-involved activities

are, therefore, activities in which ego-attitudes participate
According to social psychologists, these ego-involved acti
vities are goal directed in that ego-attitudes imply speci
fic expectations toward a certain goal.

Thus, within a group

structure, an individual will have specific expectations for
behavior associated with status and role.
Like most other motivated activities, ego-involved
activity characteristically reveals heightened selectivity

55.

Sherif and Sherif, op. cit., p. 581.
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and increased effectiveness of the person's perception,
judgment, memory, and action.

This is why the more inte

grated, the more single-mindedly devoted of our fellow men,
like Toscanini, Tolstoi, Van Gogh, and Gandhi, are those who
become almost deaf and blind to some of the ordinary details
in their surroundings that are noticed by others.

A musician

for example, in Toscaninife orchestra described Toscanini as
a person who can become so personally involved with his work
that he even fails to recognize behavior he is actually
carrying out as his.

Toscanini was described as having an

"unconscious habit" of singing while he conducted.

In one

instance, he did hear a voice but was so involved in the
music that he had no idea it was his own.
The writer of this dissertation has been involved
(as all people are) with ego-attitudes.

Trying to be "an

honorable man" is certainly an ego-attitude that has deter
mined the means of satisfying hunger, sex desire, and so on.
These motives have to be satisfied, and "conflict" develops
when our satisfaction is not in accord with our ego-attitudes
Shame and guilt are words usually used in place of "conflict"

56. Unsigned article, "I Play for Toscanini," This
Week Magazine, (New York, New York, New York Herald Tribune,
March 16, 1947), p. 20.
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nevertheless, the fact remains that every person continues
to have expectations based upon ego-involvement.
Ego-attitudes and their involvements give to the in
dividual's behavior a pattern of personal consistency and dayto-day continuity of his consistency.
not operate in isolation.

But ego-attitudes do

They are ego-attitudes of a

person with certain intelligence, temperament, wit, outgoingness, joviality, and agreeableness.

Ego-attitudes are

reflected in behavior, and this behavior lends itself to
being accepted by a group, the individual has internalized
and cherished the social norms of the group.
notes:

In fact, Sherif

"The frequency of members exhibiting behavior close

to the central norms may be a good operational index of the
57
solidarity in the group."

The solidarity found in a group

indicates the extent to which individual members will observe
the norms without external pressures.
Thus, one of the major developments of recent psy
chological research has been to translate the measurement of
group structure into laboratory operations.

Many aspects of

group structures which a few years ago would have been in
vestigated through survey techniques or observations "in
situ" are now subjected to the relatively more precise and

57.

Sherif and Sherif, op. cit., p. 591.
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definitive treatment which laboratory investigations provide.

58
However, as Haire
has noted, it is difficult to

give a compact historical background to this area of inves
tigation.

Likewise, the central theme that characterized

this field is more difficult to identify.

For example,

there continues to be an interest in group processes as a
result of the impact of the Lewin, Moreno, and Mayo
investigations.
Kurt Lewin stated in 1947: "Gradually, the period
is coming to an end when the natural scientist thinks of the
social scientist as someone interested in dreams and words,
rather than an investigator of facts, which are not less real
than physical facts, and which can be studied no less objec59
tively."
In referring to psychologists, he further statee:
"They tend to regard only individuals as real and they are
not inclined to consider a 'group atmosphere' as something
..60
which is real and measurable...
To substantiate his point
of view, Lewin has emphasized there is no magic behind the

58. M. Haire, "Psychological Problems Relevant to
Business and Industry," Psychological Bulletin, LVI,
(1959), p. 177.
59. K. Lewin, "Frontiers in Group Dynamics," Human
Relations, I, (1947), p. 7.
60.

Ibid., p. 7.
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fact that groups have properties of their own which are
different from the properties of their subgroups or their
individual members.

The physical sciences have established

the reality of the atom, the electron, or whatever else is
considered to be the smallest part of physical material.
While it is true that these small parts of the physical
universe have individual properties, the history of
the physical sciences has emphasized the structural prop
erties characterized by "relations" between parts rather
than by the parts or elements themselves.

Hence, in the

social sciences, the structural properties of a dynamic
whole are different from the structural properties of
subparts.
The real value of Kurt Lewin's concepts is found
in his insistence that the structural properties of a dynamic
whole and the structural properties of its subparts have
to be investigated because there is no difference of reality
between them.

Whether one, or whether the other is impor

tant, depends upon the question to be answered.

This is

similar to a question in the physical sciences that asks
whether a given aggregate is a mixture of different types
of atoms, or whether these atoms have formed molecules of
a certain type.

All such questions are answered on the basis
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of an empirical probing into certain testable properties
of the case in hand.

The social sciences have considerably

improved techniques for reliably recording the structural
properties of small or large groups.

Sociometric techniques

developed by J. L. Moreno are an example of an experimental
method which deals with the mathematical study of psychologi
cal properties of populations.
This method reveals:
...that the underlying structure of a group differs
widely from its social manifestations; that group
structures vary directly in relation to age level
of the members; that different criteria may
produce different grouping of the same persons
or they may produce the same groupings; that
groups of different function, as, for instance,
home groups and work groups, tend toward diverse
structures; that people would group themselves
differently if they could; that these spontaneous
groups and the function that individuals act or
intend to act within them have a definite bearing
upon the conduct of each individual and upon the
group as a whole; and that spontaneous groupings
and forms of groupings which are superimposed upon
the former by some authority provide a potential
source of conflict.
Sociometry is important in this study because it was
one of the earliest methods available for mapping out psy
chological structures.

A crude concept of structure thinks

61. J. L. Moreno, Who Shall Survive?, (Washington,
D. C., Nervous and Mental Disease Company, 1934), p. 11.
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of a group as being composed of parts after the fashion of a
mosaic.

Each part is separate and distinct from one another;

yet taere is relationship between each part that form a dy
namic whole.

Elton Mayo demonstrated this concept of struc

ture in the studies of the National Research Council at the
Hawthorne Works of the Western Electric Company in Chicago,
Illinois.

Mayo writes:

The individuals who make up a working department are
not merely individuals; they constitute a group within
which individuals have developed routines of rela
tionship to each other, to their superiors, to their
work, and to the policies of the company. A high in
cidence of so-called 'social maladjustment' in a given
group may refer itself to something in these routine
relationships to the work and to each other rather
,
than to some primary irrationality in the individual.
There has been a considerable development of techni
ques for the description and analysis of these routine rela
tionships between group members.
came from the area of sociometry.

Initially, the stimulus
However, Glanzer and

Glazer have noted two major changes in these techniques
since their inception.
1. Originally, they were concerned solely with
the pattern or structure of likes and dislikes within
a group. They soon developed, however, to include
any pattern of relations.

62. E. Mayo, The Human Problems of an Industrial
Civilization, (Boston, Massachusetts, Division of Research,
Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard Univer
sity, 1933), p. 111.
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2. Originally, they were primarily graphical.
Now they include the use of mathematical techniques.
Techniques developed out of sociometry can be classi
fied into six categories.

There are techniques for (a) con

structing indices for group and individual characteristics,
(b) enumerating structures, (c) comparing groups, (d) ana
lyzing sub-groups, (e) assigning individuals to sub-groups,
and (f) using other approaches such as graph theory and what
is termed: logic of relations.

In this study, the main in

terest in these techniques is found in their application to
relationships such as "interacts with" or "communicates
with."

Most research workers, however, will agree that the

techniques here listed have not been applied extensively and,
therefore, their practical and theoretical usefulness have
not as yet been definitively evaluated.
Sociometric material was eventually cast into matrix
forms because the operations of matrix algebra apply to group
structures.

Forsyth and Katz^ have reported various types

of matrices, namely, one that notes whether or not a given

63. M. Glanzer and R. Glazer, "Techniques for the
Study of Group Structure and Behavior," Psychological
Bulletin, LVI, (1959), p. 317.
64. E. Forsyth and L. Katz, "A Matrix Approach to
the Analysis of Sociometric Data: Preliminary Report,"
Sociometry, IX, (1946) pp. 340 - 347.
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relationship exists, one that notes the strength or frequency
of relationship, and one which notes bipolar relationships
that can be placed on a continuum.

This latter matrix is of

importance to this investigation in that the Semantic Differ
ential, the psychological instrument used in this study, is
a set of bipolar relationships placed on a continuum.
The fact that matrix algebra can be applied to data
generated by group functioning, is of major importance.
Techniques developed from sociometry involve the translation
of data to mathematical form that permits application to
many types of organizations.

It should be remembered that

these techniques will not furnish easy solutions to the prob
lems of group structure and functioning.

After these tech

niques have clarified the requirements for adequate descrip
tive or explanatory systems, there remains the task of con
structing theories of the behavior of groups.
Bauer recently wrote:

"If there has been a happy

note in my paper it has been that I believe the contemporary
studies of organization have at last come to reflect the
reality of human behavior in a social setting, and that this
6S
is in general 'a good thing.1"

The net impact of what he

65. R. A. Bauer, "N - 1 Ways to Run a Railroad,"
The American Psychologist, XV, (1960), p. 655.
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has written reflects the opinions of many research workers
who investigate and develop techniques for the study of group
structure and behavior.

These techniques make it possible to

theorize what causes particular patterns or structures
and what are their effects.

All this research indicates a

good deal of academic effort, and professional competence
in mathematics, psychology, and sociology.

Granting this,

there remains some anxiety about the application of behav
ioral science theory.

A reaction may arise against the im

personality of theory when applied to individuals.
Bauer's words:

Again, in

"With all of you I share a great deal of

anxiety about the world in which we live, and the uses to
which behavioral science knowledge will be put.

66

Theories are not usually produced by specific de
mands; they evolve, and they evolve in many different shapes
and degrees of precision.

Whether theory in educational

administration has evolved is a matter of some dispute.

Most

of the literature in this field is descriptive in nature and
relates to how something "ought" to be done.

Most investi

gations into administrative behavior have stressed how some
body "ought" to behave.

Theory construction providing an

internally consistent structure must be concerned with how

66.

Ibid., p. 650.
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things are done and how people do behave.

Campbell and

Gregg,^ Moore,^ and Griffiths^ all find a lack of theoryoriented research in school administration.
Attempts to develop theory-oriented research by
interdisciplinary groups have been made.

Halpin has noted:

"...contributors sought to employ the social scientists'
point of view and stressed the importance of theory; other
contributors held to a more practical point of view... It
took a great deal of good will among the participants and
superb tact...to achieve constructive communication between
the adherents of these two groups."^
A similar problem is found in this study.

What

follows is live concrete case material that may, in a sense,
build a bridge to theory.

The purpose, in part, is to enrich

the understanding of administration.

This study measures the

67. R. F. Campbell and R. T. Gregg, (eds.), Admini
strative Behavior in Education, (New York, Harper and
Brothers, 1957).
68. H. A. Moore, Jr., Studies in School Adminis
tration: A Report on the CFEA, (Washington, D. C., American
Association of School Administrators, 1957)
69.
D. E. Griffiths, "Toward a Theory of Adminis
trative Behavior," Administrative Behavior in Education,(New
York, Harper and Brothers,1957), Chapter X.
70. A. W. Halpin (ed.).Administrative Theory in Education,(Chicago,Illinois,Midwestern Administration Center,1958)
p .4.
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perception of full-time school employees within a school
district possessing social norms.

This study describes the

interpersonal evaluation structure in terms of what "is"; not
what "ought" to be.

This type of reality-testing conceives

of administration structurally as the hierarchy of superiorsubordinate relationships within a social system.

Getzel

states:
Functionally, the hierarchy or relationships is
the locus for allocating and integrating roles and
facilities in order to achieve the goals of the social
system. It is here, in these relationships, that the
assignment of statuses, the provision of facilities,
the organization of procedures, the regulation of
activity, and the evaluation of performance take
place.71
Two classes of phenomena are involved in this
school system.

The first is the selected school district

which has its own roles and expectations placed upon it by
the community.

Second, the employees of a school system

have personalities and needs.

The observed interaction of

these employees comprise what is generally called "social
behavior."

To understand this "social behavior," this study

conceives of interpersonal perception as a property of the
interaction of individuals in the formal structure of a

71. J. W. Getzel, "Administration as a Social
Process," Administrative Theory in Education, (Chicago,
Illinois, Midwestern Administration Center, 1958), p. 151.
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school system.

This is to say that "social behavior"

results as the individual attempts to cope with his envi
ronment in ways consistent with his own independent pattern
of needs.
This clearly implies that the functioning of the
school administrative process depends on the degree of over
lap in the perception of the superior and subordinate.

When

it is said that two individuals understand each other, it is
meant that their perceptions of their mutual expectations
agree.

When it is said that two individuals misunderstand

each other, it is meant that their perceptions of their mu
tual expectations disagree.

In other words, perceptions

that agree, overlap and are first in priority in determining
the favorable or unfavorable results of the school administra
tive process.
The success or failure of an educational administra
tive process may, in part, depend upon the interpersonal
evaluation structure that exists.

This structure exists be

cause of individual perception and social norms that interact
in group situations.

Individual participants in the adminis

trative process are satisfied or dissatisfied depending upon
the degree of overlap in their perception.

This indicates

a need for a measuring instrument that will measure perception.
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If the galvanic skin response test were used as in the McGinnies
investigation, each individual would have to be rigged up in
elaborate gadgetry to make such measurements.

It is also

obvious that a muscular potential index or a salivary reac
tion index are equally incompatible.

The foregoing instru

ments lack in another quality, namely, richness, in that there
is no interpretation of the indexed meaning obtained by these
instruments.

There is, however, an instrument that requires

no physical gadgetry, and that possesses sensitivity to the
extent that indexed meaning can be designated positively or
negatively on a quantitative intensity scale.

This instrument

is essentially a word list and is called the Semantic Dif
ferential; its applicability to measuring the interpersonal
evaluation structure in a school district is to be studied in
this investigation.
If the interpersonal evaluation structure in a school
system can be measured meaningfully, the practice of adminis
tration involving the maintenance of an equilibrium between
organizational achievement and individual fulfillment can be
better understood.

This reflects the conviction that the

patterns of interaction established in an organization will
not be effective from the point of view of the enterprise
unless they are also relevant to the needs and purposes of
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individual staff members.

Perhaps new understandings will

view administration very largely as a set of social processes
involving forms of purposive human interaction.

In Bidwell's

words:
As the understanding of the social and psycho
logical processes manifest in the administrative pro
cess has increased in recent years, the application
of these understandings to the practice of adminis
tration has also grown.
Although educators have so far failed to develop a
theory of educational administration, or a set of well-defined
principles, interest in doing so has not been lacking.

In

1916 Cubberley organized and presented in systematic fashion
some fundamental principles; thirty years later, Mort de
veloped a series of principles; in 1950 Sears used Fayol,
Taylor and Gulick as sources to give consideration to the
power of authority that "energizes" administration, and what
is more important here, recommended sources and procedures
for further inquiry into the subject.

According to Sears,

the three principal sources for the subject of school ad
ministration are the social sciences, including law, the
science and art of administration, and the science of edu
cation. "in the study of administration he recommended that

72. C. E. Bidwell, "A New Dilemma in Administration,"
Harvard Educational Review, XXVI, (1956), p. 388.
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administrative problems be made the center of interest, and
that they be studied from three points of view: mechanism, or
organization, process, and authority.

He was not unmindful,

73
however, of the problem of ends as well as that of means.
Hagman and Schwartz presented their analysis of the
administrative process in 1955; renaming the elements of ad
ministration as follows: leadership, purpose, organization,
group interaction, planning, communication, coordination,
problem solving, and evaluation.
in their statement:

Their basic belief is found

"Theory may, of course, have its genesis

,.74
in practice as well as practice its genesis in theory.
The lastest attempt to develop a theory of educational admin
istration was made by the Cooperative Program in Educational
Administration, financed by the W. K. Kellogg Foundation,
and undertaken to clarify administrative functions and roles.
This omnibus search for a theory of educational administra
tion seems to have married the interdisciplinary approach to

73. J. Walton, "The Theoretical Study of Education
al Administration," Harvard Educational Review, XXV, (1955),
pp. 170 - 171.
74. H. L. Hagman and A. Schwartz, Administration in
Profile for School Executives, (New York, New York, Harper
and Brothers, 1955), p. 296.
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the problem. Everyone is still on the honeymoon. In this
same vein, the next effort is to state the problem and to
justify the need for such a study.

The Significance of the Problem

The foregoing analysis of organization has emphasized
individual and group behavior. Much of this emphasis has
been psychological and sociological, that is, it is concerned
mainly with groups and the way groups shape the alignment of
individuals in an organization. This investigation will at
tempt to add to this main drift by utilizing the insights of
social psychology in a general theory of organizational struc
ture. Such an effort seems required, however abstract it may
be at this early stage in the development of an administra
tive science.
There is mounting dissatisfaction with the tradi
tional study of educational administration and a desire to
formulate a rubric of administrative theory. Bidwell has
written: "Recent conceptualizations have made it abundantly
clear that the administrative enterprise functionally con
sists of a set of patterned interactions between persons,
and structurally consists of the role pattern itself."^

75. C. E. Bidwell, op. cit., p. 389.
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The relationship between the scheme of activities
and the scheme of interaction is the problem of 'or
ganization1 ...the complexity of organization does
not end with the appearance of the hierarchy of leader
ship. In big concerns, several different hierarchies
arise and intersect one another. The pyramid, from
being two dimensional, becomes three and multi
dimensional with several different chains of inter
action between the followers and the upper leaders...
we can summarize in the words of Eliott Chappie and
Carleton Coon: 'The coordination needed in any com
plex technique is impossible without interaction.
As we have seen, most complex techniques involve the
activities of more than one person, and, in fact,
where people practice a number of complex techniques,
extensive interaction must take place to coordinate
the work...1.
This study is concerned with only one of the several
different hierarchies that arise and intersect one another in
an educational organization, namely, the interpersonal evalu
ation hierarchy.

There are new techniques being devised to

analyze various facets of organizational hierarchies or
structures.

Professional educators, particularly administra

tors, should make use of these techniques, which upon experi
mental verification, promise to have practical utility.

One

of the new techniques that shows great promise is the
Semantic Differential developed by Charles E. Osgood and asso
ciates.

Specifically, this study will attempt

to define

the interpersonal evaluation structure in a selected school

76. G. C. Homans, The Human Group, (New York, New
York, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1950), p. 106.
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system as measured by the Semantic Differential, to verify
the validity and reliability of this device, and evaluate
the utility of this device.
The justification for such a study can be found in
any present school district in the United States.

From the

time a school district begins to function, it begins to add
here and there to its program and increase in size.

It is

a very simple matter to concentrate the administration of a
school district in a central office.

But let the process of

complexity and differentiation proceed further.

Now there

are more pupils, more teachers, more administrators, more
buildings, more tranquilizers, and everyone is punched and
sent through an IBM machine.

It soon becomes apparent that

an exclusively centralized administration has self-imposed
limitations.

The entire structure becomes so complicated

that instantaneous response to needs is no longer possible.
These needs develop at some distance from the functional
center of the school district, and decentralization of ad<*•

ministration takes place.

Individuals are located at dif

ferent critical points throughout the district with power to
act when the necessity demands.

These subordinate centers of

administration begin to evolve according to the same general
principles involved in the building up of the original
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central office.

This process continues "...until it limits

itself in the same way as did the original process and a
still further differentiation begins, and so the diastole
and systole of administrative development is represented by
the repeated replacement of the functions of centralization
and decentralization by each other in accordance with the
needs as they develop.
Without pursuing the matter further, it is signifi
cant that in this analysis of a growing school district each
individual finds himself by accident of circumstances in a
certain group which operates in a certain way with respect
to his personality pattern.

There evolves an interpersonal

evaluation structure based upon perception and its interac
tion with the social norms of the group.

If the Semantic

Differential can measure the interpersonal evaluations of
the individuals employed by a school district, what a valu
able aid it would be in planning, organizing, coordinating
and evaluating the elements of administration.

Think of how

much may be added to the administrator's capacity for deal
ing with leadership problems, communication problems, and

77. Throughout this section, the author's debt to
the writing of W. A. White should be apparent. W. A. White,
J. L. Moreno, op. cit., XV.
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decision making.

And think further, if you have no objec

tions to flights of imagination, of what possibly it may
offer to an understanding of the theoretical aspects of
educational administration and the desire to form a rubric
of administrative doctrine, if not a scientific theory.

Statement of Organization

In this first chapter an attempt has been made to
justify the use of basic concepts derived from psychology
and sociology employed in the design of this investigation.
This study is undertaken to provide a more complete under
standing of organizational structures as found in the field
of education.

Such structural problems, as they occur in

educational administration, were discussed, followed by the
statement of the problem.

In the second chapter, a review

of the literature will be given.

The third chapter will

encompass the design of the research; while the fourth chap
ter will present the resultant data and their treatment.
The fifth chapter will be devoted to a summary of conclu
sions and interpretations.

CHAPTER II

THE RELATED LITERATURE
An Overview

Consideration will be given in this chapter to litera
ture on three subjects; a) interpersonal perception, b) studies
of perception in educational administration, and c) investi
gations related to the measuring device used in the present
research.

This literature is, for the most part, of compara

tively recent origin.
Perception as a social-psychological process has been
reviewed in Chapter I of this investigation.

There has

grown out of the general study of perception an attempt to
investigate the "processes involved in one person's perception
of another; the personality attributes of the perceiver, and
those of the perceived; and the structure and dynamics of
the social groups of which the perceiver and usually also
the perceived are a part."''"

This subject, interpersonal

1. F. E. Fiedler, "Interpersonal Perception and
Group Effectiveness," in R. Tagiuri and L. Petrullo, Person
Perception and Interpersonal Behavior, (Stanford, California,
Stanford University Press, 1958) p. 243.
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perception (sometimes called social perception), has become
a widely recognized field of investigation.

The concerns of

the investigators in this field have overlapped the interests
of many kinds of social scientists.

On the one hand, a re

view of the literature could be centered within the studies
of group processes, as exemplified by Stogdill's
achievement theory.

group

On the other hand, the study of inter

personal perceptions can lead to studies of intra-individual
O
processes, as exemplified by Osgood's

cognitive dynamics.

The selection of the literature to be reviewed, therefore,
was a matter of personal judgment.

Many important studies

have not been mentioned, particularly where they have been
described in the secondary sources that were reviewed.
In attempting to asses the current state of percep
tual theory in educational administration, the Review of
Educational Research stressed that the core of knowledge
common to all adjectival branches of administration is
yet unformed.^

The interest of school administrators in the

2. R. M. Stogdill, Individual Behavior and Group
Achievement, (New York, New York, Oxford University Press,1959)
3. C. E. Osgood, "Cognitive Dynamics in the Conduct
of Human Affairs," Public Opinion Quarterly, XXIV, No. 2
(1960), pp. 341 - 365.
4. D.E.Griffiths, L.Iannaccone, "Administrative Theory
Relationships, and Preparation," Review of Educational Research
XXVIII, No. 4 (1958), p. 335.
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area of perception is quite recent.

The University Council

for Educational Administration published a pamphlet entitled:
Perception and Its Relationship to School Administration, in
which is stated:

"Some of the things learned by the social

scientists have exciting possibilities for application to
the administration of educational systems."^

It is within

this frame of reference that this review of the related lit
erature has been written.
Improvements in methodology have rendered certain
techniques of social psychology more promising for applied
fields, such as education.

This review emphasizes the re

search background of the measuring instrument used in this
investigation.

The book

The Measurement of Meaning** has

been used as a basic reference for the section of this chap
ter that is concerned with the measuring instrument.

By

such a review the application of the device in this investi
gation can be more fully understood.

5. D. R. Griffiths, L. lannacone, and J. W. Ramey,
Perception and Its Relationship to School Administration,(New
York, New York, The University Council for Educational
Administration, 1958), p. 3.
6. C. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci, and P. H. Tannenbaum,
The Measurement of Meaning, (Urbana, Illinois, University of
Illinois Press, 1957).
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Interpersonal Perception

In Chapter I, the importance of perception as a
factor in behavior was stressed.

We shall now turn to a

more limited subject, interpersonal or social perception.
It would be neither feasible nor desirable to
attempt a complete review of the large body of literature
on this topic.

This review will focus on two fields of

inquiry: a) the perceiver and the perceived, and b) the
situation.

Within these subjects only those sources which

have special relevance to this investigation will be
reviewed.
More complete summaries of interpersonal perception
appear in Lindsey's Handbook of Social Psychology^ and the
Q
latest revision of the Readings in Social Psychology.
The
Review of Educational Research

9

reports that the most compre

hensive treatment of current thought on this topic may be

7. Lindsey, G., editor, Handbook of Social Psychology,
(Cambridge, Massachusetts, Addison Wesley Publishing Co.,
1954), Vol. 1 - 2.
8. E. E. Maccoby, T. M. Newcomb, and E. L. Hartley,
editors, Readings in Social Psychology, (New York, New York,
Henry Holt and Co., 1958), third edition.
9. P. J. Runkel, "The Social-Psychological Basis of
Human Relations," Review of Educational Research, XXIX,
(1959), p. 317.
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found in the volume edited by Tagiuri and Petrullo.^

The

technically inclined reader is urged to examine recent pub
lications by Heider^ and Bronfenbrenner, Harding, and

12 for systematic studies of social perception.

Gallwey

The Perceiver and The Perceived
Tannenbaum, Weschler, and Massarik
three basic aspects of social perception:

13

have outlined

(1) the perceiver,

(2) the perceived or perceivee, and (3) the situation.

Ex

cerpts from a summary written by Haire provide the reader
with, not only an orientation, but reasons for considering
these three aspects in detail.
Interactions between people depend first on the
perceptions by the parties involved, of the situa
tion and of self and other. The perceptual process
is a highly active one of selecting, organizing, and

10. R. Tagiuri and L. Petrullo, editors, Person
Perception and Interpersonal Behavior, (Stanford, California,
Stanford University Press, 1958).
11. F. Heider, Psychology of Interpersonal Relations,
(New York, New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1958).
12. U. Bronfenbrenner, J. Harding, and M. Gallwey,
"The Measurement of Skill in Social Perception," in D. C.
McClelland, et al., Talent and Society, (Princeton, New Jersey,
D. Van Nostrand, 1958).
13. R. Tannenbaum, I. R. Weschler, and F. Massarik,
Leadership and Organization, (New York, New York, McGrawHill, 1961).
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distorting in an attempt to make sense of a bewilder
ing array of ambiguous stimuli. The end product tends
to be a coherent picture, but it is not necessarily
a veridical one. Behavior, however, tends to follow
the perception rather than the reality, and conse
quently, in considering the interactive behavior, it be
hooves us to examine this process of perception...
The perceiver is a person or group of people who
"look" and attempt to understand.
of the perceiver.

The perceived is the object

Any given person or group of people can

be principal participants in the process of social perception.
The literature cautions that the perceiver as well as
the perceived "...are not billiard balls on a flat top table.
Both possess personalities that are very complex.

Inter

personal perception develops in the give and take among these
personalities in action.

The raw material of this give and

take among personalities in action has been referred to as

16

"cues."

Words, gestures, facial expressions, and behavioral

acts are transmitted to a perceiver.

There are also indirect

cues like gossip and stray comments that are overheard.
Furthermore, cues can be conscious or subconscious acts.

14. M. Haire, "Interpersonal Relations in Collec
tive Bargaining," in C. M. Arensberg, et al., Research in
Industrial Human Relations, (New York, New York, Harper and
Brothers, 1957), p. 182.
15.

Tannenbaum, Weschler, and Massarik, op. cit., p. 55.

16.

Ibid., p. 57.
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These complexities have caused investigators to study the
accuracy of perception.

'"Empathy1 or 'social sensitivity,'

is the extent to which perceivers succeed in developing ac17
curate impressions, or actual understandings of people."

18
Gage and Cronbach
have considered the conceptual issues of
social sensitivity.

Rosenberg

19

and Rosenberg and Gardner

20

are examples of the main investigators that have recommended
the study of the processes which mediate the formation of
interpersonal perception.

"These investigators demonstrated

that an attitude toward a given object is related to the
perceived effect of the obj ect in facilitating or blocking
the attainment of certain values, and to the importance of
these values.

17.

Ibid., p. 54.

18. N. L. Gage and L. J. Cronbach, "Conceptual and
Methodological Problems in Interpersonal Perception."
Psychological Review, LXII, (1955), pp. 411 - 422.
19. M. J. Rosenberg, "Cognitive Structure and Attitudinal Affect," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology,
LIII, (1956), pp. 367 - 372.
20. M. J. Rosenberg and C. W. Gardner, "Some Dynamic
Aspects of Post-Hypnotic Compliance," Journal of Abnormal and
Social Psychology, LVII, (1958), pp. 351 - 366.
21.

Runkel, op, cit., p. 318.
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The psychological leap to be made from cues to what
a perceiver seeks to understand presents still another prob
lem of accuracy.

The perceiver brings to the task of under

standing others two interrelated characteristics:
general background, "demographic characteristics";

(1) his
99

and

9^
(2) his unique self, "personality characteristics."

Haire

has written:
To understand the individual's behavior, we must
know what it looks like to him. This is the kind of
thing that the psychologist calls a phenomenological
analysis. It proposes to ask first, simply 'what is
there?' in the world of experience of the subject con
cerned. It attempts to build an explanation of behavior
on this kind of psychologically conceived base of re
ference rather than on a logically conceived base of
reference. It is essentially an attempt to work from
inside out.2^
Demographic characteristics are those broad socio
logical aspects of the individual which are easily definable.
Age, sex, nationality, religion, occupation, economic level
are illustrative.

Taft

25

reviewed studies on the relation

22.

Tannenbaum, Weschler, and Massarik, op. cit.,p. 58.

23•

lbid•»

24.

Haire, op. cit., pp. 182 - 183.

P-
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25. R. Taft, "The Ability to Judge People," Psy
chological Bulletin. LII, (1955), pp. 1 - 23.
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of certain demographic attributes to social perceptual
skills.

He concluded (1) that the ability to judge the

emotional expression in others increases with age until a
person reaches adulthood and (2) that the sex of a person
has very little to do with the ability to judge people.
Personality characteristics are those self concepts
that provide a kind of psychological base of operations.
Stagner

asked students to check a list of traits which

they saw characteristic of factory workers.

The students

were determined to be either pro-labor or anti-labor before
the investigation began.

The pro-labor group saw factory

workers as having the same characteristics as themselves,
and they saw these traits as pleasant.

The anti-labor group

saw few factory workers as having the same traits as them
selves, and the traits were not considered as pleasant.
Actually, one's self concept is not as simple as
Stagner's investigation might indicate.
tudes that make up one's self concept.

There are many atti
Those identified in

Stagner's investigation have been called publicly held atti
tudes as opposed to privately held attitudes.

And buried

26. R. Stagner, "The Psychological Aspects of Industrial
Conflict," Personnel Psychology, I, (1948), pp. 131 - 144.
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still deeper are the subconscious and unconscious feelings
^ 27
about self.
In an article containing a helpful inventory of kinds
of interaction situations, Jones and Thibaut

28

urged examina

tion of the attributes, characteristics, or aspects which are
important in an individual's perceptions of others.

Cronbach

29

argues that a single perceiver must be analyzed; this would
reveal the perceiver's implicit "personality theory."
Haire sums up his beliefs about the personality charac
teristics of the perceiver in terms of the perceived:
In general, we tend to overestimate the unity of
the personality, that is, to tie it together into a
well-knit package instead of dealing with the objec
tive data which are apt to be contradictory, variable,
and vague. We not only select and distort our per
ceptions to enforce this organizational nicety, but
in interactions with people we tend to force the other
person to produce behaviors which will fit with our
perception. In any interaction between two people,

27.

Tannenbaum, Weschler, and Massarik, op. cit., p. 59.

28. E. E. Jones and J. W. Thibaut, "Interaction
Goals as Bases of Inference in Interpersonal Perception," in
R. Tagiuri, et al., Person Perception and Interpersonal Behavior, (Stanford, California, Stanford University Press,
1958), pp. 151-179.
29. L. J. Cronbach, "Proposals Leading to Analytic
Treatment of Social Perception Scores," in R. Tagiuri, et al.,
Person Perception and Interpersonal Behavior, (Stanford,
California, Stanford University Press, 1958), pp. 353 - 379.
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the actions of A partly define and limit the be
haviors of B. Sometimes these forces are grounded
in A's personality and sometimes in his position.
Thus the boss, in speaking to his employees, en
forces certain limitations of behavior on the other
which act to select the kind of information about the
personality which can be received.^

Situation
The concept "situation" is to be found in much of the
recent writing on leadership.

The literature indicates that

the term has been used to denote activity engaged in by
groups; group characteristics, including interpersonal re
lationships; group goals or needs; and the cultural context.
Bell, 31 Pigors, 32 and Seeman33 have all presented varying
views of "situation."
The objective context of "situation" might include:
(1) physical phenomena (noise, light, table and chair arrange
ment, etc.), (2) other individuals, including members of the
specific group of which the leader and followers are a part,

30.

Haire, op. cit., p. 185.

31. D. Bell, "'Screening1 Leaders in a Democracy,"
Commentary, V, (1948), pp. 368 - 375.
32. P. Pigors, Leadership or Domination, (Boston,
Massachusetts, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1935).
33. M. Seeman, "Role Conflict and Ambivalence in
Leadership," American Sociological Review, XVIII, (1953),
pp. 373 - 380.
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(3) the organization, (4) the broader culture, including
social norms, role prescriptions, stereotypes, etc.,
(5) goals, including personal goals, group goals, and organizational goals.

34

It seems appropriate, therefore, to

define "situation" as including only those aspects of the
objective context which, at a given moment, have an attitudinal or behavioral impact on individuals in relationship.
Wilensky

35

has appraised the research on human re-

lations in an industrial "situation."

Blau

has studied

the dynamics of interpersonal relations in government agencies.
Parsons

37

has contributed theories related to human rela

tions in an educational setting.

Not all of these studies

concerning "situation" deal specifically with interpersonal
perception.

However, those situational studies which ex

clude a consideration of perception include important impli-

34.

Tannenbaum, Weschler, and Massarik, op.cit.,p. 27.

35. H. L. Wilensky, "Human Relations in the Work
place," in C. M. Arensberg, et al., Research in Industrial
Human Relations, (New York, New York, Harper and Brothers,
1957).
36. P. M. Blau, The Dynamics of Bureaucracy: A Study
of Interpersonal Relations in Two Government Agencies,
(Chicago, Illinois, University of Chicago Press, 1955).
37. T. Parsons, "Some Ingredients of a General Theory
of Formal Organization," in A.W.Halpin, editor, Administrative
Theory in Education»(Danville. Illinois, Midwest Administra
tion Center, The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc.,
1958), pp. 40 - 72.
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cations for those who interest themselves with interpersonal
perception.
Probably the main theme of the leadership literature
dealing with perceptual "situations" can be entitled: "per
ceptual flexibility."

This term

"flexibility" refers to

the range of stimuli of which a leader is cognitively aware
in an actual leadership situation.

A leader usually possesses

a perceptual flexibility regarding attributes of the
situation.

38

The perceptual flexibility concept implies

nothing about the correctness or incorrectness of the
leader's perceptions.

It deals solely with the range of per

ceptions which he may have available as he seeks understand
ing of follower and situation.
Tannenbaum, Weschler, and Massarik have written
about perceptual flexibility in a manner that is extremely
pertinent to this investigation.
The perceptual processes concerning followers and
situation are complex. For instance, with respect
to perceptual flexibility regarding follower attri
butes, the leader may seek to share cognitively
the follower's total phenomenological field--to
see things from the latter's point of view. He may
seek to assess the impact upon the follower of
stimuli derived from the various elements of the

38. Tannenbaum, Weschler, and Massarik, op. cit.,
pp. 35 - 36.
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situation. And the leader may wish to predict how
he himself is perceived by the follower. Thus, as
the leader responds to the follower, the former
deals not simply with the latter's relatively stable
personality characteristics, but rather with the
interaction of these characteristics with stimuli
emitted by the leader and by elements in the follower's
situation.
Sune studied a group of Swedish business executives
who had formed "The Administrative Study Group" to discuss
the general problem of executive education.

One of the com

mon problems of executive behavior that this investigator
identified is concerned with perceptual flexibility and his
important implications for the investigation.

Sune writes:

The chief executive, on the other hand, is him
self for the most part the judge of his own perform
ance, and if he fails to interpret the rules of his
art or apply such scientific principles as there
are, in the proper way, there is no one around to set
him right. But self-observation and self-correction
is no easy task.... How can we help the chief exe
cutive in his task of self-observation? Only by
developing a method which records his activities in
observational terms. 'If more practical men are
to make better records,1 says Lasswell, two re
quirements must be met. First a question must be
asked that seems to them worth answering. Second,
a procedure must be available that does not interfere
with their work.^0

39.

Tannenbaum, Weschler, and Massarik, op. cit.,p.36.

40. C. Sune, Executive Behavior, (Stockholm, Sweden,
Strombers, 1951), pp. 110 - 111.
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A leader (e.g., an educational administrator),
now becomes involved in judging the relevance of the stimuli
identified by his perceptual flexibility.

"Whether it oc

curs as a result of careful thinking, or whether it happens
simultaneously, the leader makes some kind of judgment,
sorting perceptions which he judges to be relevant from those
41
he believes irrelevant."

Once the judgment of relevancy

has been made by the leader, the question arises as to whether
the perceptions that are believed to be relevant are also
correct.

All perceptions which agree with a specified cri

terion of "reality" are classified as correct.

The leader

obviously seeks to maximize those relevant and correct per
ceptions so that goals can be attained.
This sensitivity to relevancy has been referred to
earlier as social sensitivity.

Much current research has

been concerned with a detailed explanation of the social
sensitivity concept.

42
43
Massarik,
and Gage and Cronbach,

and a symposium of the American Psychological Associa-

41.

Tannenbauni, Weschler, and Massarik, op. cit.,

p. 36.
42. F. Massarik, Socio-Perceptual Accuracy in Two
Contrasting Group Settings" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University of California, Los Angeles, 1957).
43.

Gage and Cronbach, op. cit., pp. 411 - 422.
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44
tion
have contributed helpful theory in understanding
this skill.

This research makes clear that, in all prob

ability, the psychological attributes facilitating sensi
tivity to groups and organizations differ from those neces
sary for interpersonal sensitivity.

Summary
A review of the literature relating to inter
personal perception has indicated the scope of inquiry
that has developed among investigators.

The process of

interpersonal perception can now be graphically portrayed
in a variety of ways.

In Figure 4, "I" stands for indi-

Type
A
B
C
D

Perceiver to Perceived
I
I
G
G

I
G
I
G

(individual to individual)
(individual to grouping)
(grouping to individual)
(grouping to grouping)

Figure 4^"*
The Graphic Portrayal of First-Order Perceptions

44. American Psychological Association, "The Sta
tus of Emphathy as a Hypothetical Construct in Psychology
Today," (a symposium at the Convention of American Psy
chological Association, Cleveland, Ohio, 1953).
45. Tannenbaum, Weschler, and Massarik, op.
cit., p. 55.
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vidual, "G" for any grouping of individuals, and the ar
row stands for the act of perceiving.

Types A, B, C, and D

are considered first-order perceptions: how the perceiver
views the perceived.

The first-order perceptions can be con

trasted with second-order perceptions: how the perceiver
thinks the perceived views the perceiver, and third-order per
ceptions: how the perceiver thinks the perceived views the
"perceiver's perception of the perceived," etc.

By the time

the third-order perceptions have been reached, the pattern
has become immensely problematical.
As an administrator faces the myriad decisions he
needs to make, it becomes quite clear that he must master two
tasks: he must learn to see accurately the human as well as
the inanimate factors of the total scene; and he must acquire
the skills of action which, while based upon accurate percep
tion, lead to the attainment of personal and organizational
goals.
There remains a review of the educational adminis
tration literature in order to ascertain the interest that
school administrators have had in the area of perception.
46
Walton
has described this administrative literature as

46. J. Walton, "The Theoretical Study of Education
al Administration," Harvard Education Review, XXV, (1955),
pp. 169 - 178.
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singularly devoid of aesthetic qualities, and lacking
a well-defined and organized subject matter.

Thus, the

review of this literature on interpersonal perception is
brought to full circle.

What follows is a review of the

literature in education describing how administrators
have used theories of interpersonal perception in educat ional sett ings.

Perception and Educational Administration

Perception has been given little attention in edu
cational administrative research.

There have been only a

few studies of interpersonal perception which have specif
ic reference to administration in general and education
al administration in particular.

These studies have usu

ally centered on the study of the school administrator's
behavior, the variables within the school affecting admin
istrative behavior, or the effect on administrators of
variables outside of the school.

While these studies have

been concerned with interpersonal perception, rarely (if
ever) has interpersonal perception been singled out as
the focus of attention.

Usually perception as found in

schools is studied as part of a broader context titled:
administrative theory, educational leadership, administra
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tive values, the roles of educational administrators, or
interpersonal relations within the school.
There is, however, an encouraging trend as seen in
the examples of recent studies.

47
DeGood
has completed

an investigation of the perception of school superintend
ents.

This behavioral study illustrates the positive re

lationship between the prevailing educational viewpoint
as perceived by administrators and the judged effective
ness of educational administrators by others.
48
Abbott
completed an investigation which exa
mined the influence of values upon the superintendentschool board relationship.

This is a study of a variable

(values) within a school affecting administrative behav
ior.

The conclusions of this study emphasize the necessi

ty of knowing how the superintendent and school board mem
bers perceive each other since these perceptions will
largely influence action that will be taken.

47. K. C. DeGood, The Perceptions of School Su
perintendents. (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Graduate
School of Education, The Ohio State University, 1958).
48. M. G. Abbott, Values and Value-Perceptions
of School Superintendents and School Board Members, (un
published Ph.D.dissertation, Department of Education,
University of Chicago, I960).
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McPhee

AQ

studied the effect on school administra

tors of variables outside the school.

This study found a

positive relationship between the extent to which respond
ents agreed with their superintendents on educational
viewpoints and the extent to which those respondents ap
proved of the local schools.
These recent investigations have based their re
search on earlier general references that deal with inter
personal perception.

Getzel's work is increasingly being

used as a basic reference for the study of interpersonal
perception in various educational situations.

His social-

psychological approach focuses on the behavior of the in
dividual.

He has stated:

"The function of the adminis

trative process will...depend on the nature of the overlap--e.g., on the relative congruence or discrepancy—be
tween the separate perceptions of the expectations in the
,,50
two situations.

49. R. F. McPhee, The Relationship Between In
dividual Values, Educational Viewpoint, and Local School
Approval, (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department of
Education, University of Chicago, 1959).
50. J. W. Getzel, "Administration as a Social
Process," in A. W. Halpin, editor, op. cit., p. 159.
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In 1947, Kelley decided to investigate the rela
tionship of perception to education.

He reasoned:

"It

is in the art of perception that contact is established
with externality, that experience and growth becomes pos
sible, and that meaning comes into being.'The number
of salient points relative to how schools should be oper
ated that were developed from this study have implied
that the training of school administrators should include
practical experience in school situations.
In 1955, two articles appeared in the literature
that were of considerable importance to educational ad
ministration.

Cornell's study of the operations of a

school system concluded:
1. No two schools are alike in their organiza
tional climate.
2. The administrative environment may be more
important than specific administrative activity.
3. How teachers feel toward the organization is
of equal or greater importance than the specific
magnitude of their decision making activities in it.
4. Individual teachers act differently toward
administrative decision and organizational rela
tionships.

51. E. C. Kelley, Education for What Is Real,
(New York, New York, Harper and Brothers, 1947), p. 6.
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5. Lack of opportunity to participate is most
relevant for the 'above average' in professional
attitude, as measured by the Minnesota Teacher Atti
tude test.52
Cornell found that faculty need to participate in deci
sion making was related to a "professional attitude."
53
Bills'
study of the attitudes of successful educational
leaders appeared in this same year.

The results of this

study indicate there is a relationship between one's per
ception of self to others and the ability to conceptualize
broadly which makes for good leadership.
In 1958, the University Council for Educational
Administration published a bulletin on the relation of
perception to school administration.

This document sug

gested that "It is hardly the province of the students of
administration to be doing the research in the basic areas
of perception.

It is, however, not only his province,

but also necessary that he carefully check the applica-

52. F. S. Cornell, "Socially Perceptive Admin
istration," The_Ph^_Delta__Ka££an, XXXVI, (1955), pp.
219 - 233.
53. R. E. Bills, "Attitudes of Successful Edu
cational Leaders," Interdisciplinary Research in Educa
tional Administration, Bulletin of the Bureau of School
Service, College of Education, University of Kentucky,
XXVI, (1953), pp. 16 - 38.
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bility of such research to his field, before attempting
to pass their implications on to the practitioner in edu
cational administration.

To fail to do this would almost

be as irresponsible as to ignore the findings of the other
behavioral sciences.
In 1960, the First Annual Phi Delta Kappa Sympo
sium on Educational Research reported the thinking of ten
selected leaders in educational research.

Tyler, a con

tributor to this publication, is quoted as follows:
The importance of this concept of subjective
perception for the planning, conduct, and inter
pretation or education research is only currently
becoming recognized. Frequently, studies of curri
culum and instruction will need to include data on
the perceptions of pupils regarding the objects of
study, the learning task, the teacher, and other
pupils, as well as perceptions of the teachers re
garding their purposes and their pupils. Studies
of guidance may also need to include data on how
the pupil is perceived by other pupils, by teachers,
and by guidance counselors; how the guidance coun
selor perceives his task; and how the pupil perceives
the activity and the persons involved in it. Studies
of administration and of teaching personnel will
also find this concept helpful.
Social psychologists have also developed tech-

54. D. E. Griffiths, L. Iannaccone, and J. W.
Ramey, Perception: Its Relation to Educational Administra
tion, (New York, New York, The University Council for Edu
cational Administration, 1958), p. 11.
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niques useful in collecting and analyzing data, such
as the sociogram for identifying status relations,
cliques, and influence networks within peer groups;
the one way vision room for studying small group be
havior; the adjective check list and semantic dif
ferential for describing and measuring perception.
These are becoming common instruments used by educa
tional research workers.^5
In conclusion, as this review of the literature in
educational administration has progressed, it has become
evident that the implications of what is known about human
perception have been given little attention.

For example,

it is evident that school administrators are still "playing
the odds."

As a particular administrator considers a

group of alternate decisions, he must "guess" the answers
to any number of questions.

The school executive might

ask:
1.

Which of my subordinates is likely to support

my decision?
2.

Which of my subordinates is unlikely to sup

port my decision?
An answer to either one of these questions is clearly a
large order.

At present, there is no research available

55. R. W. Tyler, "The Contribution of the Behav
ioral Sciences to Educational Administration," in F. W.
Banghart, editor, First Phi Delta Kappa Symposium on Edu
cational Research, (Bloomington, Indiana, Phi Delta Kappa,
Inc., 1960), p. 62.
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to indicate the success or lack of success in identfying an interpersonal evaluation structure within a school
system.

A review of the literature did indicate that the

Semantic Differential measured perception, and it is on
this note that a review of the measuring instrument's
background is undertaken.

The Measuring Instrument

The Semantic Differential is an objective measure
of "meaning" developed by Charles E. Osgood, George J.
Suci, and Percy H. Tannenbaum at the Institute of Communi
cations Research, University of Illinois.

In their re

search, these psychologists were not searching for the an
swer to the question philosophers have been tussling with
for years; namely, where does meaning come from?

Instead,

they have assumed that "meaning" comes about as a function
of structure, within the person, outside the person, and
in the organism-environment interaction.

"Meaning," in

other words, is a variable of human behavior.

These psy

chologists were, therefore, searching for the answer to
the question that has defied objectivity; namely, can
"meaning" be subjected to quantitative measurement?
There have been few, if any, systematic attempts
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to measure "meaning."
this:

There are several reasons for

(1) the term "meaning" is not an observable sti

mulus and response, (2) it is a process or state inferred
from observables, and (3) this process is uniquely and
infinitely variable.

Whatever the reasons, psychologists

have avoided dealing with the problem even though they
realize the practical and theoretical significance of this
variable.

The Meaning of "Meaning"
Every discipline which deals with language has
its own technical definitions of "meaning."

Most of these

definitions apply to denotative meanings rather than connotative meanings.

The behavioral principles of indivi

duals are never referred to in defining these meanings of
"meaning."
Three classifications of "meaning" are used by
Charles Morris.

36

(1) "Pragmatical meaning" (sociologi

cal) is the relation of signs to situations and behavior.
(2)"Syntactical meaning" (linguistic) is the relation of
signs to other signs.

And of utmost importance to this

56. C. W. Morris, Signs, Language, and Behavior,
(New York, New York, Prentice-Hall, 1946).
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investigation is (3) "semantical meaning," the relation
of signs to their significates.

In all three of these clas

sifications, the word "sign" is defined as "a pattern of
stimulation."

A "sign" can be a symbol, word, letter,

mark, motion, action, gesture, et al.

Further, the word

"significate" in the third classification is defined as
"the object a 'sign' represents."
Having defined the two terms in the third classi
fication, the psychologist tries to define that distinc
tive mediational process or state that occurs in an indi
vidual whenever a sign is received (decoded) or produced
(encoded).
The psychological problem to be dealt with begins
with the fact that signs are never identical with significates.

Nevertheless, signs do elicit behaviors which are

in some manner relevant to significates.

For example, the

word "rocket" is not the same stimulus as the object it
signifies.

The former is a pattern of sound waves; the

latter is often a complex of visual, tactual, propriocep
tive, and other stimulations.

Therefore, the psychologist

interested in "meaning" tries to identify the processes
whereby a stimulus which is not the significate becomes a
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sign of the significate.
Different psychological theories of meaning have
been developed in relation to "meaning."

There is a

"mentalistic view" which associates signs with ideas.

In

other words, signs become signs of significates if they
give rise to the idea or thought of the significate.

The

"substitution view" associates signs with conditioned sti
muli.

Signs, in this sense, evoke in an organism the same

reactions evoked by the significate.
points seem inadequate.

Both of these view

The "mentalistic view" never de

fines "ideas" which is the term referring to the organismic mediation process.

The "substitution view" doesn't

account for the fact that signs almost never evoke the
same overt responses as the things they represent.
Charles Morris,

57

on the other hand, anchors his

"dispositional view" to the behavior of sign-using organ
isms.

Together with Tollman and Hull, Morris defines a

sign as a stimulus which produces in the organism a "dis
position" to make any of the responses previously elic
ited by the significate.

An explanation of the word "dis

position" brings us closer to the crucial definition of

57.

Ibid.

the sign-process.
It is known that certain stimulus patterns have a
"wired-in" connection with certain behavior patterns.
These unlearned stimulus patterns are referred to as un
conditioned reflexes while learned stimulus patterns are
known as conditioned reflexes.

A significate, then, is

defined as any stimulus pattern yielding a predictable
pattern of behavior.

However, for the naive organism,

there are multitudes of stimuli which do not have this
capacity--a buzzer does not reliably produce escape be
havior as a shock does.

How does such an initial mean

ingless stimulus become a meaningful sign for the organism
affected by it?
Many experiments on the details of the condition
ing process support the conclusion that "...components of
the total unconditioned reaction vary in their dependence
on the unconditioned stimulus and hence in the ease with
which they may become conditioned to another stimulus.

,58

Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum further summarize this posi
tion as follows:

58. C. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci, and P. H.
Tannenbaum, The Measurement of Meaning, (Urbana, Illinois,
University of Illinois Press, 1957), p. 6.
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...Whenever some stimulus other than the significate is contiguous with the significate, it will
acquire an increment of association with some por
tion of the total behavior elicited by the signifi
cate as a representational mediation process. As
diagrammed in Figure 1 (A), this stimulus-producing
process (rm sm)is representational because it is
part of the same behavior (Rt) produced by the signi
ficate itself (&) - thus the buzzer becomes a sign
(s) of the shock (s) rather than a sign of any of a
multitude of other things. It is mediational be
cause the self-stimulation (sm) produced by making
this short-circuited reaction can now become asso
ciated with a variety of instrumental acts (Rx)
which "take account of" the significate - the anx
iety state generated by the buzzer may serve as a
cue for leaping, running, turning a ratchet, or some
other response sequence which eliminates the signi
fied shock.
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Fig. 1. Symbolic account of the development of sign
processes. A. Development of a sign; B. De
velopment of an assign.-^
In Figure 1, Osgood, Suci,

59 .

Ibid.,

pp. 6

-

7.

and Tannenbaum have
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linked sign and significate through partial identify
of Morris' "disposition" itself (rm) with the behavior
produced by the significate.

Thus, words represent things

because they produce in individuals some replica of the
actual behavior toward these things, as a mediational
process.

This is the crucial definition as stated by

Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum:
...A pattern of stimulation which is not the sig
nificate is a sign of that significate if it evokes
in the organism a mediating process, this process
(a) being some fractional part of the total behavior
elicited by the significate and (b) producing re
sponses which would not occur without the previous
contiguity of non-significate and significate pat
terns of stimulation.*^
Thus, the term "meaning" as used in the Semantic Differ
ential has been psychologically determined.

Or, to put

it another way, "meaning" is defined as a mediational pro
cess or state which occurs in the organism whenever a sign
is received (decoded) or produced (encoded).

"Decoding"

can be thought of as an interpretation of ideas.

"En

coding" can be thought of as an expression of ideas.
This conception of "meaning" divides the usual S (stimu
lus)-

60.

R (response) pardigm into two states.

Ibid., p. 7.

A given
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S (stimulus) evokes a "decoding" or response (R), and a
given R (response) evokes an "encoding" or stimulus (S).
One further point needs to be mentioned.

A vast

majority of signs are what may be termed "assigns."

In

ordinary communication, sign meanings are literally as
signed to them by association with other signs rather than
by direct association with the objects signified.

For ex

ample, the word "Mars" is understood to be a planet by almost
everyone.

No one has ever traveled to Mars, many have

seen pictures of Mars, many have been told that Mars is
in our solar system, and many believe that there may be
life on this planet.

The sign "Mars," as used in ordinary

communication, has a meaning literally "assigned" to it via
association with the object signified.

Most of the signs

with which the Semantic Differential deals are "assigns"
as defined above.

The Measurement of "Meaning"
If, in accordance with this view, meanings which
different individuals have for the same signs will vary,
how can the mediational process for a given sign be meas
ured?

Obviously, it is necessary to use some observable

output such as an index.

"To put the problem yet another
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way, we wish to find a kind of measurable activity or be
havior of sign-using organism which is maximally depend
ent upon and sensitive to meaningful states, and minimally
dependent upon other variables."^

Further, this meas

uring activity should be objective, reliable, valid, sen
sitive, comparable, and possess utility.

Five methods

have already attempted the search for an index of meaning.
What follows is a digest of these methods.
The physiological methods (e.g., salivary reac
tion and galvanic skin response) are of somewhat dubious
validity.

These methods also lack sensitivity because

their results cannot be interpreted in detail.

As men

tioned in Chapter I, their chief drawback is cumbersomeness.

Learning methods (e.g., semantic generalization and

transfer and interference studies) also have proven to be
cumbersome, and there is no comparability as indices of
learning.

The perceptual methods (e. g., the verbal sum-

mator technique and the tachistoscopic method) index mean
ingful forms, but not meaning itself.

Association methods

(e.g., Kent and Rosanoff lists of associates) lack compar
ability because the elicited responses of two individuals

61.

Ibid., pp. 10 - 11.
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are unique bits of data.

Scaling methods (e.g., Nobel's

m-measure and Mosier's technique) have often lacked com
parability, but admittedly come closest to indexing mean
ing.

The difficulty, however, is the index of meaning as

provided by a scaling method is unidimensional rather than

62
multidimensional.
The Semantic Differential, on the other hand, uses
a carefully devised sample of alternative verbal responses
which can be standardized across subjects.

These alter

natives are elicited from subjects in order to be repre
sentative of the major ways in which meanings vary.

Each

successive alternative gradually eliminates uncertainty as
to the object being thought about; gradually isolating
the "meaning" of the stimulus sign.
Language is the expression of ideas as well as a
means of communication.

If a graduate student were asked

to describe a dissertation, the student might reply in
this manner:

"Well, it's an essay, a thesis.

It's usu

ally difficult, disturbing, troublesome, herculean, but
also interesting, important, and valuable."

Responses

62. Throughout this paragraph, the author's debt
to the writing of Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum should be
apparent. Op. cit., pp. 11 - 17.
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such as this are quite different from associations or re
sponses indicating what something makes you think of.

For

example, the same word "dissertation" might be associated
with: universities, long hours of study, contentious pro
fessors, graduation, etc.

Unrestricted linguistic output

of this sort has as much validity as any other technique
based upon requested introspection.

Verbally fluent sub

jects find it comparatively easy to encode meanings as
exemplified in this paragraph.

Less fluent subjects, how

ever, find this task to be most difficult.

What sort of

quantitative index of meaning could be applied to these
two types of subjects?

Further, how can the meanings of

two different types of subjects be compared?

The Logic of the Semantic Differential
In 1952 Osgood introduced a new instrument for
the measurement of meaning.

This instrument, called the

Semantic Differential, has been described in detail in
fi 1

several publications.

Osgood began the development of

this instrument by postulating a "semantic space."

63. C. E. Osgood, "The Nature and Measurement of
Meaning," Psychological Bulletin,XLIX, (1952), pp. 197 237.
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We begin by postulating a semantic space, a
region of some unknown dimensionality and Euclidian
in character. Each semantic scale, defined by a
pair of polar (opposite-in-meaning) adjectives,
is assumed to represent a straight line function
that passes through the origin of this space, and a
sample of such scales then represents a multidi
mensional space. The larger or more representative
the sample, the better defined is the space as a
whole. Now, as we have seen in both the synesthesia
studies and in the measurement of social stereo
types, many of the "directions" established by par
ticular scales are essentially the same (e.g., the
evaluative cluster in the Stagner and Osgood study)
and hence their replication adds little to the de
finition of the space. To define the semantic
space with maximum efficiency, we would need to
determine that minimum number of orthogonal dimen
sions or axes (again, assuming the space to be
Euclidian) which exhausts the dimensionality of the
space--in practice, we shall be satisfied with as
many such independent dimensions as we can identify
and measure reliably. The logical tool to uncover
these dimensions is factor analysis, and in the
following chapter we shall describe a number of such
investigations.
Following this analysis, any concept being judged
is a sign.

Similarly, the bipolar adjectives defining a

scale are signs.

A concept (sign) combined with these po

lar terms (signs) elicits a pattern that has a valence
(positive or negative) and an intensity (position on a
scale) which are projections onto every dimension in the
semantic space.

64. C. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci, and P. H. Tannenbaum,
op. cit., p. 25.
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The Research and Development of the Semantic Differential
This method had its origins in research on synes
thesia.

This is defined by Warren's Dictionary of Psycho

logy as: "a phenomenon characterizing the experiences of
certain individuals, in which certain sensations belonging
to one sense or mode attach to certain sensations of another
group and appear regularly whenever a stimulus of a latter
type occurs."^

For example, twenty years ago Dartmouth

College synesthetes regularly indulged in color music syn
esthesia.

They enriched their enjoyment of music by pic

turing forms and colors while listening to music.

Excit

ing music might be pictured by the imaginative as "fiery"
and in "bright red form."

The less imaginative would mere

ly agree that terms like "fiery" and "bright red forms"
were verbal metaphors adequately describing the music.

A

study completed by Karwoski, Odbert, and Osgood concluded:
The relation of this phenomenon to ordinary
verbal metaphor is evident: a happy man is said
to feel 'high,1 a sad man feels 'low'; the pianist
travels'up1 and 'down' the scale from treble to
bass; souls travel 'up' to the good place and
'down' to the 'bad' place; hope is 'white' and
despair is 'black.1 The process of metaphor in

65. H. C. Warren, editor, Dictionary of Psycho
logy, (New York, New York, Houghton Mifflin, 1934),
p. 270.
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language as well as color-music synesthesia can be
described as the parallel alignment of two or more
dimensions of experience, defined verbally by pairs
of polar opposites, with translations occurring
between equivalent portions of the continua.^6
Many studies of interrelationships among color,
mood, and musical experiences have been completed since
this initial investigation relating to synesthesia was
concluded.

A complete account of these studies has been

67
summarized by Osgood.

In addition, Osgood supplemented

his studies with his own studies of anthropological field
reports on five primitive cultures with the view of obtain
ing evidence on semantic parallelism.

Finally in 1940

Stagner and Osgood used the results of these investiga
tions to study social stereotypes.

The data from all of

the investigations suggested the existence of a pervasive
semantic frame of reference.

In this study a set of scales

was used to measure "meaning."

Particular concepts, such

as PACIFIST, RUSSIAN, and DICTATOR were judged by successive
samples of subjects between April, 1940, and March, 1942.

66. C. E. Osgood, "The Nature and Measurement of
Meaning," op. cit., p. 223.
67.

Ibid., pp. 20 - 25.
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A semantic frame of reference depicting a total shift
from pacifistic to militaristic was accomplished, even
before the Pearl Harbor incident provided the spark to
overt expression.

The Semantic Differential was deve

loped by Osgood from these beginnings.

The description

of the measuring Instrument and subsequent developmental
research follows.

Description of the Semantic Differential
The graphic form of the Semantic Differential con
tains a series of scales.

Each scale is a pair of bi

polar adjectives separated by a seven-step scale (e.g.,
HAPPY

:

:

:

:

:

:

SAD).

Each subject is

asked to decide which of two traits at either end of the
scale is most descriptive of a concept (person or thing)
which is being described.

The respondent then decides how

much the chosen trait describes the concept and makes one
check mark on the seven-step scale.
The bipolar adjective scales are the basic ele
ments of the Semantic Differential.

Most of the bipolar

scales were formed by obtaining the first written associa
tion adjectives which two hundred undergraduates gave in
response to hearing each of forty nouns read aloud to them.
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The noun? were taken from the Kent-Rosanoff list of stim
ulus words.

Roget's Thesaurus was a second source for

other bipolar scales.
The scales developed from these two sources were
subjected to factor analyses.

Fifty bipolar scales were

developed from the adjectives which occurred most frequent
ly throughout the factor analyses.
then chosen to be judged.

Twenty concepts were

One hundred introductory psy

chology students were used to judge single concepts such
as Mother, Sin, Lady, et al, using the fifty bipolar scales.
Thurstone's Centroid Factor method was applied to the re
sulting data and three definite factors were identified.
The first and most common factor was "evaluation" (e.g.,
bad-good, cruel-kind).

"Potency" was the second factor (e.

g., large-small, strong-weak).

The third factor was an

"activity" factor (e.g., fast-slow, active-passive).

Of

these three factors the evaluative variable has repeatedly
stood out most clearly in separate factor analyses.
A series of similar factor analytic studies were
conducted.

These studies used a variety of concepts and

subject samples.

Throughout the entire program of re

search the evaluation factor consistently emerged as the
most dominant factor.

The factor loadings of the indivi
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dual scales varied slightly but tended to maintain their
polarity and relative strength.
In this investigation, the evaluative factor is the
only factor used.
three reasons:

The evaluative factor was emphasized for

(1) the Osgood and the Jenkins scales

both heavily emphasize this factor, (2) Osgood has indi
cated that most of the validity studies have been based
upon the evaluative factor,
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and (3) the Semantic Differ

ential, originally designed to study language, has proved
very flexible and it will be shown that it is particularly
applicable to interpersonal evaluation as found in a se
lected school district.

A number of studies will be

briefly discussed to illustrate the flexibility and po
tential usefulness of this instrument.

Previous Uses of the Semantic Differential

As early as 1953, Mowrer had completed a study of
two patients with whom the Semantic Differential had been
used as part of their therapy.

Concepts such as Father,

Mother, and Me were described at the beginning and end of
therapy with this measuring instrument.

68.

Ibid., p. 42.

At the begin
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ning of therapy, the patients identified themselves with
the parent of the opposite sex.

At the end of therapy,

this similarity was reversed.
In 1954, Osgood and Luria^ used a differential
consisting of ten bipolar scales to measure fifteen con
cepts including Sex, Me, Love, et al.

The subject was a

woman described as having a multiple personality.

The re

sults suggest that the Semantic Differential is a useful
instrument for personality study.

A comparison between

the analysis made on the basis of the differential's re
sults and the therapist's clinical description is remark
ably consistent.

Later, clinical judgments and students'

judgments using the Semantic Differential were found to
be significantly correlated.

This latter study, completed

by Reeves,^ used ten TAT pictures as concepts to be de
scribed by twenty bipolar scales.
Two groups, one of normals and the other of po-

69. C. E. Osgood and Z. Luria, "A Blind Analysis
of a Case of Multiple Personality Using the Semantic Dif
ferential," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology,XLIX,
(1954)^ pp. 579 - 591.
70. M. P. Reeves, An Application of the Semantic
Differential to Thematic Apperception Test Material, (un
published Ph.D. dissertation, University of Illinois, 1954).
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tential neurotics, were compared by using the Semantic
Differential in 1955.

From the obtained data, Lazowick^

was able to suggest that normals differ from neurotics in
that degree of identification with both parents is greater.
Two labor and two management groups were compared by
Weaver

72

who used the differential in 1958.

Concepts

such as the Closed Shop, Work During a Strike, Seniority,
et al, were used.

Weaver concluded that the labor groups

had a greater degree of agreement among themselves and
took more extreme positions in judging concepts.

In 1959,

three different control groups totaling one hundred and
five people were compared to three therapy groups total
ing eighty-two people.

Luria states:

"The findings indi

cate that control subjects can be differentiated from ther
apy subjects...by the meanings they attribute to the con
cepts of the self and of parents on the Semantic Differ
ential.

71. L. M. Lazowick, "On the Nature of Identifica
tion," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, LI,
(1955), pp. 175 - 183.
72. C. H. Weaver, "Quantification of Frame of Re
ference," Journal of Applied Psychology, XLII, (1958),
pp. 1 - 9.
73. Z. Luria, "A Semantic Analysis of a Normal
and a Neurotic Therapy Group," Journal of Abnormal and
Social Psychology, LVIII, (1955), p. 219.
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Choosing the Measuring Instrument

The instrument used to identify and measure
the perception of school employees who interact with
each other was one variation of the Semantic Differen
tial.
(1)

The reasons for choosing this instrument were:

The previously cited studies indicated that it would

be as potentially valid and reliable as any other instru
ment that might be considered.

(2)

The instrument has

a scoring formula which yields a positive or negative va
lence in degrees.

(3)

The instrument is short and each

concept can be administered in an average time of one
minute.

(4)

The instrument is a highly generalizable

technique of measurement which can be adapted to the re
quirement of each research problem to which it is ap
plied.
There are a number of self-other measuring in
struments that might have been used or adapted for use
in this investigation.

The Leary Interpersonal Check

list consists of one hundred and twenty-eight words and
short descriptive phrases which sample sixteen areas of
interpersonal qualities related to personality adjust
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ment.

Leary's research^ illustrates the usefulness of

the instrument in measuring the personality interaction
of small groups such as business associates and family
members.

A major problem in using the instrument is that

the directions and format of the published form are re
strictive.

The directions are too specific in that "your

self" and "your family" are mentioned as concepts which
may not be considered in a research project.
is potentially error prone.

The format

Circles are darkened to indi

cate if a word describes the subject.

It appears to be

easy to accidentally darken the wrong circle; to say the
least, it is a time consuming process.

This instrument

could be adapted to a wide variety of subjects and situa
tions.
75

The Phillip s Attitudes Toward Self and Others
measuring instrument includes twenty-five statements which
are attitudes toward self.

The other twenty-five state-

74. T. Leary, Multilevel Measurement of Inter
personal Behavior, A Manual for the Use of the Interper
sonal System of Personality, (Berkeley, Psychological
Consultation Service, 1956;.
75. E. L. Phillips, "Attitudes Toward Self and
Others," Journal of Consulting Psychology, XV, (1951),
pp. 79 - 81.
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ments are attitudes toward others.
on a five-point scale.

Each item is answered

However, this investigation is not

concerned with attitudes toward self and it is, therefore,
restrictive for the purposes of this investigation.
76
Stephenson's !,Q" Technique
is also restrictive, but for
another reason.

This measuring approach uses individual

cards which are sorted by the subject into each of several
piles.

The piles at each end give the extremes of his

judgment about a person or concept.

The rest of the cards

are sorted into intermediate piles.

The restrictions en

countered with this instrument can readily be imagined if
one were to measure the interpersonal evaluation structure
of a large number of subjects.
There is no evidence that any self-other measuring
instrument has been used in connection with a perception
measuring instrument.

The problem with all of these imple

ments is that there is a lack of reliability and validity
information on those that are already in existence.

When

this information is available on a wide variety of samples,
these instruments will probably become very useful.

76. C. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci, and P. H. Tannenbaum,
op. cit., p. 135.
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There is some evidence for group reliability of
77
the Semantic Differential.

Osgood

suggests that gener

ally the evaluation scales have greater reliability than
scales with other factor loading.

Osgood repeated forty

items sampled from one thousand items which had been just
completed.

Test and Retest "...correlated across the one

78
hundred subjects and the forty items..."
resulting in a coefficient of +0.85.

Tannenbaum

79

completed a test-retest re

liability study on six scales describing six concepts.

The

mean r was +0.91 for a total of 135 subjects taking the test
twice after a five-week interval.

In Weaver's study (cited

earlier in this chapter) the reliability data for the differ
ential was +0.96 split half for both the labor and manage
ment groups and +0.93 and + 0.85 for the labor and manage
ment groups respectively.
Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum sum up the validity of
the Semantic Differential in this manner:

77.

Ibid., p. 127.

78. P. H. Tannenbaum, Attitudes Toward Source and
Concept as Factors in Attitude Change Through Communica
tions , (unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
Illinois, 1953).
79. C. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci, and P. H. Tannenbaum,
op. cit., p. 328.
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...Regarding validity, there seems to be little
question about the general face validity of the
differential, because it obviously differentiates
among the clusters concepts much the way most of
us do spontaneously. There are at least two valid
ity issues on which we need more evidence. One of
these concerns the method of triads (where the sub
ject determines his own dimensions of judgment) as
a way of validating the dimensions arrived at through
factor analysis: Does the semantic differential
force the subject to use unnatural bases of judgment?
The data we have show considerable correspondence,
but more research of this type is needed. However,
this method can probably only validate the major
factors, i. e., the differential probably does
force the subject to attend to some dimensions he
would not use otherwise in addition to those used
spontaneously. The second issue concerns behav
ioral validity: Does the semantic differential ac
curately predict meaningful behaviors in test situa
tions? We have meager amounts of data here - on the
prediction of voting behavior in the 1952 election
and on certain phenomena of problem-solving - and
again more evidence of this sort is needed.
On the basis of these facts, the decision was made
to assemble twenty sets of scales into a Semantic Differ
ential.

The problem was to build a different instrument

which would serve the purpose of the study.

The scales

of the new differential were selected from the Osgood scales.
Each scale has been proven to have a primary loading on
the evaluative factor in at least one of the many studies
that have been made.

Certainly, factor weights and valid

80. C. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci, and P. H. Tannenbaum,
op. cit., p. 328.
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ity information may change when one uses an instrument
with a new sample on a new concept.

One can, therefore,

assume that the reliability and validity information is
not directly applicable to our school district sample.
However, since the scales chosen have maintained their
polarity and high loading on the evaluative factor in the
long and diverse series of analyses conducted by Osgood,
we may expect no serious divergence from past experience
in this investigation.
Osgood's suggestions were followed in assembling
the scales in that "...the scales representing the same
factor are alternated in polarity direction...to prevent
the formation of position preferences...

1.8I

In following

this suggestion, polarity constituted a minor problem.
Although most scales can be quickly categorized as posi
tive or negative, a few, (e.g., hard-soft) present difficulties.

82
To meet this problem, the listings of Jenkins

81. C. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci, and P. H. Tannenbaum,
op. cit., p. 82.
82. J. J. Jenkins, W. A. Russell, and G. J. Suci,
"An Atlas of Semantic Profiles for 360 Words," American
Journal of Psychology, LXXI, (1958), p. 691.
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and Osgood
were used as standards. The resulting
polarity positions of scales are listed in Table III.
Once the problem of polarity was solved, the only remain
ing problem was to decide on the number of spaces to in
clude between the bipolar adjectives. The decision was
made in favor of Osgood's recommendation that seven
TABLE III
Polarity of Scales Used in This Study
Scale
wise-foolish
unimportant-important
kind-cruel
cool-warm
weak-strong
young-old
dangerous-safe
near-far
sad-happy
beautiful-ugly
sick-healthy
unsuccessful-successful
easy-going-strict
dull-interesting
clean-dirty
hazy-clear
useful-useless
passive-active
hard-soft
bad-good

Polarity
posit ive-negat ive
negative-positive
positive-negative
negative-positive
negative-pos itive
positive-negative
negative-positive
positive-negative
negative-positive
positive-negative
negative-positive
negative-positive
positive-negative
negative-positive
positive-negative
negat ive-pos itive
positive-negative
negative-pos itive
negative-pos itive
negative-positive

83. C. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci, and P. H. Tannenbaum
op. cit., p. 37.
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spaces be used.

Summary
This chapter has included a summary of the lit
erature concerned with interpersonal perception.

A re

view of the research in education dealing with perception
was also presented.

The major portion of this chapter,

however, has been devoted to an explanation and descrip
tion of the Semantic Differential.

84. C. E, Osgood, G, J. Suci, and P. H. Taimenbaum, op. cit., p. 81.

CHAPTER III

THE RESEARCH PROCEDURES

Introduction

This investigation is both descriptive and ex
perimental.

It is a descriptive study in that in the

effort to identify a school district's interpersonal
evaluation structure, every full-time employee was asked
to participate in this study.

Administrators were con

sulted at length about certain facets of the investi
gation.

Every research procedure was based upon a con

sideration of the actual situation in the school system.
This is an experimental study in that hypotheses
were tested, experimental and control groups were used,
and conditions were systematically varied.
Before explaining the procedure in detail, how
ever, a special note is in order.

Since this investi

gation centers on dissonant links, the reader may gain
a false impression of the school district.

Actually,

in the school district there were many more harmonious
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links than dissonant ones.

However, the strengths of

an organization are rarely studied; they are often taken
for granted.

Of the many strengths this school district

possesses, perhaps one of the most significant is the
willingness of the school officials to encourage a criti
cal examination of any facet of the school district.
This attitude is to be commended and will no doubt con
tinue the development of improved standards and practices.

The School District

Selection
It was decided that one of the better ways to
identify an interpersonal evaluation structure in an
educational organization would be to study an entire
school district.

Only in this manner could a complete

structure be identified.

A district, to be used for

this purpose, must necessarily be limited in size, and
at the same time be as representative as possible of
other school districts.

It cannot be assumed, however,

that the school district selected for this study is
typical of other school districts.

It may or may not

be typical; definite evidence in favor of either position
is lacking.

Because it is not known how representative
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this school district is of any larger population of
school districts, generalizations must be limited.
The size of the school district was important
because cf the limited amount of time available to the
respondents and investigator and the limited funds available for data processing.

The investigation was

designed so that each subject would devote approximately
two half hour periods to the completion of the measuring
instrument.

The amount of material given each respondent

was, therefore, adjusted to fit within these half hour
periods.

The measuring instrument used in this investi

gation yields large amounts of information per unit time
from individual subjects.
Another criterion for selecting the school
district in this study was its proximity.

Personal

contacts, observations, and other necessary procedures
were augmented by its accessible location.

Because of

the school district's proximity to the University of
Arizona, the district has for obvious reasons been re
ferred to as the Valley School District, a pseudonym for
the official name of the school system.

Description
The Valley School District is a fast growing
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district located in the southwestern part of the United
States.

A part of the school district is located within

the city limits of a large metropolitan area containing
approximately two hundred and sixty-three thousand resi
dents.

The diversified population of the district has

doubled during the last ten years.

Some of the "old

settlers" still are engaged in farming, but most of the
residents are grouped into unskilled and semi-skilled
laborers or highly skilled and trained professionals. Many
residents work some place other than in the district.
Further, residents frequently go outside the district for
recreational and cultural activities.
The Valley Schools serve a pupil population of
approximately 4,871, about two-thirds of whom are in the
elementary grades.

A district superintendent, responsible

to a five-member board of education, serves as administra
tive head of the system.

There are 360 employees in the

district of which 305 are full-time employees.

The

district's pupils are housed in one high school, one junior
high, and six elementary schools.

In addition, there are

an administration building and two maintenance buildings
including a warehouse, garage, and repair shop.

During the

last sixty years, the Valley School District has progressed
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from a one room school house to a 6 - 2 - 4 plan of
organization.
The history of this district during the first half
century of its growth is unspectacular.

Since World War II,

however, there has been an upsurge in population that shows
no signs of decreasing its rate of growth.

The district's

wealth has soared from approximately $6,000,000 to nearly
$21,000,000.

Today, the Valley School District has a total

population of approximately 30,000 residents.

The people

occupy only about ten square miles out of the 125 square
miles that comprise the district.

There is great room for

growth, and as this growth occurs, the school district in
turn will be called upon to provide adequate educational
facilities and a quality program for the school community.
Because of the increasing population, this school
system has faced the task of building five elementary
schools and one high school since World War II.

Growth

is expected to continue at this pace for some time.

Two

elementary school sites and one high school site have been
purchased to construct additional schools.

A map of this

district showing the location of the present school build
ings and the sites where future school buildings will be
erected may be found in Figure 3.

\

• School Buildings
o School Sites
HD City

Figure 5
Map of the Valley School District
1961
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For the total school enrollment, this district em
ploys 199 teachers.

As mentioned, the administrative staff

is headed by a superintendent holding his doctorate.

There

are also an assistant superintendent, business manager, head
of buildings and grounds, transportation supervisor, cafe
teria supervisor, eight principals and two assistant princi
pals.

With the exception of principals and assistant princi

pals, all the administrators have their offices in the ad
ministration building.

In addition to this administrative

staff, there is an elementary division of special instruc
tional services which include four music coordinators, four
physical education coordinators, two nurses, one home
visitor, one homebound teacher, one librarian, and one
special education director.

The formal organizational

structure of the Valley Public School District may be found
in Chapter IV.

The Preliminary Arrangements

The object of the first phase of this investigation
was to become acquainted with the school district.

A sub

jective familiarity with the actual situation in the school
system was imperative.

This was accomplished by visiting

the district and particularly by talking at length with
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the administrators of the school system.

The adminis

trators were cooperative; a "sense of the situation" was
obtained.

Research procedures could be developed only after

the administrators and their staffs had consented to the
investigation.

A formal summary of this experience follows.

What was derived through this experience underlies all
subsequent phases of the study.
There was a definite need to establish rapport with
the personnel of the school district.

Otherwise their co

operation in securing the required information might not
have been obtained.

The first procedure was to contact the

superintendent and discuss the possibility of this type of
an investigation being conducted in the school district.
Tentative approval was granted pending the approval of the
principals and other employees of the district.

Next, a

presentation of the research proposal was made at the weekly
principals' meeting.

Tentative approval was again granted

pending the approval of the employees of the district.
Separate arrangements w^re made with each building princi
pal to explain the purpose of the investigation to every
employee attending the weekly teachers' meeting.

After a

presentation and question period, each employee was per
mitted to vote for or against the research proposal.

Fortu
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nately, the school district voted in favor of the proposal.
This type of preliminary procedure was necessary
due to the very nature of the research.

School employees

share the same fears as all other employees.

If the re

search had not been explained and discussed, there was every
reason to believe that the amount of information obtained
would have been considerably reduced or distorted.

There

was, as can be expected, the question of subtlety or mask
ing of the purposes of the experiment.

In every instance,

this study was represented as an attempt to identify and
measure the valence and intensity of perception in order
to formulate an interpersonal evaluation structure.

The

results of this investigation were not to be made public.
Every precaution was taken to protect those employees who
participated in this study.
The second procedure was to construct the formal
organization chart that has been referred to earlier in
this chapter.

A list of the names of all full-time em

ployees including their job titles and locations was ob
tained from the administration office.

The total number

of full-time employees from the Valley School District was
three hundred and five.

In all of these arrangements, the

assistant superintendent served as liaison between the
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district and the investigator.

His advice and help was

sought to clarify any characteristics of the school
district that could not be explained through personal
investigation.
The third procedure was to identify the interaction
pattern of the personnel within the school district.

Per

haps the most basic and complete pattern results from a
person by person matrix.

In a "frequency matrix," each

cell (element) would represent the number of interactions
between two employees during a specified period of time
(for illustrative purposes an average work week might be
specified).

The columns and rows of the matrix, as illus

trated in Figure 6, are identical in that each employee

Rows
1
2
3
4 ]
5 |
6 1
7

8

1
!

Columns
1
2

2

L

5
2
2
0

3

L

3

6

3

4

5

6

7
0
2
2

3
0
3

3
0

3

7

8

1

Figure 6
Matrix of Frequency of Interaction in A School
District During an Average Work Week
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of the school district would have been listed in both the
columns and rows of the matrix by a code number.

As shown

in Figure 6, employee number two interacts with employee
number one five times during the course of an average work
week.

Employee number four interacts with employee number

three seven times, employee six interacts with employee five
three times, etc.

Both halves of the matrix are identical;

therefore, the dotted line is drawn to illustrate the half
that is used.

In this manner the interaction frequency;

hence, an interaction structure could be described.
Matrices can be constructed to describe interaction
differently.

Two matrices, one identifying social inter

action as opposed to one identifying interaction with ad
ministrators, could have been constructed.

Written inter

actions as opposed to oral interactions could have been
identified in the same manner.

The techniques used to con

struct interactions matrices have been recently summarized
by Glanzer and Glaser.^

Regardless of the matrix used,

the reader can begin to imagine the amount of time it takes
to construct matrices.

In this investigation, every full-

time employee would have had to be observed in order to

1. M. Glanzer and R. Glaser, "Techniques for the
Study of Group Structure and Behavior," Psychological Bul
letin, LVI, (1959), pp. 317 - 322.
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record each interaction during a specified period of time.
If the specified time period were an average work week,
the observations by a single investigator would have lasted
three hundred and five weeks or approximately five years
and nine months.

Apart from this, if every interaction

were recorded over a period of time, much of the resultant
data would be meaningless and irrelevant.

Except for

small groups this method is clearly impractical.
Three methods were employed to define the inter
action pattern in this study.

(1) The observation of school

employees at work helped identify this pattern.

(2) Key

personnel were interviewed to determine who they interacted
with in the course of an average work week.

(3) Finally,

two copies of the Semantic Differential without name
headings were included in the first packet of questionnaires
given to each employee.

On the two differentials without

name headings, the respondent was asked to give the names
and evaluations of the two employees he or she knew best
that were not already included on a differential form in
the packet.

In this manner, a more complete picture of

the interaction pattern could be obtained.

Further, a

determination could be made regarding the extent to which
interpersonal contacts exceeded those to be expected from
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job function.
An interaction pattern is always difficult to define
accurately.

The three methods used in this investigation

are admittedly less comprehensive than an interaction matrix.
Howeverj they seem to provide the best compromie between
accuracy and practicality possible.
The final preliminary procedure entailed the de
velopment of necessary administrative arrangements.

Every

building principal was again interviewed to determine how
the questionnaire packets were to be distributed to the
respondents and returned.

In locations where there was

no building principal, individuals in centrally located
positions were consulted (e.g., the receptionist in the
administration building).

The subjects of this study had

been guaranteed that their responses were to be kept com
pletely confidential.

This demanded that strict procedures

be enforced when distributing and collecting the data.
In general, one person was designated in each
building to distribute and collect the research packets.
As described later in this chapter, each sealed packet was
placed in a container and collected each day at a specified
hour.

In addition, all unanswered questions asked by the

respondents concerning the questionnaires were recorded at
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these collection stations.

Every question was subsequently

answered as soon as it was received by the investigator.
At no time was it possible for a respondent to have any
knowledge concerning the responses of other participants
in this investigation.

The Collection of the Data

The district personnel were asked to complete an
average of twenty Semantic Differential forms on those
persons (concepts) with whom they interacted during the
course of an average week.
The term "concept" in this study refers to subjects
to be evaluated.

Subjects were either individuals, groups

of individuals (e .g., the primary teachers of a given school),
or an entire school (e .g., the given name of a specific
school).

The directions and accompanying forms used in

the first packet of Semantic Differentials may be found
in Appendix A.

This material was enclosed with a cover

sheet and sealed.

The respondent's name appeared on the

front of each packet.

A blank white envelope was enclosed

in each packet so that the completed differentials could
be sealed and returned without exposing the respondent's
name to anyone.

Each set of differentials was coded before
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being distributed to the respondents.

Specific code numbers

used in this investigation will not be described to insure
the guaranteed anonymity of the school employees who par
ticipated in the study.
The measuring instrument used in this investi
gation is made up of twenty bipolar seven-step scales.
scales have the following properties:

The

(a) high loading

on the evaluative factor, (b) high correlation with the
other scales representing the same factor, and (c) low
correlation with scales representing other factors (and
hence low loading on other factors).

For example, when

Thurstone's centroid factor method was applied to a form
of the Semantic Differential, the following scales were
found to have high evaluative loadings:
...good-bad...beautiful-ugly...kind-cruel...
happy-sad... All of these loadings are .75 or better,
and it will also be noted...that these scales are
'purely' evaluative... Several scales....clearhazy...healthy-sick,...while not as highly loaded
as the first set on the evaluative factor, never
theless restrict their loadings chiefly to this
factor

2. C. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci, and P. H. Tannenbaum,
op. cit., p. 36.
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In the Thesaurus Sampling Study "...the first factor
was again the 'evaluative factor' (the scales most heavily
loaded on this factor were:

good-bad, kind-cruel...beautifulO

ugly, successful-unsuccessful...wise-foolish).11

However, in

another study, the intercorrelation among 34 scales with the
highest loadings on the evaluative loadings of .30 or greater
on another factor were "...important-unimportant...interest
ing-boring, successful-unsuccessful...cruel-kind, and dirtyclean. n4

This illustrates how difficult it is to select any

thing resembling "pure" evaluative scales.

Osgood, Suci, and

Tannenbaum, in referring to this latter quoted study, write:
Obviously these results raise serious prac
tical problems in connection with the con
struction of generalized semantic measuring
instruments. It appears that it will be difficult
to locate specific scales which have the ideal
properties of high within-factor relationship,
low between-factor relationship, and stability
across concepts judged.^
The factorial composition of scales can change with
the concept being judged, and with the response group.

How

ever, the scales used in this investigation were found to

3.

Ibid., pp. 50 - 51.

4.

Ibid., p. 71.

5.

Ibid., p. 188.
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have high evaluative loading when factor analyzed in a
number of studies.
Once the scales were chosen, the forms together
with the directions were dittoed and stapled together into
packet form.

The directions accompanying the differentials

illustrated how to fill out the forms.

Each respondent had

been informed where to return his completed packet prior
to its distribution.
A similar data collection was planned twenty-one
days after the first set of differentials were completed
and returned.

The second packets were used to test the

reliability of the measuring instrument and to measure
"in depth" the discordant evaluations identified by the
first differentials.

The phrase "to measure

in depth"

refers to the attempt by the investigator to examine in
greater detail a dissonant link.

The directions and ac

companying forms used in the second packet of Semantic Dif
ferentials may be found in Appendix B.
Four concepts were used to measure in depth those
dissonant evaluations that had been isolated.
were the subject's:
traits.

The concepts

appearance, attitudes, behavior, and

In this manner, the dissonant link might further

be explained or analyzed.

A more complete description of
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the term "dissonant link" and the phrase "measurement in
depth" will be found in Chapter IV dealing with the re
sultant data of this investigation.

Reliability

There are, of course, a number of techniques used
in the computation of reliability coefficients.
study the Test-Retest Method was used.

In this

Since the usefulness

of this type of measurement depends on its stability over
time, it was necessary to choose a reliability coefficient
that includes this source of error.
A Pearson product moment correlation coefficient
was computed between the two sets of evaluations.

The time

between the two administrations of the questionnaires was
21 days.

Validity

The functional validity of the defined interpersonal
evaluation structure was tested by the observation of the
effects of decisions and other administrative phenomena
on control and experimental groups in the school district.
The exact locations and the nature of the validity tests
depend upon the characteristics of the interpersonal evalu
ation structure defined by the measuring instrument.
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Appropriate statistical tests were applied to test the
difference between control and experimental measurements.

The Processing of the Data

There were five phases required to complete the
processing of the data.

The first phase was concerned with

transferring the raw data to IBM cards and verifying the
key punching.

One card was punched for each respondent-

concept combination.

The card field headings for each IBM

card used in this investigation is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7
Portion of an IBM Card Illustrating the Card Field
Headings Used in This Investigation
The first three columns were used to identify the respondent
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by code number.

The next twenty columns were used to record

the responses of the respondent.

The responses were punched

in digits from one to seven indicating which step in the
seven-step scale was checked.

Columns twenty-four through

twenty-six identify the concept by code number.
In the second phase of the data processing, the
responses were decoded and totaled by the 605 IBM Computer.
Responses, key punched from one to seven, were decoded so
that steps one and seven had a value of negative or positive
three.

Steps two and six had a value of negative or

positive two.

Steps three and five had a value of negative

or positive one.
zero.

Step four, the center step, equalled

This type of scoring fixes an origin in the center

and reflects the bipolar nature of the scales.

On this

basis these responses were algebraically summed and the
total for each IBM card was punched into columns twentyeight through thirty.

A zone punch in row eleven column

thirty indicated a negative total score.
The third phase of the data processing was completed
by using a desk calculator to square each of the total
scores.

The squares of the total scores were to be used

in further statistical analysis.

Once the squares had been

calculated, the figures were gang punched into the IBM
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cards by the 514 IBM Reproducer.
The fourth phase of the data processing was com
pleted by using the 82 IBM Sorter and the 407 IBM Accounting
Machine.

The completed IBM cards were block sorted on

concepts and listed in coded numerical sequence.

The re

spondents' code number, the total scores, and the squares
of the total scores were also listed.

In addition, a card

count, the sum of the total scores, and the sums of squares
were obtained.

This listing gave complete numerical scores

for the interpersonal evaluations in the school district.
The fifth and final phase of the data processing
involved the construction of the interpersonal evaluation
structure.
this study.

This structure may be found in Appendix C of
In addition, one administrative sub-structure

and nine staff sub-structures surrounding dissonant links
were constructed.

These structures were reproduced and

may be found in Chapter IV of this study.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, twenty-one
days after the respondents had completed and returned their
differentials, a second packet was distributed.

These data

were used to compute the reliability estimate of the measur
ing instrument.

There was also an attempt to measure in

depth some of the dissonant links.

The data obtained from
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these second packets were processed in the same manner as
has been described.

However, instead of constructing

structures, a scattergram illustrating the relation between
repeated measurements was plotted and reproduced.

One

measurement in depth was illustrated using two dissonant
links.

Both the scattergram and the illustrated measurement

in depth may be found in Chapter IV of this study.
The results of the various analyses of the data
will be found in Chapter IV.

CHAPTER IV

THE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Introduction

The purpose of this study was threefold:

(a) to

identify the interpersonal evaluation structure in a se
lected school district, (b) to test the validity and re
liability of this interpersonal evaluation structure, and
(c) to evaluate the utility of this structure to educa
tional administrators.
There follows an analysis of the data in terms of
the overall structure and the several sub-structures that
were identified.

This analysis includes a description of

each structure and sub-structure, an investigation of cer
tain perceptual links, and tests to validate each of those
perceptual links.

Measurement "in depth" at two selected

interstices is illustrated and analyzed.

The data regarding

the reliability of the measuring instrument is presented
together with a scattergram.

Before proceeding to this

analysis, certain terms used in this investigation will
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be defined.

Definition of Terms

The following terms are used frequently in the
analysis of the data obtained in this investigation.

Each

term is underlined and followed by the definition that has
been used in this study.
Valence is defined as the polarity (negative or
positive) or a perception.
Intensity of perception is defined as the numer
ical value of a perception.

(Operationally, a Semantic

Differential score.)
Negative perception is defined as any perception
with a negative valence.
Low positive perception is defined as any percep
tion with an intensity of zero to positive ten.
A perceptual link is defined as the measured
reciprocal perceptions of the perceiver and the perceived.
A first-order perception, as described in Chapter
III of this study, is defined as how the perceiver views
the perceived.
A dissonant perceptual link is defined as the
identified reciprocal discordant perceptions between the
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perceiver and the perceived.

A dissonant perceptual link

exists when either one or both perceptual scores are low
positive (0 to + 10), negative (- 1 to - 60), or when a con
siderable discrepancy occurs between two positive evaluations (e.g., + 11 to + 50).
A structure is defined as a complete configuration
of perceptual links in a given organization as represented
by a series of symbols and straight lines.
A sub-structure is defined as any part of the com
plete configuration of perceptual links.

Analysis of Data from the Preliminary Investigation

Formal Structure
The identification of the formal organization of
the school system was the first step of this investigation.
A chart of organization may be found in Figure 8.

This

organizational pattern is typical of those found in many
school districts.

Authority within this organization is

divided into leadership functions and command functions.
The superintendent and assistant superintendent of this
school district are charged with the leadership function.
Both administrators attempt to maintain a harmonious

Figure 8
The Formal Organization
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atmosphere within the district.

Also, they formulate policy

and plan to meet future contingencies.

The principals,

assistant principals, business manager, head of buildings
and grounds, transportation foreman, and cafeteria super
visor are charged with the command functions in that they
implement policy and plans.
This school system is a centralized organization.
No specific unit is a functional whole or is substantially
independent in operation.

Centralized control and decision

making operates throughout the several divisions.

Organ

izational effectiveness is more often achieved by "repre
sentation" rather than total "participation" in the decision
making process.

The superintendent and assistant super

intendent exercise their leadership function in weekly princi
pals' meetings which provide a bond between the teaching
staff and the two administrators.

The principals serve

as representatives, and in turn, their command function
is used to maintain morale in situations where superiors
and subordinates are in direct contact.
The authority, duties, and responsibilities of
the administrative, instructional, and service staffs are
outlined in a handbook published by the school board.
handbook includes this statement:

The

"...2) every employee
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of the School District, insofar as is practical, shall be
responsible to and shall take orders from only one per1
son...."
The formal structure, as depicted, illustrates
from whom each employee will take orders.

The superintendent

serves as the executive officer and adviser to the school
board.

In addition, he is responsible for carrying out

the policies established by the school board.

The assistant

superintendent has the responsibility for business manage
ment of the district and other responsibilities assigned
to him by the superintendent.

From these two administrators

follows a hierarchy of authority in the business management
and instructional divisions of the school system.
The organizational pattern as illustrated in this
study is not a product of anyone's imagination.
it exists in fact.

It is real;

It should be pointed out, however, that

this chart does not appear in any official document.

Any

given school employee may or may not be aware of the com
plete formal organization, but its reality cannot be doubt
ed.

In commenting on the chart, the superintendent said:

1. The name of this handbook has been deleted to
preserve the anonymity of this school system.
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"Yes, this is the organizational pattern as we think of it in
this school system."

This structure, then can be thought of

as operative rather than purely ideal.
This formal organizational pattern serves as a
frame of reference for this investigation.

The formal

structure sets the boundaries of the Interpersonal Evalua
tion Structure and the sub-struetures.

The reader may

wish to refer to this organization from time to time in
order to gain further understanding of the data.

This is

the mold within which the personnel of this school system
interact and form impressions of each other.

A different

formal organization would undoubtedly yield a different
evaluation structure.

It is for this reason that the formal

organization was considered an important part of this study.

A Sense of the Situation
A study of this nature is not entirely a science;
it is in some respects at least, an art.

From this begin

ning it was necessary and proper to know more than the
formal organizational pattern of this school system.

This

investigation dealt with people and the way they perceived
other people.

Some of these people were ideal subjects

for this investigation, others were apprehensive, and a
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few were never to cooperate with the study.

The initial

presentation of the research proposal to the school em
ployees had "opened the door."

The next step involved

contacting as many of the employees as possible.

In this

manner a subjective map of the personalities involved was
obtained.

The advantages in seeking out and becoming

familiar with those who were to be the subjects of this
study could not be verified.

Yet the investigator's

subjective evaluations were important in determining how
to establish an "esprit de travail."
The nature of the contacts with the employees
varied.

On one extreme, a conversation over a cup of

coffee provided the necessary insights.

On the other

extreme, a formal interview with pre-determined quest
ions carefully extracted the necessary information.

To

attempt to complete this research "without consent" would
be, in a sense, to attempt to govern "without consent."
The investigator needed to know where there were favorable
and unfavorable atmospheres toward the intended research.
The investigator needed to be available in order to answer
questions and allay suspicions.

While every question from

the subjects could not be answered completely, an honest
attempt was made to answer each question and to alleviate
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suspicion.

The goals were to earn respect and to create

an atmosphere that emphasized the worth of an individual's
contribution to this research.

In turn, the subject's

respect for the investigation could be reflected in their
enthusiasm and their honest responses.
Those investigators who attempt further research
in measuring interpersonal evaluations need to be extremely
cognizant of the human relations involved in this type of
study.

No trial and error method as found in experimental

research will be successful.

Instead, the investigator's

abilities to win friends, and to create atmospheres of
enthusiasm and honesty are important.

This investigator

may not have been totally successful in all of these
endeavors, but efforts were made in these directions.
Without these efforts, the research would very likely have
been a complete failure.

People are potent intangibles,

and as such, must be given every consideration.

Anecdotal Records
Anecdotal records were kept of significant state
ments made by the subjects of this investigation.

For the

most part, these records fall into three categories:
(1) statements expressing an opinion about the research
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procedures, (2) statements expressing an opinion about a
particular individual or group, and (3) statements express
ing an opinion about the results of the research.

When

appropriate, these anecdotes have been included with the
analysis of the data.
These reports of informal comments by the school
system employees are not regarded as rigorously obtained
experimental data.

They are admittedly subject to a variety

of sources of error and bias.

However, viewed with caution

and reserve, they may contribute to a more complete inter
pretation of the "objective" data.

As the occasion demands,

they are reported in conjunction with detailed sub-struetures,
validity tests, and measurements in depth.

The reader is

invited to interpret for himself, or completely disregard
these reports.

Analysis of Data from the First Administration

Interpersonal Evaluation Structure
The data obtained from the first administration
of the Semantic Differential were processed and an overall
Interpersonal Evaluation Structure of the selected school
district was constructed.

This Interpersonal Evaluation

Structure may be found in Appendix C.
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Description
The graphic form of the Interpersonal Evaluation
Structure (IES) of the Valley School District was con
structed to follow the general schema of the formal organ
izational structure as illustrated in Figure 8.
This structure was designed to have certain im
portant properties.

First, the IES was designed to be as

complete as possible.

Every individual first-order per

ception, however, was not included in this structure.
For example, teachers were grouped according to schools
and their evaluations were averaged.

If every individual

first-order perception were illustrated, this structure
would have been extremely detailed and as such, too com
plicated for interpretation.
Second, this structure includes for the most part,
only those perceptual links that follow the authority
channels of the formal structure.

For instance, perceptual

links between peer individuals and groups within schools
are often not illustrated.

Most illustrated perceptual

links are directed toward the persons in authority or
toward individuals interacting within a superordinatesubordinate relationship.

Exceptions to this can be noted

among the bookkeepers (b), the maintenance workers (m),
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and the groundsmen (g).

The reason for these exceptions

are explained later.
Third, illustration is given of a minimum of at
least two perceptual links involving each individual or
group symbolized in this structure.

If this were not

possible, relationships within a group of individuals were
illustrated.
Fourth, this structure includes only those per
ceptual links involving persons classified as full-time
employees.

For example, the school board members, the bus

drivers, the crossing guards, and other similar employees
are not included in this structure.
In summary, the legend below the structure defines
the symbols, numbers, and straight lines which comprise
this Interpersonal Evaluation Structure.

Numerically, the

highest intensity that could have been recorded was a pos
itive sixty; the lowest possible intensity was a negative
sixty.

The stars and their subscripts indicate the general

locations of sub-structures that were selected for further
analysis.

An interpretation of each of these sub-structures

appears later in this chapter.
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Examination of the IES:
This Interpersonal Evaluation Structure (Appendix C)
represents only a portion of the possible 92,760 evaluations.
To be sure, this study did not attempt to quantify all of
these evaluations.

Instead, through a derived interaction

pattern, approximately 6,100 evaluations were selected.

The

intensities of the evaluations illustrated in the overall
IES varied from a positive sixty to a negative seven.

How

ever, when the IES was studied in greater detail to analyze
sub-structures, the intensities were found to vary from posi
tive sixty to negative forty-five.

The simplicity re

quired of this structure, therefore, tends to obscure data
that might be considered important.

On the other hand,

to construct an illustration that does not obscure some of
the resultant data would yield a complicated array of per
ceptual links nearly impossible to interpret.
It is possible for an educational administrator
to study the structures and obtain an insight into the
interpersonal environment of his school system.

The

average evaluations of groups give important clues to
sub-structures that are studied in greater detail.

For

example, the perceptual links between the eight principals
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(P) and the eight teacher groups (T) yield significant
clues to the administrator.

Beginning at the far left,

(Appendix C) the teacher groups (T) evaluate their re
spective principals (P) with the following intensities:
+ 21, + 41, + 45, + 37, + 24, + 19, + 32, and + 33.

It

would seem useful for the school administrator to investi
gate the sub-structures of those teacher groups who evalu
ated their principals at positive nineteen and positive
twenty one.

Were these averaged intensities the results

of a few highly negative evaluations being averaged with
positive evaluation?

Or were these teachers' evaluations

of their principals generally low, and not negative?

Do

these teachers similarly evaluate other portions of the
school system?

Do these principal!

"nerally receive low

evaluations by other employees of the school system?
A similar analysis can be applied to individuals

who are represented in this structure.

The perceptual

links between the four elementary music coordinators (S)
and the six elementary principals (P) illustrate the fol
lowing evaluations of the music coordinators:
to right) +27, +44, +33, and + 41.

(from left

Again, by comparing

these averaged intensities, it would seem apparent that
the school administrator might examine a sub-structure
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involving the music coordinator being evaluated at + 27
by the principals.

The same questions can be asked once

the sub-structure has been constructed.

These questions

seek to determine why this averaged intensity is lower
than the other three measures.
To construct an Interpersonal Evaluation Structure
with any utility, it was necessary to disregard certain
data.

For instance, the "living," highly complex inter

personal evaluation structure of this school system in
cludes sixty-nine identified dissonant perceptual links;
only a few of which are illustrated and selected for de
tailed study in the charts to follow in this chapter.
Those dissonant evaluations that are not illustrated are
buried within groups or exist in the "between" relation
ships that have been referred to earlier.

Although one

cannot find all sixty-nine dissonant perceptual links
illustrated in this structure, the links are there and
are reflected in averaged intensities.
Summary:

The Interpersonal Evaluation Structure,

constructed from the data obtained in this study, is
designed to be as simple and yet as comprehensive as pos
sible.

To achieve this simplicity, the structure was
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patterned after the identified formal organization of the
school district.

It is administratively oriented to the

extent that it illustrates perceptual links within a
superior-subordinate relationship.

This structure repre

sents the "human situation" within a school district during
a particular period of time.

It is an end-product in it

self, but it is also a guide for further study of sub
structures.

The school administrator is not limited to

the information contained in this structure.

On the con

trary, after the administrator studies this overall
structure, his efforts to further investigate sub-structures
can be channeled according to the clues provided.
The Interpersonal Evaluation Structure of this
school district indicates that a generally harmonious
atmosphere exists within the system.

A study of the per

ceptual links indicates that there are relatively few
discordant relationships.

The intensities of the percep

tions are positive enough to indicate that superiorsubordinate contacts are congenial.

In some instances,

group norms are evident where averaged intensities are
illustrated.

In a few of the groups, status and role

relationships can be recognized.
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In the author's view, this school system seems to
be neither highly troubled and discordant nor unusually
harmonious and congenial.

One would expect, in any organi

zation of this size, some antagonistic relations.

The

human relations here seem to fall within the middle range
of those possible.
While this is one way of summarizing the data pre
sented in this chart, the reader is urged to make his own
analyses.

There are obviously other ways of looking at

the evidence and other conclusions that could be drawn.

The Administrative Sub-Structure
The administrative sub-structure was constructed
from the data obtained in the first administration of
the Semantic Differential.

This sub-structure may be

found in Figure 9.
Description:

The illustration of this sub-structure

has a considerable similarity to the corresponding portion
of the IES.

This degree of similarity will not be found

in subsequent sub-structures.

This sub-structure has

several important properties.

First, it includes only those

symbols that represent the administrative staff of the
school system.

Second, this sub-structure includes not

Figure 9
The Administrative Sub-Structure
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only those perceptual links that follow the lines of
authority, but also those links that illustrate relation
ships within the administrative group.

Third, this chart

represents all the members of a distinct division of the
formal organization.
In summary, the legend defines the alphabetic
symbols, numbers, and straight lines which comprise this
administrative sub-strueture.

As in the 1ES, the highest

intensity that could have been recorded was a positive
sixty; the lowest possible intensity was a negative sixty.
Interpretation:

This administrative sub-structure

is the only complete organizational group illustrated in
this study.

Each administrator in this social structure

stands in definite status or role relationship to every
other member of the group.
in this sub-structure.

No averages of scores appear

One can identify the measured

reciprocal evaluations of the entire administrative staff.
The intensities of the evaluations illustrated in
this sub-structure varied from a positive fifty-four to a
negative seven.

When two administrators are singled out

and compared, group tendencies appear.

For example, in

evaluating the superintendent (S) the intensities of this
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group's perceptions vary from a positive twenty-two to
positive fifty.

In evaluating the assistant superintendent

(AS) the intensities of the group's perceptions vary from
positive eight to positive forty-six.
Discrepancies with perceptual links give clues
to relationships between the members of this group.

Nearly

identical intensities (+ 35 -- + 33) as found between the
business manager (BM) and the transportation foreman (TF)
would seem to indicate a harmonious relationship.

How

ever, a wide variation of intensity (+ 19 -- -H 46) as
found between the head of buildings and grounds (BG) and
a principal (P) would seem to indicate a somewhat dif
ferent type of relationship.

Clues to discordant rela

tionships are found in negative or low positive percep
tions .

Negative perceptions were detected in the relation

ships between the cafeteria supervisor (CS) and principals
(P).

Low positive relationships were found also between

the cafeteria supervisor (CS) and principals (P) as well
as between the superintendent (S) and the assistant
superintendent (AS).
Conclusion: only one area of this sub-structure,
that of the cafeteria supervisor, seems to warrant an
investigation into the discordant relationships that exist.
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Among the principals there are some wide variations within
perceptual links, but no low positive or negative percep
tions were recorded.

Despite these exceptions, the admini-

trative sub-structure indicates that the administrative
staff of this school system maintains generally harmonious
relationships.
Nine Staff Sub-Structures
Nine staff sub-structures were selected for
analysis.

Each of these staff sub-structures have been

designated by a star and a lower case letter subscript.
A similar star and subscript can be found on the IES.

In

this manner, the sub-structure1s general location can be
indicated within the complete Interpersonal Evaluation
Structure.

Each sub-structure can be interpreted by using

the legend appearing adjacent to the sub-strueture.

In

the discussion which follows, each staff sub-structure
will be identified by its respective subscript.
Each of these sub-structures will be presented in
the following manner: first, a general description of the
sub-structure; second, an investigation of a particular
perceptual link of the sub-structure; and third, a validity
test of the measurement of this link.
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Sub-structure "a": This is a sub-structure that
was identified in an elementary school.
depicts a janitor (j)

This sub-structure

(the perceiver); and the principal

(P), clerk (c), library assistant (1), cafeteria manager
(k), fellow janitor (j), and teachers (T) (the perceived)
with whom he interacts during an average work week.

The

music coordinator (Q), the business manager (BM), and
the transportation foreman (TF) are also depicted as the
perceived.

This sub-structure may be found in Figure 10.

This sub-structure is characterized by several
interesting features:
(1) The intensities of the perceptions toward the
janitor are in every instance less than the intensi
ties of the perceptions by the jianitor toward his
fellow workers,
(2) the janitor's perceptions vary from an in
tensity of negative forty-five to an intensity of
positive fifty-four, and
(3) the perceptual link between the janitor and
the library assistant is substantially lower in in
tensity than the perceptual links between the janitor
and the principal, clerk, cook, and teachers.
With exception to the music coordinator, business
manager, and transportation foreman, this is a sub
structure depicting employees in one elementary school.
This sub-structure consists of individuals who stand in

Figure 10
Sub-Structure "a"
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definite status or role relationships to one another.

The

attitudinal norms which this group possesses is reflected
in the lower perceptual intensities toward the janitor.
His status in this group is also reflected in these lower
perceptual intensities.
The janitor, as the perceiver, is apparently a
person who has very definite impressions of those indi
viduals with whom he has been associated in the school
district.

The wide variation in the intensities of his

perceptions suggest that he used the full range of the
seven-step scale in the measuring instrument.

There is an

indication that the janitor's perceptions are more negative
toward those who are only indirectly associated with his
immediate work group.
The selected perceptual link is a Type A, firstorder perceptual link between a janitor (male) and a library
assistant (female).

Both individuals are middle aged.

The

janitor has perceived the library assistant with an in
tensity that is considerably lower than the intensities
expressed towards the other members of his immediate work
group.

The library assistant's is low positive.

This low

positive perception is also the lowest recorded perception
of the janitor in his immediate work group.
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The principal of the school was aware of the
nature of this relationship.

The library assistant had

indicated her inability to appreciate "non-professional"
personnel.

No other information was available regarding

this situation.
The functional validity of this perceptual link
was tested by an experimental communication issued through
the principal to all the teachers in this elementary school.
Throughout the description of this validation, the reader
should keep in mind that this school is serviced by two
janitors.
A notice was posted on the teachers' bulletin
board that read as follows:
It has been reported that some of the rooms
at the end of the day are in such a condition
that it takes twice as long to get things back
in shape. Can we improve this situation?
The following day, the principal held a teachers' meeting
at which time the teachers discussed this situation.

Prior

to this discussion, a dittoed notice was passed out among the
teachers.

This notice was written as follows:

It has been reported that some of the rooms
at the end of the day are in such a condition
that a janitor must take twice as long to get
things back in shape. Can we improve this
situation?
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The janitors were not present at this meeting.
cussion lasted fifteen minutes.

The dis

Each teacher participated

in the discussion which centered on the conditions of
rooms at the end of each day.

The library assistant did

not participate in the discussion until the principal
asked her:

"Do you feel the janitors are doing their jobs

in keeping the rooms clean?"

The library assistant replied:

"No, the janitor who is responsible for cleaning the library
never dusts properly."
After the discussion a questionnaire was completed
by each teacher.

This questionnaire consisted of four items.

Each item had four alternative answers.

A copy of this

questionnaire can be found in Figure 11.
If the library assistant's low positive perception
of the janitor were, in fact, a true indicator of an inter
personal evaluation, her behavior as measured by the data
resulting from this questionnaire should indicate a similar
disposition.

Together with twelve teachers, her responses

to the four items could be analyzed in terms of the group
as well as individually.

In this manner, her relative

position in the group as well as her individual responses
to the items could serve as validity checks.
Each item was dichotomized, two alternatives being
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Do you feel your room has been left in such a con
dition that a janitor had to take twice as long to get things
back in shape?
yes
undecided, probably yes
undecided, probably no
no
Do you believe that the janitors could do their
jobs better?
yes
undecided, probably yes
undecided, probably no
no
Having discussed this situation, do you feel that
room cleanliness is a definite problem in this school?
yes
undecided, probably yes
undecided, probably no
no
If we assume that only one of the janitors reported
this room condition to the principal, which of the two
janitors do you think might have done the reporting?
I cannot tell you ^
Mr. (name deleted)
Mr. (name deleted)

Figure 11
Questionnaire Used to Test the Validity of
Sub-Structure "a."

2. The names of the janitors were deleted to pre
serve the anonymity of those school employees who participated in this investigation.
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considered "pro-janitor" and two being considered as "antijanitor."

The fourth item was dichotomized in exception to

this rule. The "I cannot tell you" response was counted as
"pro-janitor" and the two names were both considered as
negative responses.
Thirteen teacher-level personnel including the
librarian were classified as either "high" or "low" on the
basis of their Semantic Differential score for their per
ceptions of the janitor in question (Table IV). This
classification is shown below:
TABLE IV
Semantic Differential Score Classification
For Sub-Structure "a"
Group

High

Low

Scores

+44
+42
+34
+34
+33
+29
+18

+9
+7
+5
+5
+2
-3

Number

7

6

A 2 x 8 chi square table was then prepared. This
arrangement was chosen to permit the testing of the hypothe
sis that the "high" and "low" teacher groups did not differ
significantly in their responses to the dichotomized items.
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This contingency table is shown in Table V.
TABLE V
O^servedFrequenci^siSub^StrucTur^^^
Items

1

3

2

+

+

Totals

4

+

+

High

7

0

4

3

7

0

6

1

28

Low

0

6

1

5

2

4

0

6

24

Totals

7

6

5

8

9

4

6

7

52

The table of expected frequencies, the resultant
chi square, and the formula (corrected for continuity) are
shown below:
TABLE VI
Expected Frequencies: Sub-Structure "a"
Items

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

High

3.77

3.23

2.69

4.31

4.85

2.15

3.23

3.77

Low

3.23

2.77

2.31

3.69

4.15

1.85

2.77

3.23

n(

-

i

lo E

2
X

= 20.5

.-r
II
m
JT

X2.05 = 14.0

This chi square, being significant at beyond the
five per cent level, permits the rejection of the null hy
pothesis and thereby lends support to the validity of the
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measurements.

By inspection of the contingency table, it

can be seen that the "high" group is invariably more in
clined to choose a "pro-janitor" alternative than is the
"low" group.
A further study of the library assistant's answers
to the items on the questionnaire yielded additional infor
mation.

Her answer to the first item indicated that her

room had not been left in such a condition that a janitor
had to take twice as long to get things back in shape.
Her second, third, and fourth responses specify that the
janitors could do their jobs better, that room cleanliness
is a definite problem in the school, and that the janitor
in question was the person who reported these room con
ditions.

All of the library assistant's responses clearly

indicate her relationship with the janitor are not harmonious.
Preceeding this statistical analysis the graphic
form of this sub-structure was shown to the principal of
this elementary school.

A complete explanation of the sub

structure was followed by this question:

"If this sub

structure would prove to be a valid graphic representation
of interpersonal evaluations, would it be of utility to
you as a principal?"

The principal's reply stessed the

value of these sub-structures in confirming discordant
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relationships that are suspected by administrators.

The

principal stated:
We, as administrators, have no way at pre
sent to know when a discordant relationship exists.
We can never be sure if our suspicions are correct.
It would be possible with the use of this structure
to ascertain where improvement in relationships is
needed. We can't do anything about these so-called
discordant relationships unless we know where
they exist.
Sub-structure "b":

This is a sub-structure that

was identified in an elementary school.

This sub-structure

depicts an entire elementary school staff with the teachers
(T) considered as a group rather than individually.

This

sub-structure may be found in Figure 12.
This sub-structure may be characterized by the
following properties:
(1) Again, the intensities of the perceptions
towards the janitors (j) are less than the in
tensities of the perceptions by the janitors
towards their fellow staff members,
(2) note that, with exception to those per
ceptual links involving the janitors, each per
ceptual link contains similar intensities, and
(3) the perceptual link between the clerk
(c) and one of the janitors (j) when compared
to other perceptual links includes the only
negative evaluation identified in this sub
structure.
Excluding the relationships of the janitors, this

Figure 12
Sub-Structure
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P —principal
C — clerk
|—library assistant
|(—cafeteria manager

j — janitor
T —teachers
-1- — intensity of perception

.)(—no measure of perception
£8( —Investigated perceptual link
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school staff maintains very harmonious relationships.

The

principal (P) evaluates the clerk (c), cafeteria manager
(k), and library assistant (1) at + 40, + 36, and + 36
respectively.

The principal is perceived with the follow

ing intensities: + 42, +50,

+44, +42, and + 38.

The

clerk, cafeteria manager, and library assistant have similar
high positive evaluations.
For the most part, scores within each perceptual
link do not vary extensively.

For example, the perceptual

link between the clerk and library assistant (+ 51 -- +52)
is almost identical.

Similar intensities can be found in

almost all of the perceptual links.
In direct contrast to these high positive perceptual
links, both janitors are evaluated with lower intensities;
some of which are low positive.

The one negative perception

of a janitor is found within this sub-structure's investi
gated perceptual link.
This selected perceptual link depicts the relation
ship between a clerk (female) (the perceiver) and a janitor
(male) (the perceived).

A wide variation of intensity (+ 30

-- - 2) exists in this Type A, first-order perceptual link.
The clerk had voluntarily described the janitor in this
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manner: "He is very difficult to get through to."
The validity of this perceptual link was tested
by a card-ranking procedure.

Figure 13 is the structured

We are in the process of validating the re
search recently conducted within your school. There
are many methods used to validate a study. One method
we are using is the rank-card method.
(Interviewer) Shuffles and gives cards to respondent.
Your school is composed of a staff of service
personnel and a group of teachers. The full time
service personnel are a clerk, library assistant,
cafeteria manager, and two janitors. You, as a
principal, are probably aware of the relation
ships that exist between these service personnel.
On each of the cards you will find the in
dicated relationship between two of your service
personnel. I shall ask you one question con
cerning these relationships that are indicated
on these cards. In order to answer the question
you will need to rank the cards in order.
Question: Will you rank these cards in des
cending order indicating the good relationships
first and the poor relationships last?

Figure 13
Structured Interview Used to Validate
Sub-Structure "b"
interview form used to introduce and explain this cardranking procedure.

The reasoning for using the principal of
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this elementary school as a source of this validity test
is explained in the structured interview form.

It should

be emphasized that this principal at no time expressed a
knowledge of the relationship existing between the clerk
and janitor.
An appointment was made with the elementary school
principal to obtain these rankings.
to rank a set of six cards.

The principal was asked

One of these cards designated

the perceptual link being investigated (c -- j).
The principal ranked the cards in order (good to
poor).

The last ranked card or the poorest relationship

according to the principal was the relationship existing
between the clerk and janitor in question.
Another ranking of these same six relationships
was determined by the janitors' evaluations (Semantic
Differential scores) of the staff members.

As a test of

validity of the sub-strueture, and the measurements on which
it is based, it was possible to measure the degree of corre
spondence between these two sets of ranks.
ings were identical.

These two rank

It follows that Spearman's rho coef

ficient of rank correlation or Kendall's tau would yield
coefficients of 1.0.

Both of these coefficients would be
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significant beyond the one per cent level.
ability tables

3

Kendall's prob-

were used to determine the significance of

this data.
During the same interview at which part of the data
was obtained for the validity test, sub-structure "b" was
shown to the principal for his evaluation.

This evaluation

was recorded as follows: "If this sub-structure represents
the existent interpersonal relationships in this school,
it would help me immensely as an administrator.

Any device

that will tell you what you don't know is very valuable.
I would be interested in knowing all my evaluations so that
I could improve my relationships with the staff."

He further

emphasized the importance of a ''happy staff" by stating:
"One of my primary concerns is the relationships my teachers
have with each other.

Unhappy relationships inevitably

affect our educational program.

Until today, I had no idea

that there was a device that could determine the existing
staff relationships in a school."
Sub-Structure "c": This is a sub-structure that

3. M. G. Kendall, Rank Correlation Methods, (New
York, New York, Hafner Publishing Company, 1955), pp. 171,
172.
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depicts an elementary school principal (P) (the perceived)
and the individuals or groups (the perceivers) with whom
this principal interacts with during the course of an aver
age work week.

This is a complete interpersonal evaluation

structure of one person within a school system.

This sub

structure may be found in Figure 14.
There are several interesting features character
ized by this sub-structure:
(1) Once again, the intensities of the per
ceptions toward the janitors (j) are less than
the intensities of the janitors towards their
fellow staff members.
(2) in seventeen of twenty five perceptual
links between the principal and other staff
members, the intensities of the principal's per
ceptions exceed the intensities of those per
ceiving the principal, and
(3) only three of the twenty two evaluations
made by this principal are below a positive twenty.
The perceived in this sub-structure is a principal
of one of the largest elementary schools in the district.
Voluntary descriptions by her subordinates indicated that
many staff members felt this administrator lacked a warm
and friendly personality.

The word "reserved" appeared

fifteen times in the anecdotal records that described this
adminis trator.
The intensities of the perceptual scores found in

Figure 14
Sub-Strue ture
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the sub-structure may be very misleading to the uninquisitive.

It is possible that an individual who uses only the

positive end of each Semantic Differential Scale may not
be indicating truthful evaluations.

It is also possible

that one individual's evaluations based upon the positive
poles of Semantic Differential scales appear unfavorable
to the perceiver when structured.

A check of this princi

pal's research packet confirmed the fact that only the pos
itive ends of each scale were used.

Adequate instructions

for completing the scales were included in each packet and
so this pattern of evaluation appears to be one made by
choice.
This sub-structure is one of the more complex pat
terns that were analyzed in this investigation.

The reader

is made aware of how complicated a sub-structure can become.
In this particular study, this is the ultimate in indicating
individual and group perceptual links.

This sub-structure

yields a complete interpersonal evaluation structure using
one individual as the perceived and perceiver.
The investigated perceptual link is a Type C firstorder perceptual link between a principal (female) and a
group composed of the other principals (male and female)
within the school system.

Most of the principals are middle
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aged.

The principal's intensities of perceptions range from

a positive thirty four to a positive fifty four.

The group's

perceptual intensities toward the principal range from a
positive eleven to a positive thirty five.

In each perceptu

al link there is an above average variation of intensity.
The research packets of every principal were studied
in order to determine the type of validity test to use for
this sub-structure.

A careful examination of the Semantic

Differential forms evaluating the principal in question
yielded a number of scales that were consistently checked
in either a negative or low positive manner by the other
principals.

These scales were considered as clues.

Four

questions developed from these clues, and they appear as
part of the structured interview found in Figure 15.

The

four questions were concerned with the weekly principals'
meeting where the principals were thought to interact with
each other more than at any other time.
The validity of this perceptual link was also tested
by a card-ranking procedure.

Every principal, except the

principal involved in this link, was asked to respond to
four items.

These responses were in the form of ranking

cards on which every other principal's name appeared.

Each

principal ranked the cards four times in replying to four
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We are in the process of validating the research
recently conducted within this school system.
There are
many methods used to validate a study. One method we are
using is the rank-card method.
(Interviewer) Shuffles and gives cards to respondent.
On each of these cards you will find a name of one
of the principals in this school district. Your name card
has been purposely omitted. I shall ask you four questions
concerning the principal's meetings you usually attend every
Tuesday morning in the Superintendent's office.
After each question is asked, please rank the name
cards in order. For example, if I asked you how you would
rank the principals according to physical appearance, you
would place the name card that you rank first to your ex
treme right. The second ranked card would be placed to the
left of the first card; moving from right to left. The
lowest ranked card would appear on your extreme left. A
record will be made of each ranking you make. May I assure
you that the order in which you rank the cards will be kept
strictly confidential.
I shall now ask you four questions:
(1) How would you rank the principals in relation to
the contributions they make to the principals' meetings?
(2) How would you rank the principals in regard to
the cooperativeness they display at the principals'
meetings?
(3) How would you rank the principals in relation to
the leadership they exert at the principals meetings?
(4) How would you rank the principals in regard to the
courtesy they exhibit at the principals' meetings?

Figure 15
Structured Interview Used to Validate Sub-Structure "c"
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items.

From these rankings, the separate ranks of the

principal involved in this selected perceptual link were
obtained for each item.

A respondent's mean rank of this

principal was then calculated over the four items.
A second ranking across principals yielded the rank
of each perceptual evaluation (Semantic Differential score)
recorded for the principal being investigated.
fication is shown in Table VII.

This classi

The ranking of the Semantic

TABLE VII
Illustration of Mann-Whitney U-Test for
Sub-Structure "c"
*c Rank of
X
Y
Principals (S.D.) (Items)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4
6
6
7
7
6
6

6.3
5.7
5.5
5.8
5.3
6.3
5.2
= 62.0

£X +

Ry

" N(N + 1)
2

105 - 14(15) - 105
2

Rx

ry

1.0
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
13.5
13.5

2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
11.5
11.5

Fr

y

= 43.0 = U

N

x

= 7

N„ = 7
*

Differential scores appear in distribution X, the mean rank
ings of responses appear in distribution Y, and the R and
XL
R

distributions represent the composite rankings of
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distributions X and Y.

An arithmetic check appears below

this table.
The Mann-Whitney U-Test permitted the testing of
the hypothesis that there was no difference between the
two rankings.
values

From Mann and Whitney's Table 1^: for the

» 7 and N2 =» 7 the smaller sum of two ranks (U)

cannot exceed 36 for a significant difference at the five
per cent level.

The smallest sum of ranks (U) is 43, and

the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

Since rankings

from the Semantic Differential do not differ significantly
from those derived from the structured interview items, the
validity of the Semantic Differential is confirmed.
Due to the nature of this selected perceptual link,
the principal of this elementary school was not shown this
sub-structure.

Consequently, there is no administrative

evaluation of this sub-structure.

Instead, the principal

was asked to give as many impressions as possible of the
research and research procedures used in this investigation.
The investigator did not structure the interview because
it was decided that an informal atmosphere might yield more

4. H. B. Mann and D. R. Whitney, "On A Test of
Whether One of Two Random Variables Is stochastically Larger
Than the Other," The Annals of Mathematical Statistics, XVIII,
1, (1947), p. 53.
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information.

Important statements made during the interview

were recorded and a summary of these statements follow.
While this principal approved of the methods used
by the investigator in this study, considerable doubt was
expressed in regards to certain facets of this study.

For

example, in the opinion of this principal, the results
obtained from this kind of an investigation are dependent
upon who conducts the research.

If the administration of

a particular school system were to conduct the research,
the results might be very much different.

The principal

speculated that school employees would be very reluctant
to evaluate other staff members for their administration.
There followed this question:

"How can you or anyone else

know the respondents are reporting the truth?"

The princi

pal estimated that there would be at least one individual
out of ten who would not give truthful evaluations under
any circumstances.

The principal further stated:"The basic

difficulty with the use of this measuring device and there
fore, the investigation is to be found in the inability of
any investigator to guarantee the respondents that the infor
mation obtained from a study of this nature will not be
used to hinder them."
Despite these criticisms, the principal was pleased
and surprised with the manner in which the investigation
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had been conducted.

There were no staff members who openly

expressed dissatisfaction with the forms, procedures, or in
tended goals of the study.

The principal reported that:

"A few staff members expressed a fear that their responses
might bring reprisal, but repeated assurances seemed to
alleviate anxieties."
Sub-Structure "d":

This is a sub-structure that was

identified in an elementary school.

This sub-structure

depicts a library assistant (1) (the perceived), and a
principal (P), clerk (c), cafeteria manager (k), and two
janitors (j) (the perceivers).

The librarian (lb) in charge

of the elementary library program is depicted in relation
ship with the library assistant.

The sub-structure may be

found in Figure 16.
This sub-structure is characterized by several
interesting features:
(1) Again, the intensities of perceptions
toward the janitors are less than the intensities
of the perceptions by the janitors toward another
staff member,
(2) five of the seven perceptual links illus
trate that the library assistant's perceptual
intensities are considerably lower than the in
tensities of perceptions that evaluate her, and
(3) six of the seven perceptual links illus
trate considerable variation between the re
ciprocal scores.

Figure 16
Sub -Strueture
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k —cafteria manager
| —library assistant
j —janitor

T — teachers
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•X—no

measure of perception

investigated perceptual link
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Unlike sub-structure "b," all of the perceptual
links existing between this elementary school's staff mem
bers are not illustrated.

However, there is apparently at

least one individual (the library assistant) who perceives
other staff members in a somewhat less than harmonious
manner.

There is an indication from this one sub-structure

that this school staff lacks the harmony that was indicated
in several other sub-structures.

The wide variations of

intensities including an overall range of perceptual scores
( - 17 — +54 ) point to the strong likes and dislikes that
must exist in these relationships.
Unlike sub-structure "c," this is a simple configu
ration of perceptual links.

This sub-structure yields a

partial interpersonal evaluation structure using one indi
vidual as the perceiver and the perceived.

The selected

perceptual link is a Type A first-order perceptual link
between a library assistant (female) and a librarian
(female) who acts in a supervisory capacity within this
school system.

The library assistant is a younger woman,

and this is her first year as a library assistant.

This

is a two way dissonant perceptual link in that the library
assistant perceives the librarian with a low positive per
ceptual evaluation, and the librarian perceives the library
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assistant with a negative perceptual evaluation.
The validity of this sub-structure was tested by
multiple rank correlation.

In order to use this method,

four questions were developed concerning the relationships
between the librarian and her assistants.

These questions

are part of the structured interview that is illustrated
in Figure 17.
By a card-ranking procedure, the librarian indicated
how she ranked the library assistants in responding to the
items included in the structured interview form.

These

rankings were recorded and compared to the librarian's
ranked Semantic Differential evaluations of the library
assistants.
Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance W was used to
estimate the degree of agreement between these two rankings.
Table VIII illustrates the arrangement of the rankings
that permit a testing of the null hypothesis that the
"...items have no community of preference."^

For m = 5 and

n =• 6 the value of S Q^is 229.4,^ and the obtained S statis
tic for these rankings is 385.5.

The results are significant

5.

M. G. Kendall, op. cit., p. 98.

6.

M. G. Kendall, op. cit., p. 186.
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We are in the process of validating the research re
cently conducted within this school system. There are many
methods used to validate a study. One method we are using
is the rank-card method.
(Interviewer) Shuffles and gives cards to respondent.
On each of these cards you will find a name of one of
the library assistants in this school system. I shall ask
you four questions concerning your relationship with them.
After each of the four questions, please rank the name
cards in order. For example, if I asked you how you would
rank the library assistants according to physical appear
ance, you would place the name card that you rank first to
your extreme right. The second ranked card would be placed
to the left of the first card; moving from right to left.
The lowest ranked card will appear on your extreme left.
A record will be made of each ranking you make. May I assure
you that the order in which you rank the cards will be kept
strictly confidential.
I shall now ask you four questions:
(1) How would you rank the library assistants in re
lation to the manner in which their library serve the
school in which it is located?
(2) How would you rank the library assistants in re
lation to the cooperativeness they have displayed in
their relationships with you?
(3) How would you rank the library assistants in re
lation to the efficiency in which they perform their
tasks as library assistants?
(4) How would you rank the library assistants in re
lation to their general capabilities?

Figure 17
Structured Interview Used to Validate
Sub-Structure "d"
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beyond the one per cent level and the null hypothesis is
rejected.

A coefficient of concordance of .881 was obtained

among the rankings.

Excluding number four, the reader can

see the striking similarity of the ranking in Table VIII.
Any further statistical demonstration seems unnecessary.
It is clear that the interview items substantiate the
TABLE VIII
T^UistranxIirT^Kendarr'^^^oefficien^oF,,Concordanc^l,^™—
for Sub-Structure "d"
Library Assistant

12

3

4

5

6

Items

1
2
3
4

3
5
3
4

6
4
6
6

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

5
6
5
5

4
3
4
3

5

4

6

3

15

2

S.D.
Evaluations
£
- m(-*£M
£ -

°s=

19
28
11
5
1.5
10.5 -6.5 -12.5
2.25 110.25 42.25 156.26

n » number of people being rated » 6
m • number of ranking criteria
=* 5

26
8.5
72.25

£s = S
=
S#0-i =

16
-1.5
2.25

385.5
229.4

w = — — r - -881
m*(n'-T-i)

The principal of this school in commenting on this
sub-structure stated:
I was not aware of these relationships;
although I have suspected that the library
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assistant does not get along with the librarian.
I am somewhat surprised that the library
assistant is so unhappy with some of the
other staff members. What I do like about
this research is the manner in which sub
structures can be constructed to illustrate
personnel relationships. A complete inter
personal evaluation structure of this ele
mentary school would help me as a principal
to work for harmony where there is no harmony.
Sub-Structure "e":

This is a sub-structure that

identifies a group of special education teachers.

These

teachers work within an elementary school, but are not under
the jurisdiction of the elementary school principal.

The

sub-structure depicts four special education teachers (se)
(the perceivers); and a principal (P), clerk (c), and the
superintendent (S) (the perceived).

This sub-structure may

be found in Figure 18.
There are several features of note in this sub
structure:
(1) There is a considerable variation of
intensity in the perceptual links between all
four of the special education teachers,
(2) the evaluations of the principal by
this group of teachers vary from a negative
eight to a positive thirty, and
(3) the evaluations of the clerk and super
intendent by this group of teachers also vary
from low positive to high positive perceptual
scores.

Figure 18
Sub-Structure "e"
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This sub-structure depicts a group of special edu
cation teachers (male and female) who apparently have defi
nite impressions of themselves as well as those with whom
they work.

This group of special education teachers are

housed within one of the larger elementary schools in this
school district.

However, these teachers are not under the

jurisdiction of the principal of this elementary school.

In

stead, one of these teachers is the director of special edu
cation who is responsible to the superintendent.
The group has had difficulty in adjusting to their
environment.

Problems like those involving the playground

activity and the cafeteria schedule have too often strained
the relationships between the group and the administration
of the elementary school.

Although these relationships have

improved, the former relationships' scars still remain in
the form of apprehensive behavior.
There has also been considerable difficulty within
the group.

All fear special education teachers have their

own philosophies regarding a special education program.
Personal animosities become evident when one talks to any
member of this group.

On one occasion the director of spec

ial education stated:

"I don't know where we (the group)

are headed, but there is no way to go but up."

Apparently,
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however, individuals within this group are capable and
have created an adequate special education program for this
school system.
This type of traumatic condition poses peculiar
problems to an investigator seeking to validate data.

The

investigated perceptual links include the four special edu
cation teachers and their evaluations of the elementary
school principal.

There was not only the challenge of

finding another measuring method, but this method had to
be adapted to four extremely different people; all of whom
were not in harmony with each other.
In order to determine the validation technique to
be used, the investigator interviewed the elementary school
principal to determine the "feelings" this principal had
about this situation.

This principal is a middle aged woman

who has considerable experience as an elementary school
principal.

A summary of her attitudes indicate that she

held no grudge in regard to her past relationships with
this group.

Instead, she was trying to constantly improve

these relationships even though she regreted the fact that
the special education program had not been housed in a
separate building.
This positive approach by the principal permitted
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the investigator to suggest and take full responsibility
for an "untried" validation technique.

In Figure 19, the

reader will find a copy of a personal note written by the
principal.

This note is an invitation to each of the special

education teachers to meet with her in order to formulate
plans for the coming year.

I would like very much to meet with you at
2:30 p. m. in the Teachers' Room.
We are in the process of making plans for
the next year, and I need your suggestions
on areas where our programs mesh as--cafe
teria, recess time--play areas, etc.
(signed) name deleted^

Figure 19
Communication Used in Validating
Sub-Structure "e"
This note was sent via student messenger at eleven
o'clock on the morning of the day that this proposed meeting
was to take place.

By previous arrangement with the special

education teachers, the author was to meet with the teachers
one half hour before the meeting with the principal was to

7. The name of the principal has been deleted to pre
serve the anonymity of those employees who participated in
this investigation.
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take place.

This procedure was followed so that any re

sponses gleaned from the special education teachers would
not be contaminated by group opinions that might be ex
pressed about the proposed meeting with the principal.

It

was reasoned that the three and one half hours elapsing
between the time the note was delivered and the meeting
time would leave little opportunity for the group to share
opinions and biases.
The questionnnaire found in Figure 20 was used to
obtain responses from each teacher just prior to the pro
posed meeting.

The investigator met individually with each

teacher, and after the responses had been obtained, the
teacher was told that this procedure was a validity check,
and that the proposed meeting was never meant to occur.
The four items composing the questionnaire were designed
to elicit another group evaluation of the elementary princi
pal.

Those who were "anti-principal" were expected to

respond differently from those who were "pro-principal."
Multiple rank correlation was to be used to test the valid
ity of this sub-strueture.

Each item's alternative re

sponses were ranked one through four.

These rankings were

recorded and compared to the group's Semantic Differential
scores evaluating the principal.

These scores were also
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Do you want the opportunity to meet with (name de
leted) concerning the problems outlined in this note to you?
yes
undecided, probably yes
undecided, probably no
no
Do you believe that the special education teachers
should meet more often to discuss problems with (name
deleted)?
yes
undecided, probably yes
undecided, probably no
no
Have there been problems concerning the coordinating
of a special education program here at (name deleted)?
yes
undecided, probably yes
undecided, probably no
no
As a special education teacher, do you consider
yourself a part of (name deleted) school?
yes
_____ undecided, probably yes
undecided, probably no
no
g

Figure 20
Questionnaire Used to Validate Sub-Structure "e"

8. The names of the principal and school have been
deleted to preserve the anonymity of the school employees
and school system who participated in this investigation.
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ranked for comparison to the ranked responses obtained
from the questionnaire.
The degree of agreement of these five rankings was
estimated by Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance W.
Table IX illustrates the arrangement of the rankings that
TABLE IX
Illustration of Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance W
for Sub-Structure "e"
Special
Education
Teachers
Items

12

3

4

1
2
3
4

1.0
3.0
2.5
2.0

2.0
1.5
2.5
2.0

3.5
1.5
2.5
2.0

3.5
4.0
2.5
4.0

5

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

S.D.

£

9.5
-3.0
r
s= 9.0
[Z - m(M£J-J=s=

10.0
-2.5
6.25

12.5
0.0
0.0

18.0
5.5 „
30.25 Ls = S

= 45.5
.01

80.5

n = number of people being ranked = 4
m = number of ranking criteria
= 5
t = number of objects tied
v = number of ties

W = ---——
fit.
T'=

= .392
J'

permit testing of the null hypothesis that the "...items
9
have no community of preference." For m = 5 and n = 4 the

9. M. G. Kendall, op. cit., p. 98.
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value for S _ is 80.5, and the obtained S statistic for
.01
these rankings is 45.5.

The results are not significant.

The null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

The coefficient of

concordance obtained among the rankings was .392.

Unlike

sub-structure "d" the rankings in Table IX are not strik
ingly similar.

The items of the questionnaire fail to sub

stantiate the validity of the Semantic Differential.

One

may ask; is it more likely that the Semantic Differential
was invalid in this situation or that the items are poor
criteria?

In view of the other validity tests, anecdotal

records, and the nature of the items, the choice of the
author is in favor of the validity of the Semantic Differ
ential.

The reader, of course, is free to make his own

choice.
Although the validity test failed to establish the
validity of the measuring device, the opinions expressed
by the principal in evaluating this sub-structure were
highly enthusiastic.

The principal stated:

You know, (investigator's name), I have known
for some time that this group did not approve
of some of my decisions regarding their pro
gram as it operated in this school building.
However, I have never known which members of
the group were the most critical of my efforts.
Now I know and as a principal I shall try to
win back their respect and gain their under
standing. This structure has been most helpful
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to me in gaining an insight into this situation.
This Type C first-order perceptual link illustrates
Presthus1 behavioral hypothesis which has already been re
ferred to in Chapter I of this investigation.
was quoted in part as follows:

Presthus

"...organization is defined

as a system of structured, interpersonal relations, that
is, individuals are differentiated in terms of authority,
status, role with the result that personal interaction is
prescribed or 'structured.'

Anticipated reactions tend to
1°
occur, while ambiguity and spontaneity are decreased...
These special education teachers' interpersonal relations
are, in fact, unstructured.

As individuals, they are not

differentiated in terms of authority, status, role in their
environment.

Their reactions cannot be anticipated.

In

stead, the validation test illustrates the ambiguity and
spontaneity of their reactions as found in an unstructured
situation.
Sub-Structure "f":

This is a sub-structure to be

found in an elementary school.

This sub-structure depicts

a library assistant (1) (the perceiver); and a principal

10. R. V. Presthus, op. cit., p. 50.
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(P), clerk (c), cafeteria manager (k), two janitors (j), and
the teachers (T) (the perceived).

This sub-structure may

be found in Figure 21.
There are several outstanding features in this sub
structure:
(1) Again, the valence of a perception towards
a janitor is negative;
(2) again, the intensity of a perception
towards a janitor is less than the janitor's
intensity of perception towards a fellow
s taff member; and
(3) again, the perceptual links illustrate
considerable variation in recorded intensities.
As in sub-structure "a," this configuration of per
ceptual scores consists of individuals who stand in definite
status or role relationships to one another.

The library

assistant has used the full range of the measuring instru
ment's seven-step scales. Her perceptual evaluations vary
from a negative four to a positive forty.

This interpersonal

evaluation sub-structure is similar to sub-structure "d"
in that it is based upon one individual as the perceiver
and perceived.
The selected perceptual link is a Type A first-order
perceptual link between a library assistant (female) and a
janitor (male).
janitor.

The library assistant is younger than the

The library assistant's only negative perceptual

Figure 21
Sub-Strueture
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evaluation is directed toward the janitor.

Apparently,

she is not too well impressed with the principal because
her perceptual evaluation is of low positive intensity.
The library assistant had not specifically indicated
to the principal that this relationship existed between the
janitor and herself.

There had been general complaints of

dissatisfaction expressed by the library assistant to other
staff members.

There was also an apparent undercurrent of

discordant relationship noted informally by the principal.
The validity of this perceptual link was tested by
a card-rank procedure.

Figure 22 is the structured inter

view form used to introduce and explain this card-ranking
procedure.

The reasoning for using the principal of this

elementary school as a source of this validity test is
explained in the structured interview form.

Here again,

it needs to be emphasized that this principal at no time
expressed a knowledge of the relationship existing between
the library assistant and janitor.
An appointment was made with this elementary princi
pal to obtain these rankings.
rank a set of six cards.

The principal was asked to

One of these cards designated

the perceptual link being investigated (1 -- j).
The principal ranked the cards in order (good to
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poor).

Unlike sub-structure "b," the second last ranked card

or the "almost" poorest relationship according to the princi
pal was the relationship existing between this library
assistant and janitor in question.

We are in the process of validating the research
recently conducted within your school. There are many
methods used to validate a study. One method we are
using is the rank-card method.
(Interviewer) Shuffles and gives cards to respondent.
Your school is composed of a staff of service per
sonnel and a group of teachers. The full-time service
personnel are a clerk, library assistant, cafeteria man
ager, and two janitors. You, as a principal, are prob
ably aware of the relationships that exist between
these service personnel.
On each of the cards you will find the indicated
relationship between two of your service personnel. I
shall ask you one question concerning these relation
ships that are indicated on these cards. In order to
answer the question you will need to rank the cards in
order.
Question: Will you rank these cards in descending
order indicating the good relationships first and the
poor relationships last?

Figure 22
Structured Interview Used to Validate
Sub-Structure "f"
Another ranking of these same six relationships was

determined by the janitors' evaluations (Semantic Differ
ential scores) of the staff members.

As a test of validity

of the sub-structure, and measurements on which it is based,
it was possible to measure the degree of correspondence
between these two sets of ranks.

Table X illustrates the

TABLE X
Semantic Differential Score Classification
for Sub-Structure "f"
Scores1

Janitors' Scores
+
+
+
+
+

41
36
22
29
20

Rank

1
2
3
4
5

perceptual evaluations of the janitors and their subsequent
rankings.

Table XI is the classification of these two sets
TABLE XI

Illustration of Spearman's Rank-Order Correlation (p)
for Sub-Structure "f"
X

Rank

(S.D.)

Relationship
1
2
3
4
5
P m 1 _

1
2
3
5
4

R
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1
2
3
4
5
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0
0
0
1
1
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0
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1
1
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s
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5
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P
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1
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4
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2
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of rankings.

These two rankings were not identical.

A

Spearman rho rank-order correlation coefficient was used
to test how well the two rankings correlated.

If the two

ranked variables were significantly correlated, it followed
that the measurements depicted in this sub-structure were
valid.

The Spearman rho yielded a coefficient of .90, and

this coefficient was significant at the one per cent level.
Kendall's probability tables^ were used to determine the
significance of the data.
After studying this sub-structure, the principal of
this elementary school was surprised at his evaluation by
the library assistant.

The principal expressed an interest

in seeing further the results of this investigation.

His

statements were recorded as follows:
I particularly like the fact that the scores
give an administrator an indication as to the
degree of relationship between two people.
As a particular school system grows in size,
this type of an investigation would be valu
able to a school executive. Would it be pos
sible for me to see a complete interpersonal
evaluation structure of my own school?
Although it was not possible to supply this complete
sub-structure, this question indicates one of two possible

11.

M. G. Kendall, op. cit., pp. 171, 172.
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personal interests being expressed by the principal.

Either

the principal wanted to satisfy a curiosity regarding the
staff's evaluation of their principal or there was keen
interest in this measurement as an administrative tool.

The

investigator would like to believe that both of these per
sonal interests are important in evaluating this research.
It is entirely possible that an administrator possessing
staff evaluations as depicted by a complete sub-structure,
would be more capable of correcting his own deficiencies as
well as existing discordant relationships between other
staff members.
Sub-Structure "g": This is a sub-structure that was
identified in the junior high school.

The sub-structure

depicts a teacher (T) (the perceiver) and eighteen staff
members that were evaluated by this teacher (the perceived).
This sub-structure may be found in Figure 23.
This sub-structure is characterized by several
features:
(1) The intensities of the perceptions
directed toward sixteen of the eighteen staff
members perceived by this teacher are low
positive perceptions,
(2) in the three reciprocal perceptual links
that are illustrated, considerable variation
in intensities can be noted, and
(3) in fifteen perceptual links there is

Figure 23
Sub-Strueture
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no measure of perception (x) directed toward
the perceiver.
The teacher (female) depicted in this sub-structure
is a new employee of the school system.

She is young and

has recently graduated from a university.

The teachers with

whom she is most intimately associated are older and more
experienced.

The junior high school in which she works is a

large school employing approximately forty teachers.
At first glance, one would tend to judge this
teacher to be highly critical of other employees.

However,

the fact that she has served as a teacher in this school
for less than one year is a clue to interpreting this sub
structure.

A check of her research packet indicated that

she used only the center steps of the Semantic Differential
scales.

This in all probability reflected her short tenure

as a teacher in this particular school.

This sub-structure

might be called a configuration of first impressions as
opposed to a configuration of repeated impressions.
The selected perceptual link is a Type A first-order
perceptual link between two teachers (both female) in the
same department.

The teacher being perceived with a nega

tive two intensity is older than the perceiver, and she is
more experienced.

The principal of the junior high school
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was not aware of this specific relationship.

He did think

that the perceiver in this sub-structure was not adjusting
to the school as he thought she would.

He had intended

to talk with her about this matter at the end of the school
year.
The validity of this perceptual link was tested by
recording the responses of the teachers in this school to
an unstructured stimulus in a highly structured interview.
The stimulus, a silhouette of two faces, is shown in
Figure 24.

B

Figure 24
Unstructured Stimulus Used to Validate
Sub-Structure "g"
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The interview, in which responses were elicited and
recorded, is shown in Figure 25.

We are in the process of validating the research
recently conducted within this school system. There
are many methods used to validate a study. One method
we are using is the forced-choice method.
This is a picture of two individuals talking with
each other. The pictures are not meant to indicate the
sex of either individual. They may be both men, they
may be both women, or they may be a man and a woman.
(Interviewer) Hand picture to respondent
(Interviewer) Give time to study the picture
Please study this picture for a moment.
Having studied this picture for a moment or two,
you will note that one of the silhouettes is marked
with the letter "A" and the other silhouette is marked
"B". I have a list of names before me of five people.
Will you please look at this list?
(Interviewer) Give list to respondent
If you were forced to make a choice, after which
of the names on the list would you mark the letter "A"
as representing the silhouette marked "A", and after
which of the names would you mark "B" as represent
ing the silhouette marked "B"?
Please mark the letters after those names you would
choose.
Thank you. May I assure you that your choices in
this validity test will be kept strictly confidential.

Figure 25
Structured Interview Used to Validate
Sub-Structure "g"
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The responses obtained are presented in Table XXI.
table xii
Responses to Validity Test for
Sub-Structure "g"
Teacher-Subject

Choice "A'®

Choice "B"

13
6
2
4
6
3
2
6
4
3
6
5
16

This table illustrated that the perceived (teacher 6) was
invariably chosen as image "b" in the stimulus card.

The

probability of such unanimity can be calculated from the
laws of probability.

"The probability of the simultaneous

or successive occurrence of two or more independent events
is equal to the product of their separate probabilities."

12

Thus, if "A" were chosen first, the probability that teacher
1 would choose teacher 6 as image "b" is .25 (one of four
remaining possible choices).

Since there were five

"choosers" the a priori probability that all would identify
the same person as "b" is .25 x .25 x .25 x .25 x .25 or
.25^ • .00098.

Therefore, the occurrence of such an event

by chance alone, is extremely rare.

Since the Semantic

12. N. M. Downie and R. W. Heath, Basic Statistical
Methods, (New York, New York, Harper and Brothers, 1959),
p. 104.
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Differential scores predicted this tendency, its validity
is thereby supported.
The opinions expressed by the junior high school
principal were recorded as follows:

"A sub-structure such

as this would be very helpful to me because the school is
large.

I cannot keep as close a contact with the teachers

as I would like to do.

This is a 'tough' job, and it takes

all my energy to keep things running smoothly.

Yes, I think

I could use these sub-structures to the school's advantage."
This principal, however, had important comments to make
concerning the measuring instrument.
I felt that there were a significant number of
teachers in this school who resented the forms
(Semantic Differentials) you used in this in
vestigation. Although X like the results, I have
grave doubts that the tests can be administered
to a majority of staffs. While the teachers
may have told you how they evaluate other indi
viduals in this school, I don't think they
would tell me. Frankly, I am surprised that they
told you as much as they did.
Of all the schools in which this investigation was
conducted, this junior high presented the most problems.
The investigator's subjective evaluations of the situation
were contradictory.

The school staff did not seem to have

too many discordant relationships.

The principal was con

sidered to be successful as an educational leader.

However,
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It was apparent from the beginning that an impenetrable air
of independence prevented the creation of a spirit of co
operation.

Through the entire course of the study, there

was a "pulling" and "tugging" to gather the data in this
junior high school.

No reasons were ever uncovered to

account for this resistance.

However, it is worth noting

that this was a school where the investigator had failed
to establish an enthusiasm for the research.
Sub-Structure "h": This is a sub-structure that was
identified in the high school.

This sub-structure depicts

a department of teachers (all males) with the head of the
department (T*) (the perceiver) and five teachers (T) (the
perceived).

This sub-structure may be found in Figure 26.

This sub-structure may be characterized by the
following properties:
(1) Three out of the five perceptual links
indicate that the head of the department
evaluates the teachers with lower intensities
than the perceptual evaluations directed to
ward him,
(2) two out of the five perceptual evalu
ations by the head of the department are
of low positive intensity, and
(3) four out of five perceptual links show
considerable variation of intensities.
If one deals with percentages, this sub-structure

Figure 26
Sub-Strueture
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indicates that the head of the department perceives forty
per cent of the department's teachers with a low positive
intensity.

Forty per cent of all the evaluations in this

sub-structure are of low positive intensities.

Eighty per

cent of the perceptual links show considerable variation
between perceptual evaluations.
On the other hand, there are no negative evalu
ations.

Only one perceptual link contains reciprocal low

positive perceptual intensities.

Further, the range of per

ceptual intensity (+3 — +37) is not as great as noted in
other sub-structures.
The validity of this Type A first-order selected
perceptual link was tested by a card-ranking procedure.
The head of the department was asked to rank a series of
cards in answering the questions included in the structured
interview found in Figure 27.

The name of each teacher

symbolized in this sub-structure appeared on a card.

The

department head's rankings of these teachers over the four
items found in the structured interview is shown in Table
XIII together with his ranked Semantic Differential evalu
ations of these teachers.

Kendall's Coefficient of

Concordance W was used to estimate the degree of agreement
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We are in the process of validating the research re
cently conducted within your school system. There are many
methods used to validate a study. One method we are using
is the rank-card method.
(Interviewer) Shuffles and gives cards to respondent
On each of these cards you will find a name of one
of the teachers in your department in this high school.
Your name card has been purposely omitted. I shall ask you
four questions concerning your attitudes toward these
teachers.
After each question is asked, please rank the name
cards in order. For example, if I asked you how you would
rank the teachers according to physical appearance, you
would place the name card you rank first to your extreme
right. The second ranked card would be placed to the left
of the first card; moving from right to left. A record will
be made of each ranking you make. May I assure you that the
order in which you rank the cards will be kept strictly
confidential.
I shall ask you four questions:
(1) How would you rank the teachers in your depart
ment in relation to your estimate as to how they
evaluate you as their colleague?
(2) How would you rank the teachers in your depart
ment in relation to their teaching competence?
(3) How would you rank the teachers in your depart
ment in relation to their knowledge of the subject
matter they teach?
(4) How would you rank the teachers in your depart
ment in relation to their general morale here in the
department at this high school?

Figure 27
Structured Interview Used to Validate Sub-Structure "h"
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among these five rankings.
of S

Q

is 142.8,

rankings is 166.

13

For m - 5 and n - 5 the value

and the obtained S statistic for these

A coefficient of concordance of .664 was

obtained among the rankings.
TABLE XIII
Illustration of Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance W
for Sub-Structure "h"
Teachers
Items

1

2

3

4

5

1
2
3
4

5
5
4
2

4
4
3
5

3
3
5
4

1
1
2
3

2
2
1
1

5

5

3

4

1

2

21
6
s»36

19
4
16

19
4
16

8
-7
49

8
-7
49

S.D.

Et

I
m("Y1+
a
- mC-"2+J-

n = number of people being rated = 5
m - number of ranking criteria
=» 5

s>

W

s

- 166

S

.01 - 142.8

1*S

= .664

The null hypothesis that the "...items have no com14
munity of preference"
was rejected at beyond the one per
cent level.

It can be concluded that the responses obtained

from the structured interview substantiate the validity of

13.

M. G. Kendall, op. cit., p. 186.

14.

Ibid.,

p. 98.
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the Semantic Differential.
This group sub-structure was shown to the high
school principal for his evaluation.

A summary of his com

ments were recorded as follows:
I wish that I had a sub-structure like
this for every department in the high school.
1 find it most valuable because this is the
largest school in this school district, and
1 cannot find the time to evaluate these
important relationships. Now I know the
"climate" of this department; before I could
only guess what was going on. This has been
a worthy endeavor in the field of school
administration.
Sub-structure "i": This is a sub-structure that was
identified within the administrative division of this school
system.

This sub-structure depicts a cafeteria supervisor

(CS) (the perceiver); and the eight principals (P), the
seven cafeteria managers (k), and the seven cafeterias
(concept q) ( the perceived).

This sub-structure may be found

in Figure 28.
This sub-structure is characterized by these
features.
(1) In three out of three perceptual links
the principals' evaluations of the cafeteria
supervisor are lower than the cafeteria super
visor's evaluations of the principals.
(2) the cafeteria managers1 evaluations
of the cafeteria supervisor are lower than
the cafeteria supervisor's evaluations of

Figure 28
Sub-Structure
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the cafeteria managers, and
(3) the lowest reciprocal link between the
cafeteria supervisor and a cafeteria manager
corresponds to the cafeteria manager's low
evaluation of that cafeteria manager's cafeteria.
One of the most discordant areas in this school
system existed in the relationships between the cafeteria
supervisor (female) and those with whom she interacted (male
and female).

The cafeteria supervisor is middle aged.

She

has considerable practical experience in cafeteria oper
Despite this experience, she has apparently been

ations.

unsuccessful in maintaining harmonious relationships with
her peers and subordinates.

One cafeteria manager volun

tarily reported that the cafeteria supervisor had tried to
control the after-working hours social life of her cafeteria
managers.

Three cafeteria managers stated:

"She (cafeteria

supervisor) told us not to socialize with each other."
The cafeteria supervisor seemed dedicated to ef
ficiency.

Her conversations centered on rules, regulations,

and procedures rather than people.

These rules, regu

lations, and procedures were the variables of efficiency
while the various employees were considered agents through
which efficiency or inefficiency is obtained.

The cafeteria

manager considered profit and loss statements as the
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criterion for efficiency.

Cleanliness of kitchens and

quality of food were the only other criteria to be con
sidered in cafeteria operations.
The selected perceptual link is a Type A first-order
perceptual link between a cafeteria supervisor and a cafe
teria manager (female).

The cafeteria supervisor had per

ceived the cafeteria manager with an intensity of zero, and
the cafeteria manager has evaluated the cafeteria supervisor
at a negative thirteen.

The cafeteria supervisor's zero

evaluation is the result of using the full range of the
seven-step scales in the Semantic Differential.

The inten

sities of her negative evaluations cancelled out the inten
sities of her positive evaluations.

The cafeteria manager's

negative thirteen evaluation of the cafeteria supervisor is
the lowest evaluation found within this sub-structure.
Both of these employees were applicants for the
cafeteria supervisor position in this school system.

The

present cafeteria supervisor was selected in preference to
this particular cafeteria manager.
stated:

The cafeteria supervisor

"I feel that she (cafeteria manager in question ) re

sents the fact that I was chosen to be cafeteria super
visor."

Both women, however, go to the same church and main

tain social contact outside of their working relationships.
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A card-ranking procedure was used to test the valid
ity of this sub-structure's perceptual link.

Figure 29 is

the structured interview form used to introduce and explain
the card-ranking procedure.

The cafeteria supervisor was

asked to respond to four items.

These responses were in the

form of ranking cards on which every cafeteria manager's
name appeared.

The cafeteria supervisor ranked the cards

four times in replying to the four items.
Another ranking of these same seven relationships
was determined by the cafeteria supervisor's evaluations
(Semantic Differential scores) of the cafeteria managers.
As a test of validity of the sub-structure, and the measure
ments on which it is based, Kendall's Coefficient of Con
cordance W was used to estimate the degree of agreement be
tween these two rankings.

Table XIV illustrates the arrange

ment of the rankings that permit a testing of the null hy
pothesis that the "...items have no community of prefer15
ence."

For m - 5 and n » 7 the value for S ^

is 343.8,

and the obtained S statistic for these rankings is 640.
The results are significant beyond the one per cent level

15•

Ibid., p. 98.

16.

Ibid., p. 186.

16
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We are in the process of validating the research
recently conducted within your school district. There are
many methods used to validate a study. One method we are
using is the rank-card method.
(Interviewer) Shuffles and gives cards to respondent
On each of these cards you will find the name of one
of the cafeteria managers in this school system. I shall
ask you four questions concerning your relationships with
these cafeteria managers.
After each question is asked, please rank the name
cards in order. For example, if I asked you how you would
rank the cafeteria managers according to physical appear
ance, you would place the name card you rank first to your
extreme right. The second ranked card would be placed to the
left of the first card; moving from right to left. A record
will be made of each ranking you make. May I assure you that
the order in which you rank the cards will be kept strictly
confidential.
I shall ask you four questions:
(1) How would you rank the cafeteria managers in
relation to the manner in which their cafeteria serves
the school?
(2) How would you rank the cafeteria managers in
relation to the cooperativeness they have displayed
in their relationships with you?
(3) How would you rank the cafeteria managers in
relation to the efficiency in which they perform their
tasks as cafeteria managers?
(4) How would you rank the cafeteria managers in
relation to their general capabilities?

Figure 29
Structured Interview Used to Validate
Sub-Structure "i"
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and the null hypothesis is rejected.

A coefficient of con

cordance W of .914 was obtained among the rankings.

The

items included within the structured interview have clearly
substantiated the validity of the Semantic Differential.
TABLE XIV
Illustration of Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance W
for Sub-Structure "i"
Cafeteria
Managers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5
4
4
4

1
3
2
1

4
5
5
5

3
1
3
2

2
2
1
3

7
7
7
7

6
6
6
6

S.D.
Evaluations 5 4

1

5

2

3

6

7

21
1
- m«Ht
s= 1

8
-12
144

24
4
16

11
-9
81

11
-9
81

34
14
196

Items

I
r

1
2
3
4

31
11
121 2>

s.or

343 • 8

n » number of people being rated = 7
m = number of ranking criteria

=5

W =

12.
tS

T>)

= .914

Due to the nature of this selected perceptual link,
the cafeteria supervisor was not shown this sub-structure.
Consequently, there is no administrative evaluation of this
sub-structure.

Instead, the investigator interviewed the

cafeteria supervisor in order to ascertain her views on the
problems she has in dealing with the cafeteria operations
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in this school district.

Most of her views have been stated

earlier in the description of this sub-structure, however,
there is one comment made by this cafeteria supervisor
that cannot be overlooked.
stated:

At the end of the interview, she

"Remember, (investigator's name), 1 deal with people

who are not too well educated and who are housewives that
have recently left their homes in order to earn an extra
income."

Analysis of Data from the Second Administration

Reliability
An interval of twenty one days separated the
two administrations of the Semantic Differential to the
full-time employees of the selected school district.

The

forms used to obtain this data may be found in Appendix B.
The principals, assistant superintendent, or superintendent
were selected as concepts to be retested.

The data obtained

from this second administration of the Semantic Differential
were processed and a coefficient of stability was computed.
Three major types of coefficients could have been used to
estimate the reliability of the measurements.
(1) Coefficient of internal consistency
shows consistency of performance on different
parts or items of the test taken at a single
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sitting. This coefficient is usually computed
by "split half" correlation (e.g., SpearmanBrown formula), or by item analysis (e.g.,
Kuder-Richardson formula).
(2) Coefficient of equivalence shows con
sistency of performance on different forms
of a test. It is based on the correlation
between performances on the different forms
administered at nearly the same time.
(3) Coefficient of stability shows consist
ency of performance on a test (or on equiva
lent forms) over a period of time. It is
based on the correlation between performances
in initial test and retest after a distinct
interval.17
Since the value of these measurements to school administra
tors is dependent on their stability over a reasonable time
interval, the only coefficient sensitive to changes in time
was selected.
All of the scores from the first and second admini
stration were tallied into a scattergram.
is illustrated in Figure 30.

This scattergram

The scores from the first

administration of the Semantic Differential are entered on
the Y-axis and the scores from the second administration of
the Semantic Differential are entered on the X-axis.

The

reader can see that the tally plots tend to fall along a

17. L. J. Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological
Testing, (New York, New York, Harper and Brothers, 1949),
pp. 65 - 73.

Figure 30
Scattergram
Y Axis = First Administration of the Semantic Differential
X Axis = Second Administration of the Semantic Differential
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straight line and the variances in the columns and rows tend
to be equal.

These two properties are referred to as

linearity and homoscedasticity and are assumptions under
lying product-moment linear correlation.

Further, the

pairs of values in this scattergram tend to fall along a
straight line running from the lower left to the upper
right of the scattergram.

This is an indication that the

two sets of scores are positively related.
The magnitude of this positive relationship was cal
culated by computing a Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient.

A total of 292 out of the original 305

employees were retested.

A correlation coefficient of .84

was obtained between the two sets of scores.

The employees

of the selected school district, therefore, tended to be
consistent in their evaluations of other employees.

A Measurement in Depth
In addition to determining the reliability coef
ficient, the second administration of the Semantic Differ
ential was used to "measure in depth" sixty nine dissonant
perceptual links representing approximately 101 evaluations.
The investigator, in this instance, was trying to differen
tiate each dissonant evaluation.

The dissonant evaluations

obtained from the first administration of the Semantic

in
Differential were retested with four categories: appearance,
attitude, behavior, and traits.

For example, in Figure 31,

two nurses and their evaluations of two elementary principals
are illustrated.

The two nurses evaluated these two princi

pals at a negative seven and a positive four respectively.
These evaluations represent a global, overall type of evalu
ation.

In the second administration, these same two nurses

were asked to give their evaluations of these same two
principals' appearances, attitudes, behaviors, and traits.
In this manner, it was hoped that a dissonant evaluation
could be further refined.

The results of this "measurement

in depth" are graphically illustrated in Figure 31.
The attempt to "measure in depth" or to "fraction
ate" low evaluations was not successful.

The global, over

all type of evaluation characterized by the Semantic Dif
ferential items seems to preclude an independent evaluation
of the specific attributes of the person being rated.
This strong "halo effect" can be demonstrated in at
least two ways.

First, the mean Semantic Differential

scores obtained by the five measurements may be tested for
significance of difference.

Thus, the following means were

subjected to a single classification analysis of variance:

Figure 31
A Measurement in Depth
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a

appearance

b

attitude

C

behavior

7- intensity of perception
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Concept being evaluated

"a"
"u"
"c"
n jii

The
His
His
His
His

Mean Semantic Differential Score

person
appearance
attitude
behavior
traits

X
X
X
X
X

"
»
•
«
«

12.84
13.04
10.42
12.31
12.60

An assumption of analysis of variance is that popu
lation variance being estimated by the sample variances
are homogeneous.
Chi Squared test.

This assumption was tested by Bartlett's
This test yielded a chi squared of 52.24.

Since this chi squared at four degrees of freedom is signi
ficant at the five per cent level, the assumption is not
tenable.
However, since violation of this assumption in
effect increases the probability associated with F, and
since a significant F was not expected, it was decided to
proceed with the analysis of variance.

The results of this

analysis are given in Table XV.
As the table shows, the obtained F is not signi
ficant at the five per cent level.

In fact, because of our

violation of the homogeneity of variance assumption, it
would not be significant at even lower levels.
Thus, the five measurements fail to yield signifi
cantly different mean evaluations for the same group.
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TABLE XV
Analysis of Variance Used in
the Measurement in Depth
Source
Total
Within
Between

SS

df

157,319
156,824
495

504
500
4

MS

313.6
123.8

V

5.64
.395 (N.S.)

One might argue that though the preceding analysis
indicates a strong agreement among the five measures, each
of the four "depth" measurements might be related to a dif
ferent degree with the first and more general evaluation.
To test this question, each of the four attribute
measurements was correlated with the primary evaluation.
The four Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients
were:
r
r
r
r

-

person
person
person
person

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

appearance
attitude
behavior
traits

=
•
=
«

.63
.69
.53
.72

Clearly, these are all of the same general magnitude.

How

ever, to insure caution, the significance of the difference
between the largest r (.72) and the smallest r (.53) was
tested.

The correlation coefficients were converted to

Fisher's Z statistic and subjected to a t test.

Table XVI

shows the nature of the calculations and the results.
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TABLE XVI
t Test Calculations Used In the Measurement in Depth
rb

rt = HI

- .53

.^08

5, =V^i~ ,

^4/ S15

.^>85

5o=V Sz,+

PW loo's

t = z« - 2 *

f=

t=
*

.ms
>•*«

As shown in Table XVI, the correlation coefficients
were not significantly different.

We are thereby unable

to reject the null hypothesis that the correlation coeffici
ents characterize the same population.
It may be that a more astute choice of attributes
would permit meaningful "second-order" measurement.

Be

that as it may, this attempt was a failure.

The Superintendent's Reaction
The final contact with the selected school district
occurred approximately five months after the inception of
this study.

This final contact was in the form of a pre

sentation of the results of this research to the superin
tendent of the selected school system.

The superintendent
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was shown the Interpersonal Evaluation Structure and each
sub-structure; validation methods were explained; and the
reliability coefficient together with the scattergram was
reported.

A summary of his evaluations follow:

The superintendent was asked:

"Would these results,

based upon the measuring instrument, be of utility to you as
a superintendent?"

His reply to this question has been

summarized in two parts:
A.

Advantages:
1. The results of this investigation would be
of definite value to him as an administrator.
2. The Interpersonal Evaluation Structure and
resulting sub-structures would tend to confirm or
negate what has been suspected by an administra
tor.
3. The Interpersonal Evaluation Structure and re
sulting sub-structures would uncover what an ad
ministrator does not know about the relationships
in a school system.
4. The Interpersonal Evaluation Structure and re
sulting sub-structures would increase in value as
the size of a school system increased.

B.

Disadvantages:
1. This research does not tell an administrator
about the affect dissonant evaluations have on the
efficiency of a school's operation.
2. This research has not indicated whether this
type of study can be shown to other employees with
a positive or negative effect.
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Summary

This chapter has been concerned with the various
analyses of the data obtained from the preliminary investi
gation and the two applications of the Semantic Differential.
These analyses have included validation, reliability, esti
mation, measurement in depth, and the identification of
the IES and sub-struetures.

CHAPTER V

THE SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

Statement of Problem
The purposes of this study were (a) to identify
the interpersonal evaluation structure in a selected
school district as measured by the Semantic Differential,
(b) to estimate the validity and reliability of the meas
uring instrument, and (c) to assess the interpersonal
evaluation structure's utility to educational administrators.

Review of the Literature
Recent literature concerning perception and social
norms, as factors in human behavior, was reviewed prepara
tory to defining the interpersonal evaluation structure.
The literature concerned with the concepts of inter
personal evaluation perception was examined.

Three basic

aspects of social perception: the perceiver, the perceived,
and the situation were considered.
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Studies of interpersonal
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perception having specific reference to educational ad
ministration were summarized.

The review of the literature

also included an explanation and description of the
Semantic Differential.

The Collection of the Data
The Semantic Differential was administered twice
to every full-time employee of the selected school district.
The first administration provided the data for the inter
personal evaluation structure and several sub-structures.
The instrument was administered again to provide an esti
mate of the reliability of the interpersonal evaluation
measurement.

The second application of this device also

permitted measurement "in depth" at selected interstices
in the formal structure.

Validity was established by the

observation of controlled and experimental communications
and decisions involving selected perceptual links.

Anec

dotal records were obtained to shed further light on the
validity of the measurements.
There were five phases required to complete the
processing of the data.

The first phase was concerned with

transferring the raw data to IBM cards.

In the second

phase of the data processing, the responses were decoded
and totaled by the 605 IBM Computer.

The third phase of
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the data processing included calculations that were
gang punched into the IBM cards by the 514 IBM Repro
ducer.

The 82 IBM Sorter and the 407 IBM Accounting

Machine were used in the fourth phase of the data pro
cessing to block sort and list the resultant data.
The fifth and final phase of the data processing in
volved the construction and illustration of fhe inter
personal evaluation structure, one administrative sub
structure, eight staff sub-struetures, one illustra
tion of a measurement "in depth," and a scattergram.

Analysis of the Data
This investigation identified and tested the
validity and reliability of an interpersonal evaluation
structure in a selected school district.

In addition,

one administrative sub-structure and nine staff sub
structures were identified.

An illustration depicting

a measurement "in depth" and a scattergram were also in
cluded.

The measurements obtained from the Semantic

Differential were validated by appropriate non-parametric
statistical tests.

The reliability of the measurements

was tested by a coefficient of stability.
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Conclusions

The Problem
The problem in this investigation was to define
the interpersonal evaluation structure within a school
system.
fined.

There is no doubt that a structure can be de
The question is: how close is this study's identi

fied interpersonal evaluation structure to the "real"
structure that is assumed to exist in the school system?
The reliability coefficient of the measuring in
strument as well as every validity test but one supports
the conclusion that the interpersonal evaluation structure
that was defined is a good, though, of course, imperfect,
estimate of the real structure.

The anecdotal records in

cluded in this study attested to the authenticity of the
interpersonal evaluation structure and the various sub
structures.

Validity and Reliability
Eight out of nine separate validity tests were
significant at the five per cent level or beyond.
test-retest reliability coefficient was .84.

The

For these

reasons, it is concluded that the Semantic Differential is
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a sufficiently valid and reliable instrument for measuring
the interpersonal evaluation structure in a school
system.

Utility
From recorded comments obtained from the princi
pals and superintendent, it is concluded that this type
of measurement is useful in a variety of ways to public
school administrators.

For example, administrators con

sidered this measurement to be a new source of informa
tion that gave them insight into staff relationships.
Some commented that the measurements confirmed their sup
positions about staff relationships.

In general, the

consensus seemed to be that the administrator could work
more effectively for "harmony" in a school where such data
were available.

General Conclusions
As a result of this study, the investigator con
cludes that public school systems can be called upon to
enter into scientific research with enthusiasm, sophis
tication, and a spirit of adventure.

No reason was

found to believe that public school employees will be
reactionary or uncooperative in such projects.
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In the author's estimation, the school system
was not jeopardized as a result of this investigation.
Instead, there is every reason to believe that the pro
cedures used to identify the interpersonal evaluation
structure served as a catharsis for the entire school
system.

In evaluating those individuals with whom they

worked, the employees of the school district became aware
of their own perspectives.

The administrators became more

confident of research after they evaluated the sub
structures.

The entire school system eventually became

very proud of the fact that this research was concerned
with their schools.

Recommendations

Education
This study investigated the relationships exist
ing between school employees.

To identify these relation

ships in the form of an interpersonal evaluation struc
ture is to lay a foundation for further research.

The

research completed here does not represent a finished
theory of educational administration.

Hopefully, it may

contribute to the exploratory beginnings of such a
theory.

As one type of a "model," this study has provided
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a way of viewing a complex phenomenon (perception) in a
fashion which permits scientific study.
There now develops a need to determine the relative
stability or instability of this measurement.

It is re

commended that similar study be undertaken in this same
school system after an interval of two years has elapsed.
The results of these two investigations can then be com
pared and the magnitude of variation can be measured.
There also develops a need to determine the ef
fects of discord (as measured by an interpersonal evalua
tion structure) on a school system.

If these "effects"

can, in fact, be determined; it is conceivable that an in
vestigator could then work "backwards" from a given effect
to a given prediction.

The validity of the prediction

could be tested by the Semantic Differential yielding
valences and intensities of measured relationships.
Further, if the effects of discord on a school
system are identified, an investigation should be under
taken to determine what can be done about these dissonant
relationships.

Educational administrators could then be

taught alternative procedures that can be used in re
solving those conflicts and misunderstandings as found in
an educational setting.

In this manner, school
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administration can be systemized, to some extent at least,
giving some guidelines to what now appears to be intuition.
In this investigation, there has been a willing
ness to study phenomena in relation to theory rather than
to immediate application.

It is recommended, therefore,

that the Semantic Differential be used to identify a
student interpersonal evaluation structure.

The relation

ships between the staff and student interpersonal evalua
tion structures might reveal interesting consequences of
administrative behavior.

Research of this nature should

yield theoretical concepts regarding the (a) relationships
between a student and staff interpersonal evaluation
structure, (b) effects of student discord, and (c) what
can be done about conflicts and misunderstandings within
student hierarchies.

The nature and origin of these

variables and their effects on student motivation and
morale could be of considerable importance to educational
adminis tration.

Theory
In order to build a cohesive body of educational
theory, research is needed in relating this type of
study to small group theory, mathematical modeling, and
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operations research.

Therefore, it is recommended that

there be research to investigate whether or not the func
tion of an organization (educational, governmental, indus
trial, labor, military) has a determining effect on the
configurations found in an interpersonal evaluation struc
ture.

If function is a determinant of these configura

tions, a study is needed to explain how it affects the
array of links.

Similar studies of the relationship be

tween formal organizational patterns and interpersonal
evaluation structures should also be completed.
This type of theory-oriented research should also
develop an optimal technique for discovering the inter
action pattern upon which an interpersonal evaluation
structure is based.

There is also a need for research

that will determine the minimal number of measurements
necessary to adequately identify a reliable interpersonal
evaluation structure.

In this same context, it would be

of value to know when repeated measurement by the Semantic
Differential begins to yield diminishing returns.
A final recommendation is made on the basis of
the results obtained in this study.

The four concepts

used to measure "in depth" were not successful; therefore,
research needs to experiment with various kinds of
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concepts in order to determine whether or not the
Semantic Differential can measure "in depth."

Semantic Differential
As a result of this investigation, public school
administrators are advised to use an outside person or
agency to identify an interpersonal evaluation structure
with the Semantic Differential.

It is recommended that

the use of the Semantic Differential in this type of re
search be limited to large schools or school systems (not
necessarily a total system).

A list of bipolar adjectives

especially selected for this type of an investigation
should be developed by further research with the Semantic
Differential.

Validity
There is a need for research in developing a
variety of validation techniques to be used with inter
personal evaluation structures and their resultant sub
structures.

General Recommendations
Many of these recommendations suggest further re
search in fields outside of practical educational
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administration.

Public school administrators should not

forget their responsibility to apply such research to their
field.

Perhaps they may even free themselves from the

practicality of their business and attempt to solve theo
retical problems.

The only "real" break-through to a

theory of educational administration will probably be made
when the profession recognizes general theory construction
as a legitimate goal.

APPENDIX A

Forms Used in First Application
of the Semantic Differential
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Directions
You are being asked to participate in a study of
perception. The object of the study is to find out how
you perceive the people with whom you work. On each of
the following pages there is a different person for you to
describe. Your description can be made by marking the
list of words on the page. Take a look to see how this
is done. Each pair of words forms a scale. By making the
check marks along the scale you can indicate what you as
sociate with the particular person.
For example, if you feel that the person named at
the top of the page is very closely associated with one
end of the scale, you would place a check mark as follows:
(fair/:_j_:__:_:_:_unfair) OR (fair_:_j_:_:__:_:^unfair)
If you feel that the person named at the top of
the page is quite closely related to one or the other end
of the scale, you would place a check mark as follows:
(strong_:y:_:__:_:__:_weak) OR (s trong_:__:_:_:_: v/:_weak)
If you feel that the person named at the top of
the page is only slightly related to one or the other end
of the scale, you would place a check mark as follows:
(active__:_: y:__:__:_:_passive) OR (active_:_:_:_:^:__:__passive)
If you consider both sides equally associated with
the person named at the top of the page or if you are not
familiar with the person, you would place a check mark as
follows:
(safe_:

•:_:__:_dangerous)

Remember: never put more than one check mark on any
scale. And also be sure to check every item. If you feel
that a pair of adjectives does not apply, or if you are un
decided, place the check mark in the center space, do not
leave the line blank.
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scale.
about.

Do not spend more than a few seconds marking each
Your first impression is what we would like to learn

We do not want to know your name for this study.
Please do not write your name anywhere on these forms.
Please seal your completed forms in the enclosed envelope.
Do not put your name on the envelope.
Thank you.
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WISE
UNIMPORTANT

FOOLISH
IMPORTANT

KIND

CRUEL

COOL

WARM

WEAK

STRONG

YOUNG
DANGEROUS_
NEAR_
SAD
BEAUTIFUL
SICK
UNSUCCESSFUL
EASY-GOING
DULL

OLD
JSAFE
FAR
HAPPY
UGLY
HEALTHY
SUCCESSFUL
STRICT
INTERESTING

CLEAN_

_DIRTY

HAZY

CLEAR

USEFUL_
PASSIVE_

USELESS
_ACTIVE

HARD_

SOFT

BAD

GOOD
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These last two pages have been purposely left blank. Please
fill in the name and position of two more Valley School
District employees. These employees should be people who
do not appear on the previous sheets. They should be people
you know (not necessarily like) best.
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WISE
UNIMPORTANT

FOOLISH
IMPORTANT

KIND

CRUEL

COOL

WARM

WEAK

STRONG

YOUNG_
DANGEROUS^
NEAR
SAD_
BEAUTIFUL
SICK
UNSUCCESSFUL
EASY-GOING
DULL_
CLEAN
HAZY_
USEFUL_
PASSIVE_

OLD
JSAFE
FAR
HAPPY
UGLY
HEALTHY
_SUCCESSFUL
STRICT
INTERESTING
DIRTY
CLEAR
USELESS
_ACTIVE

HARD_

SOFT

BAD

GOOD

APPENDIX B

Forms Used in Second Application
of the Semantic Differential
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THIS IS THE SECOND AND FINAL MEASUREMENT OF HOW
YOU PERCEIVE THE PEOPLE WITH WHOM YOU WORK. YOU WILL FIND
A SET OF DIRECTIONS TO HELP YOU COMPLETE YOUR FORM. WHEN
YOU HAVE FINISHED, PLEASE INCLOSE THIS FORM IN THE ENVELOPE
PROVIDED FOR YOU. YOUR SEALED ENVELOPE SHOULD BE RETURNED
TO THE PRINCIPAL' OFFICE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
~

THANK YOU.
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Directions
You are being asked to participate in a study of
perception. The object of the study is to find out how
you perceive the people with whom you work. On each of
the following pages there is a different person for you to
describe. Your description can be made by marking the
list of words on the page. Take a look to see how this
is done. Each pair of words forms a scale. By making the
check marks along the scale you can indicate what you as
sociate with the particular person.
For example, if you feel that the person named at
the top of the page is very closely associated with one
end of the scale, you would place a check mark as follows:
(fair/: : : : : : unfair) OR (fair : : : : : :•unfair)
If you feel that the person named at the top of
the page is quite closely related to one or the other end
of the scale, you would place a check mark as follows:
(strong__:^:_:_:_:__:_weak) OR (strong_:_:_:_j__:j^:_weak)
If you feel that the person named at the top of
the page is only slightly related to one or the other end
of the scale, you would place a check mark as follows:
(active_:__:_/:__:_:_:__passive) OR (active _:_:__:__;*l:_:_passive)
If you consider both sides equally associated with
the person named at the top of the page or if you are not
familiar with the person, you would place a check mark as
follows:
(safe

dangerous)
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WISE
UNIMPORTANT

FOOLISH
IMPORTANT

KIND

CRUEL

COOL

WARM

WEAK

STRONG

YOUNG_
DANGEROUS
NEAR
SAD_
BEAUTIFUL
SICK
UNSUCCESSFUL
EASY-GOING
DULL

OLD
SAFE
FAR
_HAPPY
UGLY
HEALTHY
SUCCESSFUL
STRICT
INTERESTING

CLEAN

DIRTY

HAZY

CLEAR

USEFUL_
PASSIVE

JJSELESS
ACTIVE

HARD_

SOFT

BAD

GOOD

APPENDIX C

The Interpersonal Evaluation Structure
(in pocket)
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